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Abstract
The present paper recognizes the pertinence of the monastic culture in the
Hypnerotomachia Poliphili or Strife of Love in a Dream, written by Francesco
Colonna in 1499. Taking as a starting point the hypothesis that the author
was a Venetian monk, the research demonstrates the omnipresent Christian
context in a novel that traditionally has been considered “pagan” and identifies the religious profession of the author projected over the protagonist (Poliphilo). Monastic codes of secret knowledge, prayer and meditation are content in a literary masterpiece, that reveals inner battles of the soul like distractions of the mind. Topics about free will and morality, and the recovery of
human dignity, based on the role of the senses involved in the cognitive
process are some of the conclusions that stem from the study of this novel
from a Christian perspective.

Keywords
Secret Knowledge, Spiritual Battle, Therapeutic Writing, Creative
Remembrance

1. Introduction
The Strife of Love in a Dream (Hypnerotomachia Poliphili in its original title) is
a famous illustrated novel of the Renaissance (1499) and maybe, the most misunderstood. On the surface, it is a simple love story where Poliphilo, the protagonist, walks in the company of nymphs who inhabit mysterious places. It is
possible to observe different levels of meaning in those symbolic landscapes and
fantastical architecture, which suggest a mystic experience. Through the centuries, different scholars have confronted the challenge of interpreting the enigma
propounded by this beautiful book; if we presented a panoramic view of their atDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101001 Nov. 18, 2021
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titude towards it, we could say that it has been a long way between contempt and
rejection, until theories regarding the author’s identity appeared, offering new
and unexplored starting points for approaching the study novel’s contents.
Two principal theories have arisen, recognizing two different men behind the
name Francesco Colonna, author of the aforementioned novel: roman prince
with literary gifts (Calvesi, 1965) or a Venetian monk of dissolute character
(Pozzi & Ciapponi, 1964). However, both always remain within a neo-pagan
cultural frame. On some occasions, when the theory of the Venetian monk as the
author of this novel is preferred, it is presented just as a controversial detail that
can explain the mystic tendency and erotic inclinations in the content and images of the book. It is important to consider that The Strife of Love in a Dream
was written at a time of religious crisis, due to the relaxation of monastic customs in relation to the rules established by its founding fathers. As an example,
some comments made by Erasmus of Rotterdam in Enchomion moriae seu laus
stultitiae (printed in 1511) offer us a very critical image of the members of the
mendicant orders in Europe.
[…] They consider it a sign of high piety to be so fasting from all kinds of studies that they don’t even know how to read. In addition, they sing psalms, pronounced, but not understood, and thunder the temple with their voices of donkeys, they believe that they provide great delight to the ears of heavenly people
[…] Although they certainly live far from the world, no one, without, however,
he dares to annoy them, especially the mendicants, because by confessions, as
they call them, they hold everyone’s secrets. But it is not permissible for them to
discover them, except when, after having drunk, they want to delight themselves
with pleasant anecdotes, and yet they say things so that they are understood by
conjecture, always keeping the names silent. But if someone irritated those drones,
then he would take revenge in his sermons, designating the enemy by indirect allusions, so that no one would fail to understand them, except those who understand nothing. And he would not stop removing his skin as long as he did not
throw a bone to cover his mouth (de Rotterdam, 1984).
Despite the irony by which certain aberrant customs are described in the life
of some monks. Beyond the burlesque coloratura of the words, Erasmus’s comments are evidence of those most recognizable aspects of monastic life at that
time. Indeed, this article will focus on the importance attributed to the singing of
the psalms, and the possession of a classified knowledge, shared by the exclusive
members of this type of religious community: a secret code jealously guarded of
the eyes of the common people, only known by the eye of faith.
Ariani and Gabriele have connected the classical erudition of the book with
the immoral behavior of the monk-author as a determining and necessary factor
for the creation of The Strife of Love in a Dream but have not gone further than
that. A closer examination of related studies and articles demonstrates that,
many of the scholars who have accepted the thesis of Francesco Colonna as a
Venetian monk, have not considered the impact that a religious author would
have for the novel in its deeper levels of meaning or interpretation. Even without
DOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101001
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the certainty of whether the author of The Strife of Love in a Dream was a Roman prince or a sinner Venetian monk, the truth remains that, in both cases, the
Christian context is omnipresent. However, there is no research emphasizing the
importance of Christianity in the construction and function of the book. There
are some studies that help us assert the pertinence of our proposal. Following the
background given by these texts, this study does not keep the focus in a Classical
or Humanistic frame as previous studies have done. Starting from the issue of
authorship, this article seeks to establish the influence of early and medieval
Christianity on the creation of this book, through the study of some monastic literary sources in relation to The Strife of Love in a Dream.
Once we embrace the thesis postulating that Francesco Colonna was a monk,
it is possible to identify different aspects related to monastic spirituality, a religious context that, necessarily, would have inspired the construction of the book.
However, we are not focusing on Francesco Colonna’s life as an insubordinate
monk with a talent for erotic literature. We follow the thesis of the monk but ask
for the traces that the author’s monastic life would have left in the composition
and design of The Strife of Love in a Dream. In fact, if Colonna was a monk, and
we take into consideration the general conclusions in Denis Turner’s research in
Eros and Allegory. Medieval Exegesis of the Song of Songs (1995), Colonna,
through Poliphilo, the protagonist of his novel, would be celebrating his love
towards God by way of erotic-spiritual writing:
[The monk] knows what he is doing, he intentionally denies to himself a genital outlet for his sexually and deliberately transfers his sexual energies upon a
spiritual object […] these men needed to talk about love [to God], so the human
love was a model (Turner, 1995).
Poliphilo’s desire is the desire Colonna himself is expressing towards God.
Indeed, the passionate love that Poliphilo feels for the nymph Polia is a metaphor the fervent desire for God on the part of the monk-author, that is, Colonna.
Liane Lefevre, in a chapter of “The Real Polyphile” in Leon Battista Alberti’s
Hypnerotomachia Poliphili., provides us with the only visual proof of Colonna’s
monastic profession, because she suggests Leo Battista Alberti as the true identity behind Colonna’s name. Without sharing her thoughts on this, we do agree
with Lefevre regarding her point that Poliphilo is a fictional reflection of the author and, as such, shares his profession. Specifically, Lefevre remarks upon the
aspect of the protagonist’s clothes. This detail would be superfluous if we did not
consider that men’s fashion at that time was constituted by tights and short jackets, used without exception for all other male characters represented in the novel
(Lefevre, 1997). According to the work of Lefevre, Poliphilo’s toga is the usual
clothes of an apostolic abbreviator of the roman curia (Figure 1). She compares
the drawings of the book and the image of Poliphilo with the self-portrait of Alberti in the National Library of Rome and, in fact, Poliphilo does have the appearance of a servant of the Roman curia. The toga and its use have meaningful significance in relation to the monastic profession, as well as being the object of the
protagonist’s obsession. These antecedents reinforce the religious weight of such
DOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101001
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clothing in Colonna’s work. Some of the arguments offered by John Cassian in
his Institutions (Casiano, 2012b) help us to understand the author’s choosing of
the toga as a garment to differentiate Poliphilo from other characters. Cassian
was the monk responsible for transmitting Eastern Christian monasticism to the
West during early medieval times—he established the rules regarding monks’ attire, about which he commented to Saint Paul (1Tim 6: 8).
He says “operimenta”, about what cover us; and not “dresses”. That is, it is a
garment that covers only the body, not a garment that promotes vanity. It is so
simple that neither by the novelty of the color nor by the originality of the cut it
is too esteemed by those who follow this kind of monastic life. By removing the
embellishments adorned, on the other hand, the opposite situation that must be
avoided is evident […] an affected negligence. […] Finally, keep away the
worldly fashions […] (Casiano, 2012b).
We can observe that the portrait of Alberti and the images of Poliphilo depict
the idea of clothes that cover, that are not garments (operimenta). Furthermore,
the negligence with the vestments explains, in part, the constant worry and
shame that Poliphilo feels regarding the poor state of his toga throughout the
whole novel. Certainly, those rags that put Poliphilo to shame are a projection of
the sinful soul shared by the protagonist and author-monk.

Figure 1. Poliphilo’s toga according to Lefevre (1997) Leon Battista’s Alberti’s
Hypnerotomachia Poliphili. At the center, Alberti’s self-portrait clothes of an apostolic abbreviator of the roman curia. To the left, men’s fashion with tights and short
jackets. To the right, Poliphilo and his toga.
DOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101001
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Additionally, we do not agree with Emanuela Kretzulesco-Quaranta when she
claims that The Strife of Love in a Dream (1996) is not exactly a Christian book
(Kretzulesco-Quaranta, 1996). On the contrary, we will demonstrate that inside
this book it is possible to find some topics and biblical marks that belong to the
Christian monastic tradition. The novel is in fact a Christian book as it is possible to identify themes and concerns that are distinctive to Christianity (fighting
temptation, the doctrine of virtues and vices, the soul’s salvation) as well as biblical marks belonging to the Christian context. N. Temple, in his article “The
Hypnerotomachia Poliphilli as a Possible Model for Topographical Interpretations of Rome in the Early Sixteenth Century” (2012), emphasizes the existence
of baptismal symbolism the book (with Poliphilo in front of the stream, see Figure 2), and also perceives a certain biblical style (Temple, 1998). We must also
add to his observations that the mention of the dipsa snake and of the
deer—both in chapter 2—constitute a set of biblical marks all originating from
the Book of Psalms, a monk’s biblical text par excellence. As established by William P. Brown in his book Seeing the Psalms (2002), the water source corresponds to the metaphor of God as fountain, a “fountain of living water” (Jer. 2:
13; 17: 13), which appears in the Book of Psalms 36 (35): 10, and of God as
“stream” next to the deer, Ps. 42-43(41-42): 2. The deer is present too as a representation of the worshiping soul and prayer in Ps. 18 (17: 32-34). In contrast, the
serpent (in its different aspects) is always the representation of wickedness or the
trap on the path: the enemy of God and his good followers (see Ps. 91: 11-13; 58
(57): 5 and 140 (139): 4) (Brown, 2002). Furthermore, the mention of the holm
oak in several chapters (1, 3, 5, 7, 17, 21, 29 and 38) of the novel of Colonna
(2015) and the terebinth (chapter 21 and 27) (Colonna, 2015) reminds us of the
importance given to botanic symbolism in the Sacred Scriptures. The same happens with Poliphilo’s raptus towards the end of the tale (chapter 25) which, as a
“spiritual flight”, echoes Saint Paul about the “third heaven” (2 Cor. 12. 1-6). We
can also add to our list of biblical marks that the conscientious descriptions of
buildings, mechanisms, and objects (chapters 3-5; 9-10; 19, 22-24) a rhetorical
matrix often used in monastic penitence and obey compunction.

Figure 2. Poliphilo as a pious servant/deer comes to the fountain. To the left, Poliphilo
genuflects in front of the stream. To the right, deer in an illustration of the Physiologus
(Roma: XVI century), visiting the stream to purify itself from the serpent’s venom.
DOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101001
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[If] Compunction is an action of God in us, an act by which God awakens us,
a shock, a blow, a “twinge” […]. It is necessary, first and foremost, to become
sensitive to that invisible action of God, an intervention so useful that it is not
noticeable except through those new senses, those five “spiritual senses” […].
[Thus´] We contemplate from afar the beauty of our Creator with a knowledge
of love [God’s desire] […] This adherence of the spirit is not the result of interpretation: it is a taste, a flavor, a wisdom and not a science (Leclercq, 2009).
Through the idea of “monastic culture”, Leclercq distinguishes between medieval monastic treatises and scholastic theology. With that, he proves the continuity of Eastern patristic tradition and thought (from the time of the Fathers
from the desert during Paleo Christianity) through medieval monasticism
(Western), even beyond the scholastic period. The survival and permanence of
the precepts and codes developed between the second and fourth century, by
writers such as Origen of Alexandria, Evagrius Ponticus, John Chrysostom, allows us to understand monastic mysticism as a sensorial experience of God,
which in turn confirms Turner’s conclusions regarding erotic monastic language. These authors, coming from patristic sources, help us to interpret certain
sensitive peculiarities present in the novel (such as the importance attributed to
the senses and aesthetic sensitivity), which we envision as privileged access
routes to divine love. The identification of this divine love with the loving inclination between Poliphilo and Polia, or the correspondence of this love as the
path that every monk undertakes towards Almighty God, are affirmations that
are based on a monastic tradition that sinks its roots in the legacy of the Desert
Fathers.
The notion of “monastic culture”—according to Leclercq—assimilates the
knowledge of God through reading or the lectio divina, whose register of the experience (meditatio/contemplatio) is captured in some creative writing named
compositio. Through this process of text creation, the monk rescues everything
undeserving of oblivion: his visions of God and celestial Jerusalem. We must
note that medieval monasticism was an eschatological culture; memory was
trained to project ideas regarding salvation and hope, images, and visions of the
great beyond (Leclercq, 2009).
The only legitimate desire is to possess God here below and always: here in the
realm of pain and thanks to him; later, in heaven […] Precisely in order to reach
God, it is necessary tolove death, to desire it, to love it, which is not an obstacle
to suffer and fear it for it; It is necessary to accept it, to feel in the hour when
God sends it to us as a means of going to him (Leclercq, 2009).
This did not prevent the exercise of a “humanistic spirituality”, which knew
how to Christianize all classic material that the cloisters were able to keep in
their libraries. In this sense, the notion of “monastic culture” and its literary
characteristics can be applied to the study of Colonna’s novel, without erasing or
standing in opposition with studies where a humanistic and neopagan view prevails. Colonna’s work can be inscribed within the margins that define medieval
monastic culture, because in The Strife of Love in a Dream, we can observe the
DOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101001
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key role played by physical senses, which give an account of the knowledge of
God through allegory, figures and poetic icons of biblical origin.

2. The Lectio Divina and the Prudence Principle
2.1. The Strife of Love in a Dream and the Lectio Divina
In her article “Not Before Either Known or Dreamt of: The Hypnerotomachia
Poliphili and the Craft of Wonder” Raffaela Fabiani Giannetto (2015) proposes
the study of this novel as a product of monastic rhetoric. She follows the main
ideas developed in the publications of Mary Carruthers between the years 1998
and 2008, who contextualizes the tradition of the art of memory inside monasticism (Fabiani, 2015). Indeed, in the introduction to the anthology The Medieval Craft of Memory by Carruthers and Ziolkowsky (Carruthers & Ziolkowsky
2004), the creational function of the monastic meditation, a creative principle
that consisted in the re-combination of mental pictures during the internal
process of recollection, is emphasized. Starting from this, for Giannetto, The
Strife of Love in a Dream is a demonstration of the power of phantasia, a compositio that represents one of the steps in the production of new mental images,
which in turn facilitate the invention of new thoughts and ideas revolving
around God during the meditation (within the parameters set by monastic tradition). In fact, Lectio Divina comprehends the cognitive-spiritual process that
depends directly on the workings of memory. We agree with Gianetto’s conclusions; nevertheless, it is urgent to emphasize the value of the practice of Lectio
Divina as surrounded by meditatio in Colonna’s work.
Lectio Divina is an ancient methodology used by the Fathers of Eastern monasticism. It is a method of thinking and praying in relation to Sacred Texts, and
it is done not in an intellectual way, but as gradual approximation to God in different spiritual stages: lectio. oratio/contemplatio. and meditatio. Duncan Robertson in the “Preface” of his book Lectio Divina. The Medieval Experience of
Reading (2011) explains that Lectio Divina is a type of enigmatic communication between the one praying and God. His comments suggest that Lectio Divina
involves the current interpretation of the biblical passages, where the reader participates in the (re)production of the (new) text (Robertson, 2011). Just as we did
with Giannetto, by applying Mary Carruthers’ research to the analysis of The
Strife of Love in a Dream, we can say that if we solely observed ‘monastic meditation’ as it is present within the narrative, we would be underestimating the
power that prayer has in the book by Colonna as a material product. “Monastic
meditation” as a composition is manifested both at the narrative level as well as
at the material level of the monk’s work.
Cardinal Carlo Maria Martini in his The Joy of the Gospel. Meditations for
Young People (1994) asserts that the different stages of the Lectio Divina can be
grouped in a triad (lectio; meditatio; oratio/contemplatio) (Martini, 1994), the
same organization that Saint Guigo II the Carthusian systematized in his Scala
Claustralium, where defined the lectio divina as a process with steps or stages.
Indeed, Martini observes a concordance between these stages of spirituality with
DOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101001
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the three subdivisions of prudence—memory, intellect, and foresight or will—
determined before in Cicero’s De inventione II (1991). The Ciceronian explanation is located within the frame of the tripartite “appreciable things” (virtue,
science, truth) that determine moral actions. Prudence belongs to the “genre of
truth”, which the philosopher also called “honesty” (Cicerón, n.d.). After, with
monasticism, the honesty was the Holy truth or the memory of God, widely developed by Saint Augustine in the book X of Confessions (Agustín, 2006), and
his treatise De Trinitate (Agustín, 1956). In this sense-monastic prudence and
memory, during early and medieval Christianity depend on the search for divine
truth, which is “a moral obligation as well as scholarly necessity” (Carruthers,
2008), the condition of moral perfection and not an intellectual practice. The
habitus:
All virtues and vices are habits, good or bad […] habitus […] makes possible,
the virtues of prudence or moral judgement […] Memory itself is neither perception nor conception, but condition, habitus (Greek hexis) or “affection” (pathos). This basic connection between the process of sensation which ends memory, and that of human emotional life is fundamental for understanding the crucial role memory was thought to have in the shaping of moral judgment and excellence of character (Carruthers, 2008).

2.2. The Oratio of Poliphilo and Its Biblical Sources
Oratio and meditatio, together, are aspects of monastic tradition present inside
the novel, specifically as stages of Lectio Divina that are based on the ruminatio
of the Psalter. Prayer and meditation both contribute to the rhetorical formalism
of prayer and to its innovation. There is a brief passage in chapter 2 of The Strife
of Love in a Dream which still has not been evaluated by scholars (Ariani &
Gabriele, 2015): the prayer of Poliphilo where this tradition is evident. We quote
the prayer of Poliphilo as found in the original version by Colonna:
O Diespiter máximo. optimo et omnipotente et opitulo, si dalli divini suffragii
la humanitate per iuste prece merita sufragio et debi essere exaudita, al praesente,
di qualunque fragile ofensa dolente. te supplice invoco, summo patre, degli superi
medioximi et inferí aeterno rectore, che de questi mei mortali pericoli et praesente
horrore me ad la tua immensa deitate piaqui liberare et finire questa mia dubiosa

vita per altro megliore fine (Colonna, 2015).
The humble invocation of Poliphilo towards Father-God is part of a rhetorical
formalism of prayer, relative to the monastic tradiction. Based on the first epistle
to Timothy 2, 1-4, Origen of Alexandria recognizes the different parts that constitute prayer in his treatise Sobre la oración 12.2 (Orígenes, 1999). Tertullian
finds inspiration for his treatise On the Prayer in John 17, 1-26. The adjective
“omnipotente” is a pagan legacy to Christian popular expressions. Poliphilo asks
for divine kindness to alleviate his suffering but, although the prayer is over, we
have reasons to suppose that the religious practice continues as meditation, in
other words, it adopts a creative appearance. Indeed, chapter, as a whole, would
be a concentrated expression of the core of the lectio divina (oratio and meditaDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101001
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tio) and its most frequent enemy: curiosity. To summarize the chapter, after the
contact established by the thirsty and tired Poliphilo with God, and the symbolic
finding of the brook as a divine answer to his pleadings, the rest of the narrative
obscures any religious manifestation to a large degree. The reason: the mind of
the reader is aligned with the precarious concentration of Poliphilo—a sinner
monk (1995)—when he listens to a Doric song that moves him away from the
precious source of water. In this way, when Poliphilo fails to find the music’s
origin, and he is aware again of his physical fragility, the reader interprets his final speech—at the end of the chapter—as the whining of a frustrated lover. Nevertheless, the description of the place where Poliphilo falls asleep again, the hunting metaphor, the self-comparison with a wounded deer, and his allusion to the
story of the poisonous snake, configure a fragmented narrative that can be explained when some Christian marks are uncovered. In other words, his meditative
act—which follows the prayer quoted above—is materialized as a re-elaboration
of specific contents of the Psalter.
Monasticism considers prayer as a tool against curiosity and distraction,
where the oratio is configured by the Psalter, which constitute a particular form
of praying. Evagrius Ponticus (fourth century) is very specific in his treatise The
Prakticos (1995) about establishing a clear difference between two types of
prayer: the intellectual one, and the prayer that sings the Psalms. The second is a
regular practice for the beginner monk, who still cannot get an intellectual degree of communication with God. So, if we accept that Poliphilo is a monk (as
the author would be), and follow this early categorization of prayer and considering the small degree of perfection of the soul of Poliphilo—because he is a
monk who has fallen in love—then, we can suppose that his prayer is impregnated by ruminated psalms. In this respect, Colombás in the chapter Biblia y
Oración comments the following about the monks:
Their book of prayer par excellence was the Psalter. As is well known, the
Psalms constituted the main and more characteristic part of the canonical offices, which no monk stopped reciting; [it was] their prayer, their “rumination
[…]. He also added categorically: A monk who did not pray the psalms in public
and private, who did not know them by heart, who was not imbued with its
feelings, was simply inconceivable (Colombás, 2004).
In addition, it is necessary to indicate that ruminatio is, superficially, the repetition of words from a Sacred Scripture, but in a more accurate fashion, it is the
act of reading as digestion. The assimilation of biblical contents blurs the outlines of these texts but keeps enough of their context so that the intended reader
recognizes the stories and sacred passages. Claire Barbetti, in Ekphrastic Medieval Vision, called these almost imperceptible details “cultural markers”, “objects” that are “laced with meanings, stories and traditions that form a narrative”
(Barbetti, 2011). This legacy of Psalter inside the novel has been observed in
some ways by Temple, in a brief passage of his article, where he asserts that some
scenes from the novel (all from chapter 2) have been “described in almost Biblical terms” (Temple, 1998). Although he does not mention the prayer of PoliphiDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101001
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lo, he highlights that the following scene (where thirsty Poliphilo is crouched in
front the brook) may suggest an Early Christian sacrament of baptism. His argument considers that the visual representations in the baptisteries have been
inspired by Psalm 41 (42). It is surprising that Temple says nothing about the
self-comparison of Poliphilo to a deer and its iconography, which specifically
links the novel with verses one and two. In fact, the psalm declares: “My soul
cries out for you, God, like a hart [male deer] crying out for streams of water;
My soul is thirsty for God, the God that is alive. When can I come and see the
face of God?” This early baptismal scene in The Strife of Love in a Dream is also
depicted in the woodcut of the Aldine edition (Figure 2). The similarities of the
physical and spiritual sufferings expressed in the prayer of Poliphilo with Psalm
41 are something more than a mere coincidence. The allusion of the deer is the
result of a meditation of the Psalm, and its literary recreation by the author,
monk (Colonna):

Mi riposavo giacendo sul fianco sinistro, gli spiriti indeboliti, respirando l aria
fresca con le labbra raggrinzite e più afanosamente del cervo che fugge stanco.
lacerato ai fianchi dai morsi dei cani feroci, il petto trafitto dalla freccia. la testa
possente dalle corna ramose appoggiata sul debole dorso: ormai allo stremo,
incapace di rimanere ereto si abbandona sfinito, piegandosi moribondo sulle
agili ginocchia (Colonna, 2015).
Poliphilo lying down resembles the dying deer. Furthermore, the truth is that
his affliction and martyrdom have monastic antecedents. Evagrius Ponticus depicts in his work The Praktikos that the disease of the passionate soul—of the
negligent monk—is an internal battle against thoughts that trouble the heart.
The practice of prudence is the battle that occurs during prayer. In another treatise, De oratione, Evagrio urges to pray with compunction (1995) with tears for
the sins committed. But also, he warns that “[i]f your intellect wanders during
prayer, you are not praying as a monk yet, [you] still belong to the world instead,
occupying yourself in decorating the outer tent” (Ps. 44 (43)) (Póntico, 1995).
This idea seems adequate to Poliphilo’s emotional profile. The Elizabethan
version of the Hypnerotomachia (1592) shows a more evident religious intention
than the original text, thus emphasizing the connection with Evagrious’ thinking:
Wherefore more trembling then in moifture, being throwlye fearched with the
furious north winde, I lifted vp my hart to God, deferring as Achemenides being
afraide of the horrible Cyclopt rather to be flame by the hands of Aenueas his
enemies, rather then to fuffer fo odious a death. And my deuoute prayer, fincerely vinited to a contrite heart, powring out a fountaine of teares with a fteadfaft beliefe to be deliured. I found myfelfe in a fhort fpace gotten at libertie, like a
new day crept out of a darke and tempeftuous night (Colonna, 2009).
There is a contrast in how the strength of Poliphilo’s feelings are portrayed:
the idea of praying with tears and a contrite heart clearly describes a critical
stage of the Lectio Divina inside the novel, while the original version and its
successive translation into Italian exhibit the prayer directly through the voice
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and words of Poliphilo. The translation into English complements the original
version because it exposes or uncovers elements associated with monasticism.
The contrite heart and tears are products of the wandering of the soul. Expressions such as “contrite heart”, “fountain of tears” were emotional manifestations,
whose origin dates back to Dialog 34 that belongs a treatise of Gregory I: there
distinguish different types of compunction (Magno, 2010). Consequently, the
writing of expressions such as the “incerteza di questa mia vita” by Colonna,
perfectly would mean the spiritual imbalance (or imprudence) of his protagonist
and, at the same time, the manifestation of a monastic anxiety, constantly shared
by the author and his literary creature.

2.3. Lectio Divina: Battle Path of Pilgrim (Poliphilo)
Lectio Divina (in a relationship with prudence) is a continuous path of approaching the divine, a way of walking towards God, which makes the activity of
the monk comparable to that of the pilgrim. The monk shares with the pilgrim
the ideas of path, route, travel, and way. Their places, however, are different: for
the first one, it is inside the cloister, the second one walks over the world. The
routes of the monk are determined by lectio divina, meanwhile the pilgrim has
the name of the places from the Bible as sacred guide. In the same way, some
authors have identified similar aspects: The vaghezza by Oettinger (Oettinger,
2011; Lefevre, 1997) notices in the novel a world of extra-vaggance or the necessity of transiting beyond the delineated path. On the other hand, links this matter to the routes of memory and the use of diagrams:
The “measurements” are an act of contrition, routed through an architectural
mnemonic schema, which serves as its via. […] [Then, the description of] the
Tabernacle diagram is conceived to be initiatory to the text holding the traditional position of an inventive, meditational pictura[mental image related phantasia] (Carruthers, 1998).
From the quote, we have managed to relate pilgrimage routes and monastic
diagrams with the memory and, therefore, to all these elements with the virtue of
prudence and the exercise of pray. The monastic practice of pilgrimage in The
Strife of Love in a Dream involves a battle that every stained soul must resist if
the pilgrim yearns for perfection or purity. These concepts resemble very closely
those outlined, once again, in the theology of Evagrius Ponticus:
Rest is bound to wisdom and work to prudence; because one cannot acquire
knowledge without a struggle, nor can one fight righteously without prudence.
To the latter, in fact, has been entrusted the mission of opposing the wrath of the
demons, imposing upon the powers of the soul to act according to its nature and
prepare the way toward wisdom (Póntico, 1995).
Ponticus connects prudence or phronesis (moral thinking) with an arduous
labor, a stage before wisdom. The fatigue of walking is a condition prior to the
sickness of the soul (or heart), as is the case with Poliphilo a condition that, from
our perspective, shares with Colonna, its creator. In fact, Nilus of Ancyra (fifth
century) took this thinking in his treatise Of Asceticism, indicating that the priDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101001
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mary goal of any spiritual father of novices was “to clear the view” and “to guide
the learner monk to walk on the path of the golden mean (de Ancira, 1994)”.
The monk—in contrast to Poliphilo—is a pilgrim with an additional quality,
nepsis, which explains the condition of auto vigilance of the monks over their
hearts and their sobriety, and which directly depends on the virtue of prudence.
Nilus indicates how to keep away evil thoughts with an architectonical analogy,
recommending to protect the purity of heart by “setting up an iron wall around
it” (Ex. 4: 3), because if this vigilance is neglected:
[Those who] neglect the vigilance over themselves, allowing the images of old
fantasies to begin again to crawl with the spontaneity of certain sprouts. If they
are given space and they are not stopped, they gradually invade our intelligence,
introducing in ourselves the combat against the passions which, once they have
been defeated, renew once more this form of life […] So, for it to not occur […]
do not follow them, so that after having removed them from you, the soul does
not fall into the habit of delighting in such fantasies, returning again to the old
evil (de Ancira, 1994).
Nilus, while commenting what happens when prudence disappears, seems to
be describing the character and adventures of Poliphilo throughout the entire
story. This kind of invisible war must conclude with an awake soul, ponderous
and sober, two concepts that finally explain what prudence is. Nilus alludes to
Ezekiel, specifically to a passage that warns of siege to Jerusalem. In this way, the
heart of a monk is a walled city constantly in danger, and a monk, a sentinel
above a tower in a fort. However, Poliphilo falls asleep in chapter II, he is not
awake, and what is more, vestiges of the invisible battle in his heart can be found
in many passages of the novel which depict architecture in ruins: the foreground
of the Pyramid (chapter 3) or the Cemetery of Lovers with the architecture of the
Polyandron and the Epitaphs (chapter 19). When the protagonist arrives to the
island of Cythera (chapter 19), the ruins have disappeared in the dreamscape,
and prudence comes back to Poliphilo. As prudence is a goal of the lectio divina,
so it is the horizon to which the protagonist of The Strife of Love in a Dream
walks towards. From this Christian perspective, prudence is the sentinel (virtue)
of the monk’s heart. It is necessary then, to establish bibliographical antecedents
that present the presence of prudence inside this novel.

3. Monastic Prudence with the Appearance of Festina Lente
Comments about LosJardinesdeEnsueño by Kretzulesco-Quaranta (1996) appear
inside the chapter “L’autore del Polifilo,” as part of the critical edition by Ariani
and Gabriele (Ariani & Gabriele, 2015). Kretzulesco-Quaranta interprets the
whole of the novel as a path of improvement or “the visionary journey of Poliphilo” and suggests that his trip depicts the words of the GospelofJohn “I am the
way, truth, and life.” (John 14: 6-9). She uncovers a secret behind the iconography of the motto Festina Lente (Figure 3), translating it to “make haste slowly”
(rush slowly) or “be patient”. She presents a unique interpretation of the anchor
with the dolphin, giving us a Christian perspective of this emblem:
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Figure 3. Festina lente. To the left, original emblem of the novel The Strife of Love in a
Dream, as a hieroglyph in horizontal position. To the right, adaptation of the emblem by
Aldus Manutius, as a typographic seal in vertical position.

[…] The anchor symbolizes the stability provided by reflection, while the
dolphin symbolizes the speed with which intuition leads the spirit towards the
understanding of mysteries. This ancient symbol [the dolphin], adopted by
Christians, became the “fish” that represents Christ. The anchor acquired the
sense of hope offered by redemption (Kretzulesco-Quaranta, 1996).
To our surprise, inside the research by Ariani and Gabriele there does not exist any observation about this unique understanding of this adage, a strange
omission if we consider the broad interest they show towards it, and that they
have even identified it as the creed of Francesco Colonna. Nonetheless, these
authors do recognize prudence, and propose the motto to be an “avvertimentiallaprudenza” that works against the curiosità of Poliphilo and his foolish exercise
of the senses. In the same vein, the “medietas aristotelico-ciceroniano” or “mesotes aristotelico” has also been reported in their study of the novel, as a rule that
orders the action of the protagonist (Ariani & Gabriele, 2015). For Ariani and
Gabriele, Festina Lente applies to amorous concerns, as an alliance between foresight and pleasure; for this, they carefully follow ideas fromEthicaNicomachea
6.1106b (Aristóteles, 1998), specially on “medietas [aurea mediocritas] a modalità cognoscitiva degli arcane della generazione. perceptibili solo se l’equilibrio
corpo-anima” (Ariani & Gabriele, 2015). The “aurea mediocritas”, or golden
mean in English is the relative middle or the middle point that avoids excess and
defect a concern which was also developed inside the monastic context. Saint
Augustine in his treatise De Trinitate, XII. XIV wrote about medietas as a “right
balance” related to our need for science despite being an imperfect image of
God’s wisdom. Following ciceronian thinking, Augustine determined that
science could fulfill an edificatory function if the use of temporal things is moderated. He also talked about prudence (as well as justice, strength, and temperance) to keep away evil (Agustín, 1956). To summarize, we can establish that the
adage Festina Lente works in the Christian context in connection with the virtue
of prudence understood as a point of balance, with Aristotelian and Ciceronian
roots, but also available from Christian sources. Now, we need to examine paralDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101001
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lel antecedents regarding the possibility of this motto being a type of signal intended “only for initiates”.

3.1. Prudence as Symbol of Christ
In his book El Monacato Primitivo, García M. Colombás reviews different appellatives for the Latin word monachos. or monk. During the beginnings of
Christianity, one of those appellatives was the expression adelphos frater, or
“brother of Christ” (Colombás, 2004). A-delphos in its Greek roots means
brother as well. Delphos from Greek delphys is relative to “dolphin”, element
conforms the emblem festina lente. In its Indo-European roots (gwelbh). It alludes to a womb, matrix of the female or offspring (Roberts & Pastor, 2017). This
explains why they used the word “dolphin” to name the mammal which, living
with fish in an underwater environment, is different from them by way of its
birth. Although it is true that in Greek the term ichthys (fish, and not dolphin).
Housed within itself the acronym “Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour” by
which the first Christians identified themselves in the times of their persecution
(Longman et al., 2015), we must understand that they were “fraternal” communities sharing a creed which made them all brothers, sons of a same matrix: the
Church. Furthermore, they shared having been born from a woman’s womb
with the son of God. With time, the figures and positive symbolic contents of the
fish and dolphin were assimilated. In this way, the connection among the ancient Christian signal of ichthus with the dolphin is revealed. Additionally, the
link between womb and dolphin is easy to explain through the Latin notion of

vesica piscis (fish bladder), a symbol in which the fish is a sacred container.
About the latter, it is interesting to remember the passage of the Book of Tobit 6:
2-9 in the Old Testament, when a fish captured by Tobias is a true receptacle of
miracles, especially the liquid from its gallbladder that cleans the sick eyes of his
father. In this sense, adelphos—from dolphin, meaning womb as a receptacle—
represents a monk who aspires to improve the practice of virtue (prudence) in
order to make his body an apt vessel for the soul; pure and free of pleasures (as a
walled citadel, according to Nilus of Ancyra). Thus, we can conclude that adelphos

frater shares symbolical contents with the iconography of Festina Lente.
Regarding these ideas, it is pertinent to consider the Christology developed by
Origen of Alexandria because he clarifies the way the body was conceived and
interpreted during the early times of monasticism. Origen was responsible for
Christ being considered as an incarnated verb or the son of God inside a human
body for the first time in history. Christ is a way to redemption (John 14: 6-9)
that the rational being chooses freely. So, we can observe that Christ offers re-

demption or healing in two symbolical shapes: as a path and as a container. The
latter healing is as the dolphin (as a womb), fish (vesica piscis) or chalice. In
Origen’s, An Exhortation to Martyrdom (1999), we can find the topic of redemption linked to death, and especially, with the symbol of the container. The

redemptive death is a spiritual cure whose symbol is the calyx:
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[…] “How can I pay back to the Lord all the good that he does to me?” (Ps.
116: 2) And the answer to the question about what to give back to the Lord for
all he has received from him is found in these words: “I will lift the salvation cup
and invoke the name of Lord” (Ps. 116: 3). Martyrdom is commonly called the
“calyx of salvation” as found in the Gospel. When those who wanted to sit to the
right and left of Jesus in his kingdom sighed for such a great honor, the Lord
said to them, “Can you drink the cup that I will drink (Orígenes, 1999)?”
The calyx is the symbol of martyrdom because “[a]ll martyrdom, for whatever
reason consummated with death, is called calyx”, argues Origen. The opposite
situation would be death in the sepulcher or tomb: “How terrible it will be for
you, scribes and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You are like whitewashed tombs that
look beautiful on the outside but inside are full of dead people’s bones and every
kind of impurity” (Matt. 23: 27). From these ideas is possible to affirm that the
calyx is a Christian symbol opposite to the Polyandrion in the novel. To the
concupiscent bodies (the lovers) the Christian healing is denied. Calyx and tomb
are both containers but, from a monastic point of view, they are very different.
The calyx is both: Christ and the symbol of the imitation of Christ. It is what it
means to be a monk (a follower who imitates Christ and his martyrdom). The
calyx is the symbol of the redemptive death by martyrdom that appears in many
pages of The Strife of Love in a Dream, aesthetically organizing the texts with the
form of a cup. This strategy is known as technopaegnia (Figure 4). Eftymia Priki
in Crossing the Text/Image Boundary: The French Adaptations of Hypneroto-

machia Poliphili (2012) identifies this technique, but she does not yet encourage
linking this specific form with the meaning of the novel, and neither does she
propose a theory about the possible causes and functions of the technopaegnia
inside The Strife of Love in a Dream (Priki, 2012). In El Caligrama. de Simmias a

Apollinaire, D’Ors (1976) comments that Aldus Manutius was the one to create
this new type of cup or chalice-shaped calligram without any classic precedent,
and that it first appeared in the princeps edition of the Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (D’Ors, 1976). Every symbolic aspect regarding the cup or chalice—relative
to Christ’s death and martyrdom—feeds into the Christian contents already
identified by Kretzulesco-Quaranta in Festina Lente. Thus, we can say that this
emblem as used within The Strife of Love in a Dream contains a hidden message
of sorts. It means that motto Festina Lente could work as a secret code, being
reinforced through the image of the chalice in the diagrams appearing in the
printed texts of Colonna’s book. In regards to conveying messages that had to be
de-codified only by a group of chosen readers, we have antecedents in numerous
passages of Pseudo-Dionysus the Areopagite’s oeuvre (Areopagita, 2007), which
reveal his monastic zeal and his anxiety to protect Christian teachings from
profane ears. In De Divinis Nominibus I. 8, where Pseudo-Dionysus said: “Speaking of the profane, do not deal with them the divine things either by word or in
any other way”; In Coelestis Hierarchia II. 2 you will find: “[…] It is very convenient for the treatises of the mysteries to cover them with ineffable and sacred
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Figure 4. Technopaegnia inside The Strife of Love in a Dream. Diagrams of the texts in shape of a chalice or cup, symbol
of martyrdom. Identifying code of monastic character.

enigmas and that the common people cannot access the sacred and secret truth
[…], and “Keep the holy things in the recesses of your mind, preserving them as
one against the multiplicity of the profane […], Coelestis Hierarchia II. 5 (Areopagita, 2007). In the treatise On Compunction I. 6 John Chrysostom shares the
same ideas with the Areopagite (Crisóstomo, 1997). The legacy of the thought of
the Areopagite in the novel by Colonna has also been noted by Gabriele, although for a different reason. Accordingto Gabriele in De divinis nominibus: “il
teólogo ripensa infatti l’idea neoplatonica della luce secondo una gerarchia del
l’illuminazione, la cui crescente o decrescente effusion e corrisponde al progressivo
innalzarsi o allontanarsi delle creature dal Creatore in una universale sinergia […]
(Ariani & Gabriele, 2015).”
Through the quotes presented, we can warn the pious zeal of the Areopagite
illustrates a typical monastic attitude, which makes it possible to argue that the
motto Festina Lente works as a clue that only the initiated Christian could understand. Indeed, Aldus Manutius used Festina Lente as a trademark for the first
time, in vertical position in 1502. Curiously, it was with the edition Poetae

Christiani Veteres. The antecedents of this emblem were the editions of Hypnerotomachia, and the Adages by Erasmus, who mention it. Helen Barolini, in her
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Aldus and His Dream Book: An Illustrated Essay remarks upon some bibliographical details of his life. When he fell seriously ill, he promised to consecrate
his life to God if he got healthy. Barolini argues that Aldus kept “a monkish and
austere life for so long” and that the change is his lifestyle is surprising. Barolini
explains that Aldus was led to marriage due to monetary concerns (Barolini,
1992). These religious antecedents support the idea of a signal for the initiated
behind the idea and emblem of Festina Lente.
In conclusion, we can say that the calligram of the chalice or cup inside The

Strife of Love in a Dream is an image of Colonna’s monastic prudence projected
onto this novel and, at the same time, it functions as a clue left to the Christian
reader, who knows the symbolic implicances of Festina Lente in this writing.
This clue is only for the initiated, who looks with the “eyes of faith”. Regarding
the latter, it is important to add that the original expression is from the Latin

oculis fidei by Saint Jerome, Epistle 108.10: “[…the] idea that the human eye can
see beyond physical appearances to gain a fuller perception of biblical events or
figures is important for understanding the spirituality of pilgrims” (Frank, 2000).
Keeping these considerations in mind, we can identify blurred biblical sources in
different passages of the novel.
Analyzing the symbolic Christian elements, and the philosophical antecedents
inside Festina Lente. It can be said that the emblem shows how associative
thought could work in the creation of hidden meanings within the novel. In this
regard, Mary Carruthers argues that “[t]he associations proceed with mnemonic
artistry”, making a “secret”—she adds—that the mind can discover through
monastic praxis, which the author links only with the meditatio. The process of
composition and interpretation involving the meditatio “[…] becomes a test of
our communal identification because it is a proof of our educated memory”
(Carruthers, 1998). We assume that Festina Lente (regarding the cross-anchor,
Christ-dolphin, cup-redemption) functions as a “cultural marker” (as mentioned
above) in a nod to the intended reader of the novel: a Christian, and specifically,
a monk. That would be the reason why Colonna did not have the necessity of
directly mentioning biblical references in his oeuvre; the biblical text can be discovered behind the blurred shapes just for the right reader: the prudent one.

3.2. Festina: Magical Word for the Practice of Prayer
The Lectio Divina includes the practice of continuous prayer. It sometimes occurs that oratio contains traces from the Psalms, a clear signal of the monastic
prayer of the beginner. It is Evagrius Ponticus who determined that to sing
psalms (salmodiar in Spanish) was the image of the multiform wisdom, the
prayer of the impure monk (not the contemplative monk). In his treatise De

oratione he distinguished two kinds of prayer: the practical, characterized by
quantity (we can say he is referring to the practice of ruminatio), and opposite to
contemplative prayer, intellectual and qualitative. The first one is the prayer
done by beginner monks. The main function of singing psalms was healing the
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soul and cleaning it from the passions. The final goal was to avoid the distractions of the monks’ mind. This kind of prayer can be found in The Strife of Love

in a Dream. The necessity of continuous prayer entails keeping the mind only in
the “memory of God” during the oratio or keeping away distracting thoughts.
John Cassian had been severely worried about this quotidian problem (call it
distraction or spiritual lukewarmness) inside the cloisters. In some one of his
conferences, he asks for advice from Abba Isaac. The answer from the desert
monk was simple: to use a verbal formula “Domine ad adiuvadumm me festina”
[God hurry to help/save me]. This phrase was for him an “object[ive] of meditation” which must always be before our eyes. Note, as well, is the presence of the
term festina. We can interpret this “object” as a picture of the walls protecting
the citadel that will be besieged. This “meditation object” was useful when:
[…] Our soul, immersed in this ignorance and such a multitude of obstacles
and difficulties, walks wandering and as in a continuous drunkenness. It runs
without a compass, from object to object, without stopping at any. If a spiritual
thought comes more by chance than by his research, he feels unable to hold it
for long. The ideas happen one after the other as in an uninterrupted flow, accepting them all, without selecting them (Casiano, 2012a).
This quotation seems to be talking about Poliphilo, wandering since the beginning of the novel, and about his fragile spiritual condition, as well as the verbiage of every description of the objects parading before his eyes. Surprisingly
for us, Abba Isaac also compares this stage of the distraction of the mind (called
monastic curiosity) to dreaming.
Because sometimes it happens that, after having wandered for so long and lost
in our prayer, we try to return to ourselves as from a deep sleep, awakening from
our dream. We try to renew then the memory of God, which was already
drowned in us. But the long effort this entails fatigues us, and before we have
recovered our past thoughts, attention gasps, sinking us into dissipation and oblivion. Our spirit has not been able, retracting within itself, to conceive any supernatural idea (Casiano, 2012a).
The words of Abba Isaac are attractive, not only because of how The Strife of

Love elapses during our protagonist’s dream, or because it highlights the traditional link between dreaming and the forgetting of God in Christian thought.
From our perspective, the interview of Cassian to Abba Isaac suggests the difference between two kinds of thought inside the Christian mind: that of the su-

pernatural of the sacred conception, which occurs when the prayer is confronted
successfully, and that of the marvel of mundane creation when concentration
fails during prayer. In other words, a lost mind expresses itself through the powerful images of human phantasia (Aristóteles, 2003) because its thoughts have
been defeated and thrown out of balance. The situation is clearly depicted in the
novel with the procession of buildings, incredible objects, and divine characters
that Poliphilo perceives and describes Colonna’s compositio.
We can corroborate this with the detailed description of the pyramid (chapter
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3), the gate (chapter 6), and the architectonical structures in the Eleuterilyde
Kingdom (chapters 7-10) with temple of Venus Phyzoa (chapter 17), the Polyandron (chapter 18) and Cythera Island (gardens, amphitheater, Sepulchre of
Adonis, chapters 12-14).

The Strife of Love in a Dream, with the absence of mind or vagueness incarnated in the author-protagonist, is a novelistic evidence of the real existence of
monastic anxiety regarding keeping away distractions (curiositas) from the
mind. We suspect that the regularity of this perturbation in the life of a monk
could have inspired the creation of this book, although the context of Cassian’s
writings was exclusively religious in contrast to the culture surrounding Colonna. As a result of these preliminary conclusions, we can suppose that there is an
essential moralizing function in the novel, depicted through Poliphilo’s urgent
necessity for returning to a stage of prudence or balance. We imagine that the
religious author left to us the choice regarding which is the correct path of creation (the sacred one, or the profane with the richness of its images). From our
perspective, The Strife of Love in a Dream seems to offer the experience of prudence for both ways (sacred and mundane things): as a virtue that favors an attitude based on the organization of the different (opposite) elements that constitute the process of memory.

3.3. Lectio Divina, Reading and Memory
Robertson (2011)’s research helps us to understand that the study of the Lectio

Divina today must be the actualization of “the discussion of the process of reading rather than the result”. His ideas, when applied to our novel, allow us to interpret the operation of memory as a pilgrimage on both paths; moving far away
or closer to God (the above mentioned sacred or mundane paths). If we follow
Robertson’s reasoning, the process of reading The Strife of Love in a Dream

would imply a creative memory process (or creative remembrance) that requires
a slowed down reception (lente), where the sentences go beyond meaning and
become doing. In other words, we need a slow response to the different elements
that compose the novel, a quiet inner experience (through oratio and meditatio)
of the senses in respect to the effect that the images and texts from the book have
over our emotional condition as readers. After all, the slowed down reception
requires the swift help from God (who is asked for hasty succor or festina), in
which divine remembrance supplies the act of exegesis. This theoretical perspective can shed some light on the enigmas of the book, mainly because it cannot be
studied as a narrative product in the traditional logical terms.
Following Robertson’s ideas regarding Lectio Divina, The Strife of Love in a

Dream must be analyzed as a dynamic object because it materializes a mental
process demanding an introspective behavior from the reader. The descriptive
passages of the novel (mainly the first chapter) slow down the reading and the
narrative as well, a signal of the monk-author’s interest in controlling the speed
of the experience and the process of reading (into an average prudential degree
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or Festina Lente). Slow introspection is required—by the monk behind the
book—because of how the quick distractions of Poliphilo’s mind are not only
shown but also transmitted to the reader. Only a monk-author could have been
openly interested in proposing a combat inside ourselves and comparing it to a
spiritual one. And the monk’s only weapon or tool against curiositas or distractions was prayer. The author-monk sets the richness of the images and phanta-

sias deployed in the novel, but demands from us, at the same time, to concentrate on the different stages of the process involved in the creation of those pictures (swift, with the help of God), and not exactly in the images themselves. We
believe that if a particular picture is pursued by Colonna, such would be the image or diagram that could depict the whole mechanism of memory.

4. To Be a Monk in a Sinner Way. The Route of Francesco
Colonna and His Poliphilo
What is it to be a Monk? Formulating the question can help us to spotlight the
interests of Colonna the Venetian monk, who wrote for a particular type of
reader—a Christian—and eventually to discover some of his rhetorical strategies
behind the Poliphilo’s pilgrimage.
Answering the question posed, a monk is someone who experiments a second
baptism, and who receives the mark of a new conversion path to God through
the imitation of Christ, biblical models, and also the martyrs:
Mimesis […] occupies a place of great importance in the spirituality of the
monk, who wants to imitate Christ through the imitation of the patriarchs, the
apostles, the martyrs, the angels; but above all it is the imitation of monastic fathers in general […] that will turn the novice into a true monk, the disciple into
a teacher, and in this way, the chain of tradition will be prolonged (Colombás,
2004).
Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, in his Ecclesiastical Hierarchy (Areopagita,
2007), affirms that to be a monk is to be an “initiated”, a “therapist” and a
“painter” too. The last comparison leads us back to the spiritual idea of “masterpiece”, but now the responsibility of the training falls to the monk himself, and
not his master:
[The monks are] artists who love Divine Beauty. They reproduce its image inside intelligence. The attentive focus and contemplation of this perfumed and
secret beauty enables them to reproduce an exact copy of the model. Divine
painters do not cease to adjust the power of their minds to the design of a supra-essential, perfuming, and intellectual Virtue […] Imitators of God, as they
are in truth […] They are truly divine images of the infinite sweetness of God
(Areopagita, 2007).
Secrecy, healing, and creation are concepts that define monastic spirituality,
and they can be extrapolated to the enigmatic life of Francesco Colonna, as well
as to the possible moralizing function of his book as a metafictional novelistic
creation.
This is not all. Colombás answers our initial question when he writes that
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“[t]he monk is just a Christian, and more precisely, a pious layman who adopts
the most radical ways in the practice of his Christianity”. For a monk being
“radical” is the option for the essential (pristine Christian origins: that is to say,
being a martyr), or the original traditions. To be radical is to be—in its root—an
extreme, to opt for ways of behavior with the goal of purification. Then, the
theory of the Colonna monk is feasible, despite how the erotic enthusiasm in the
narrative of The Strife of Love or some of the sexual details depicted in its
woodcuts can look a bit extreme—even for a dissolute religious person—and
discourage scholars from believing in such a theory. Furthermore, a monk with a
raffish and earthy personality would offer nothing special to the literary world,
except his biographical anecdotes. Instead, for the present study, the radical attitude of the author is a deliberate religious option where mundane expressions
are an alternative path of perfection towards God.
Now, in relation to certain rhetorical strategies used by the Christian community (this includes the production of monastic texts), we have identified the leptology, the paradoxography (Frank, 2000), and the exempla (Rivers, 2010), typical rhetorical resources in the testimonies of pilgrims travelling to the Holy
Land, the same ones used by Colonna to describe his journey through lands full
of wonders. Indeed, authors such as Georgia Frank in The Memory of the Eyes
and Kimberly Rivers with her Preaching the Memory of Virtue and Vice, Mem-

ory, Images and Preaching in the Late Middle Ages, distinguish this type of discursive strategies to common resources of Christian travelers who seek to recall
biblical passages in the sacred lands, in order to atone their sins. But this was not
the only route to meet God. We have found literary sources where is exposed
that the sinner way is an advantage and speed way of spiritual conversion. This
idea is in the treatise On First Principles by Orígenes (2002). The author expressed this surprising reasoning:
[…It m]ay seem to be a more advantageous procedure for the [celestial] soul
to be under the dominion of the flesh than under the power of its volition, […]
If [the celestial soul] truly joined the flesh, then, satiated and full of those evils
from the vices of the flesh that it suffers, and as if tired of the heavy burdens of
luxury and lust, the soul could be converted with more ease and speed from the
filth of material things to the desire of divine things, and to the pleasure of spiritual grace (Orígenes, 2002).
Origen clearly suggests an alternative path to God and perfection: the way of
the sinner. However, is important stablish that this idea was also supported by
Saint Antony in his First Letter (about the three ways of conversion), Póntico
(1995) and Casiano (2012a, 2012b). This idea in the theoretical core of monasticism is radical and extreme, a strategy that Francesco Colonna could have borrowed from compilations or florilegia. According to Leclercq (2009), there exist
documents containing medieval monastic indexes, as well as information pertaining to the titles provided by the diverse florilegia still available. Included
within the indexed authors, there were some treatises translated to the Latin
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used by the Greek Fathers (let us remembers that Greek was almost non-existent
in medieval Europe). Among them, we find controversial names—such as Origen or Tertullian—that despite their infamy did not stop being read and consulted. Other treatises present in these lists are by Ephrem the Syrian, John
Chrysostom, Cassiodorus, Athanasius, Evagrius Ponticus y John Cassian. Just as
Leclercq claims, it cannot be affirmed that medieval European monasteries had
access to the whole of Greek theological production (Eastern Church), but they
did possess all the material useful for the nourishment of their ascetic lives (Leclercq, 2009).
In book six of On the Priesthood, Saint John Chrysostom establishes the differences between priesthood and monasticism, helping us to better understand
the complexity of the monk’s spiritual battle. This text elucidates how this obstacle could have affected the mood of the author-monk (Francesco Colonna)
and, consequently, painted the character of the novel’s protagonist. Chrysostom
illustrates the monk as someone who consciously fights to be a good Christian.
However, he noticed that a major danger of the monastic profession was the
possibility to hide all vices in the retirement of loneliness. He wrote:
“A monk should not be the object of the greatest and most excessive of wonders; for by remaining alone, no one troubles him, nor does he have the occasion
to commit many great a sin”, nevertheless “[he] who has many vices, being able
to hide them in the withdrawal of solitude, and to make them not be reduced to
action […] when offered publicity, will only be ridiculous […]” (Crisóstomo,
n.d).
These words seem to describe the dissolute profile of Francesco Colonna. The
vices of the imperfect monk exposed in the book have unchained a controversy
around Colonna’s moral condition, when the possible therapeutic reason of his
writing is ignored. It is necessary to openly confront the question about what
pushed Colonna to write about the weakness of his flesh. We have the framework provided by Origen and Chrysostom, but also the thought of Saint Anthony, exposed in Vita Atonii by Saint Athanasius. He wrote:

Every day each of us should keep track for the acts of day and night […] Let
us constantly examine ourselves and strive to reach what we lack. Let us also
have this concern to be sure not to sin: that each one takes note and writes down

his acts and the impulses of his soul, as if he had to reveal them to others. And
be sure that, because of the shame of these being known, we will stop sinning
and having evil thoughts in our hearts. Who wants to be seen while he sins?
Who after sin does not lie to hide? […] May what we write be for us like the eyes

of our companions in asceticism. So that blushing from writing the same we
would from being seen. We have no more evil thoughts. Educating ourselves this
way, we can enslave the body, and please the Lord, and tread the Enemy’s sloth
(Atanasio, 1995).
Thus, the exercise of writing about sinful thoughts is a moralizing instrument
for Saint Anthony. Writing supposes a reader (and a pair of eyes: the spiritual
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leader) different from the writer, and the exhibition of the interiority of the
monk (the soul of the mind) is an action of cleansing. The act of writing exposes
the invisible battle within the fighter monk, who longs to be a gifted painter who
imitates some of the biblical models. Monastic writing is then a revelation of the
self and its testimony: public, extreme, and violent sometimes. The shame produced—mixed up with courage—is a mechanism for reaching virtue and healing
the soul of the monk. The monastic perspective we propose for The Strife of Love
is likely because that same spirit animated and defined the singularities of Colonna’s writing. At the same time, it sketches a possible function for The Strife of
Love in a Dream, specifically for the first book, which would then be a register of
the first stages undergone from sinfulness to perfection through the journey of
an author-protagonist, who would in turn be a monk.

5. Final Thoughts
As has been proved, adopting a Christian, monastic, and medieval perspective
contributes to the interpretative enrichment of Francesco Colonna’s novel. The
exercise of the Lectio Divina defines a memory process which, through prayer
and meditation, constitutes a model that in turn defines Poliphilo’s journey.
Monastic prayer is a weapon in the inner battle against curiosity and the fantasies generated by a wandering mind like that of the protagonist. Thus, prayer is
an instrument that allows internal edification, through self-vigilance and memory put in service of literary invention. This is only possible because the matrix
of medieval monastic culture to which Francesco Colonna belonged made him
able to visualize the experience of an inner process—cognitive and emotional—in his protagonist, whom he throws towards the search of spiritual balance.
His merit consists in returning dignity to the body and to the role of the senses
that intervene in the knowledge of God through the discipline of Lectio Divina.
Prayer and memory, invention and prudence are the messages locked in the
motto Festina Lente hidden in Christian code for the reader of the Strife of Love

in a Dream. The swift divine intervention in moments where there is a lack of
mental focus, as well as the demand to savor the tortuous descriptive passages,
replicate within the reader part of the protagonist’s experiences and the author’s
spiritual concerns. And no matter how intense the soul’s wavering in front of
temptation may be, the promise of a celestial Jerusalem for the virtuous monk—
or of the island of Cytera (just like in the novel)—exists for the reader who
knows how to uncover the final code of Festina Lente: anchor the fleeting vessel
of your soul in the permanence of the Christian faith.
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Abstract
Readers according to Virginia Woolf are co-creators of the text with writers.
Reading requires letting imagination loose in order to become transported
into a text, thus, eliciting cognitive empathy. Empathy has become recently a
field of interest in several disciplines, among which is fiction. Empathic emotions can be elicited in readers, according to Keith Oatley, while reading fiction. This elicitation can be achieved through certain narrative techniques that
mostly focus on identification with fictional characters. Using Suzanne Keen’s
theory of narrative empathy and the theory of mind, adopted from Cognitive
Psychology, this study will attempt to examine how Junot Diaz, in The Brief
Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, utilizes narration of empathy that relies on alteration in narrative voice and authorial point of view, shifts in narrational
focalization and other narrative and linguistic devices to immerse the reader
in the story world of his novel. The study aspires to be an addition to the new
branch of Cognitive Literary Studies that investigates literature through the
focus of brain science and by extension the usefulness of Cognitive Studies to
Literary Studies and vice versa.

Keywords
Empathy, Narration, Focalization, Implicature

1. Introduction
Virginia Woolf (1926: p. 40) states that the study of emotions requires some effort on the part of the reader; thus, he/she is a co-creator of the text with the
writer. In her view, the reader should “be capable not only of great fineness of
perception, but of great boldness of imagination”. She adds that writers are not
as “professional” as the reader might think for they might not know more of
their characters than the reader. She concludes that books should be “the healthy
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offspring of a close and equal alliance between [them]”. Woolf’s concept of literature “is thus based on an understanding of the reading process closely resembling the bi-active reading model, which presupposes interplay between textual
cues and the reader’s attribution of meaning” (Nünning, 2017: p. 30). Thus, the
study of emotions does not solely depend on how the writer presents emotions
during the act of writing, but how the text evokes emotions in readers as well.

2. Discussion
When people read fiction, they improve their understanding of others due to the
process of engagement in stories, which includes making inferences and becoming emotionally involved (Oatley, 2016). This study builds on Keith Oatley’s assumption that reading fiction which is a simulation of social worlds augments
everyday empathic cognition generated by the brain when witnessing other people
acting. It will attempt to tackle the narrative techniques used by Junot Diaz in his
debut novel that elicit empathy in readers through identification with characters
as well as several other techniques.
Fiction focuses on believability; it is assessed not on its consistency but on
whether it establishes verisimilitude and truthlikeness. A reader will be affected
by a fictional narrative only when it creates a narrative world that is real within
its context, thus drawing the reader into the story (Bal & Veltkamp, 2013). Fiction elicits strong emotions in the reader without the need for self-protection.
The reader can sympathize strongly with fictional characters because he/she does
not have obligations toward them. However, sympathizing with real life characters might entail obligation to help them. This process results in what has become recently known as empathy.
The word “empathy” is a relatively young term, entering English in the early
twentieth century as a coined translation of the German word Einfϋhlung (Keen,
2006: p. 4). Several critics defined empathy: Stansfield and Bunce (2014) view
empathy as the cognitive and intellectual ability to recognize the emotions of
other persons. Suzanne Keen (2006: p. 4) throws light on how it works: “Empathy, a vicarious, spontaneous sharing of affect, can be provoked by witnessing
another’s emotional state, by hearing about another’s condition, or even by
reading it”. Keen also differentiates empathy from sympathy in that in the former “I feel your pain”, but in the latter “I feel pity for your pain” (Keen 5). The
more popular view about the types of empathy is that of Stansfield and Bunce
who enumerate only two, cognitive and affective empathy: “Cognitive empathy
is the ability to understand the world from another person’s point of view and to
infer beliefs and intentions, whereas affective empathy refers to the capacity to
share another’s feelings and emotions.”

3. Method
Empathy has become recently a field of interest in several disciplines including
philosophy, psychology, neuroscience and literary criticism. However, more work
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is still needed in order to reach a firm agreement on what it really means and
how it works. Besides, how similar it is (or different from) motor mimicry, emotional contagion, imaginative projection, perspective-taking and sympathy (Zahavi
& Rochat, 2015). Luckily, recently there is a new branch of academic research
called Cognitive Literary studies, investigating literature through the focus of
brain science. The present study will use Suzanne Keen’s (2006, 2007) theory of
narrative empathy as well as Marco Caracciolo’s (2011, 2018) narration of implicature and relate them to the Theory of Mind adopted from Cognitive Psychology (Zunshine, 2008).
Empathy can include not only negative emotions like pity, pain, fear, anger,
but can also include positive kinds of empathy like “Happiness, satisfaction, elation, triumph and sexual arousal ... a phenomenon French literary theorists have
described with the felicitous term ‘jouissance’” (Keen, 2007: p. 5).
How empathy precisely works has been a topic for recent studies; but before
attempting to examine it in the field of literary studies, a brief representation of
how our brains generate empathy would be more appropriate. Based on observations from neuroscience, there are certain cells in the brain called “mirror
neurons” that react in a similar way when we see, hear, or even read about others
performing certain actions. The brain not only needs to understand the actions,
but the thoughts and emotions behind those actions as well. The agent, then,
links those actions with the thoughts and emotions behind them to his/her own
experience (Zunshine, 2008).
Empathy in literary studies has been an issue of interest for an array of scholars. Gerrig (1993) conceptualized transportation into a narrative world in the
image of the “traveler [who] goes some distance from his or her world of origin,
which makes some aspects of the world of origin inaccessible. The traveler returns to the world of origin, somewhat changed by the journey”. Green and Brock
(2000) take this explanation further by stating that transportation is a “convergent process where all mental systems and capacities become focused on events
occurring in the narrative”. Caracciolo, in “Reader’s Virtual Body”, declares that
“the narrative style cues the cognitive process of constructing the story world of
the novel, thus, encouraging the simulation of emotions which is crucial to reader’s phenomenological experience of being transported to the novel’s story world”
(Caracciolo, 2011: p. 118).
The novel chosen for this study is by the Dominican—American writer Junot
Diaz (1968-), born in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, and raised in New
Jersey. The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao (2007), winner of the Pulitzer
Prize, depicts the life of a romantic Dominican overweight nerd, who dreams of
becoming the Dominican J. R. R. Tolkien. Although his name occupies the title,
the storyline follows the lives of his grandfather, Abelard Cabral, his mother, Belicia Cabral and his sister Lola more intently than his own.
Before embarking on elaborating the narrative techniques used by Diaz to elicit readers’ empathy, it will be of some value to go quickly through the literature
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that was given about the novel’s narrative and narrators. Sandra Cox dealt with
the novel through a political angle stating that it is a counter-narrative that refutes the official history by giving voice to those who suffered and survived the
Trujillo (Dominican dictator who governed the Dominican Republic from 1930
to 1961) reign. She adds that Diaz applies narrative pressure on the reader to
formulate a sense of justice “that is genetically grounded in the universal moral
grammar that all human beings share.” Jennifer Vargas, in “Dictating Zafa: The
Power of Narrative Form in Junot Diaz’s The Brief Wondrous Life od Oscar
Wao,” argues that there are two types of competing dictators at the center of the
novel: the political dictator, Rafael Trujillo, who rules over the subjects of his regime and the narrative dictator, Yunior, Lola’s ex-boyfriend, who retrospectively
recounts the novel’s events (8). Vargas elicits this argument from a footnote in
the novel where the author says: “Rushdie claims that tyrants and scribblers are
natural antagonists ... Dictators, in my opinion, just know competition when
they see it. Same with writers. Like, after all, recognizes like” (97, n 11). The
study will later on elaborate more on the assumption that narration about the
minor character, Trujillo does not elicit empathy while narrating the lives of the
protagonists does.
Monica Hanna, in “Reassembling the Fragments: Battling Historiographies,
Caribbean Discourse and Nerd Genres in Junot Diaz’s The Brief Wondrous Life
of Oscar Wao,” argues that Yunior’s narrative is one of resistance to official
Dominican history. First, there is a purposeful lack of documentation that leaves
much of this history inaccessible. However, this turns out for the good of Yunior’s efforts because it allows him the freedom to fill in the gaps in a more creative way. Second, Yunior includes the reader in the process of reconstruction for
much is left for the decision of the reader, thus proving the constructed nature of
all histories and narratives in general (Hanna, 2010: p. 501). Moreover, Monica
Hanna attributes the use of the two epigraphs of the novel, the first from Fantas-

tic Four and the second from Derek Walcott’s poetry, to connecting two distinct
sources in the novel—one from the United States pop culture and one from
contemporary Caribbean literature. The two epigraphs also address the connection between the individual and the collective or the experience of a nation’s citizen and official history (Hanna, 2010: p. 500).
Sean P. O’Brien (2012: p. 76) in “Some Assembly Required: Intertextuality,
Marginalization and The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao,” argues that reading the novel challenges readers with intertextuality and with the cultural knowledge needed to wade through it successfully: “Oscar Wao gives readers just enough
context to foreground the challenge of incorporating such information into the
reading process, raising the question of how much context is enough to understand the book while confronting the reader with choices about how much to
research and making it clear that the book’s meaning will be determined in part
by these choices”. Readers who have poor background about such genres like
sci-fi, fantasy and comic books will have to look up names of characters and
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places in these genres if they want a fair comprehension of the narrator’s hints
and inferences.
T. S. Miller in “Preternatural Narration and the Lens of Genre Fiction in Junot
Díaz’s The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao” consistently refers to Yunior, or
to multiple Yuniors, as the author of the novel as if Junot Diaz is irrelevant to the
discussion; almost reluctantly Miller (2011: pp. 100-103) concedes that Diaz
plays a peripheral role, yet it is one that reinforces the text’s essential ambiguity:
“Diaz has designed the novel to permit a reading that ascribes ... something defiantly postmodern and antirealist.” She also claims that there are two Yuniors—the closet nerd and the card-carrying nerd—warring it out on the same
page, so that the events in the story remain undecidable and thus sliding the
burden to the audience.
Yunior is the basic narrator of the novel, except for a small part whose account is given to Lola, Oscar’s sister. Yunior collects his material through oral
stories he listens to, researching, secretly reading Oscar’s journal and leaning on
his own background information about sci-fi, fantasy and comic books. Although the study would not adopt the extreme view of Miller that Diaz is playing
a peripheral role in narration, but narrative voice and authorial point of view intermingle in an overwhelmingly inclusive level. This in turn takes us to the first
narrative technique that the novel uses in order to elicit empathy in readers.
Modulations of narrative voice and authorial point of view are designed to
stimulate empathic identification, which, accordingly, permits the reader to experience the frustration, disappointment, pain and anger of the characters in the
story. Many a time in the story the reader is baffled whether the one narrating
(and commenting on) the events is Yunior or Diaz. For instance, when Beli, Oscar’s mother, was in love with The Gangster who turned out to be married to
Trujillo’s sister, she was beaten almost to death by some thugs sent by the wife.
La Inca, the aunt who raised the orphaned girl up when a child, decided Beli
should be sent away to the States. At that point, like many others in the novel,
the reader can never tell who precisely the narrator is:
Beli laughed.
Oh Beli; not so rashly, not so rashly: what did you know about states or diaspora? What did you know about Nueba Yol or unheated ‘old law’ tenements or children whose self-hate short-circuited their minds? What did
you know, madame, about immigration? Don’t laugh, mi negrita, for your
world is about to be changed. Utterly Yes: a terrible beauty is etc., etc: Take
it from me. You laugh because ransacked to the limit of your soul, because
your lover betrayed you almost unto death, because your first son was neverborn. You laugh because you have no front teeth and you’ve sworn never
to smile again.
I wish I could say different but I’ve got it right here on tape. La Inca told
you you had to leave the country and you laughed.
End of story. (Diaz, 2007: p. 160)
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Only when Yunior mentions that he “got it here on tape” do we know it is
Yunior, but when did Yunior exactly take over from Diaz, we can never tell. Or
even has it been Yunior all along, or maybe Diaz?
Second, shifts in narrative focalization influence the reader’s affective involvement with the story. Over the course of the novel, Diaz employs a full scale
of narrative perspectives ranging from first person narration, internally focalized
third person narration, distanced third person narration and direct address to
the reader. Through these fluctuations, Diaz guides our affective experience of
the novel. First person narration moves between the singular “I” and “my” to
“we” and “our”. Addressing Oscar in the very beginning, Yunior uses “our hero.” When introducing The Gangster, Yunior writes: “info on The Gangster is
fragmented; I’ll give you what I’ve managed to unearth and the rest will have to
wait for the day the páginas en blanco finally speak” (Diaz, 2007: p. 119). The
narrative generally uses internally focalized third person narration like when
Yunior was describing how Beli felt when she joined El Redentor, a prestigious
school for white students: “She never would admit it (even to herself), but she
felt utterly exposed at El Redentor, all these pale eyes gnawing at her duskiness
like locusts and she didn’t know how to handle such vulnerability” (Diaz, 2007:
p. 83). However, when emotions are too much to render, distanced third person
narration is used in order to spare the reader the agony that he/she should share
with the character: “Was there time for a rape or two? I suspect there was, but
we shall never know because it’s not something [Beli] talked about. All that can
be said is that it was the end of language, the end of hope. It was the sort of
beating that breaks people, breaks them utterly” (Diaz, 2007: p. 147). We are
cued by the narrator to stop wondering about the details of Beli’s being beaten
by the thugs. It is something that hurts Beli beyond words and would strongly
affect the reader had not the narrator spared us these details.
The rhetorical strategy of repeated direct address to the reader incites readers
to participate in the narrative as if they are involved in the story unfolding in
front of them. At times this direct address is designed to guide readers how to
judge characters: “The thoughts [The Gangster] put in [Beli’s] head. Someone
should have arrested him for it ... But if you look at it from, say, a more generous
angle you could argue that The Gangster adored our girl and that adoration was
one of the greatest gifts anybody had ever given her” (Diaz, 2007: pp. 126-127).
At other times, the pervasive irony and biting sarcasm used in this direct address
leaves the reader confused whether the narrator/author is serious or not. When
Lola, Oscar’s sister, ran away from her family, she was searching for flyers that
her family might have put in order to find her; however, all she finds were flyers
about a lost cat: “That’s white people for you. They lose a cat and it’s all-points
bulletin, but we Dominicans, we lose a daughter and we might not even cancel
our appointment at the salon” (Diaz, 2007: p. 66). This close third person narration that mixes with direct first person narration elicits powerful empathy on the
reader’s side; in other words, the reader experiences what it feels like to be in the
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character’s place.
Character-focused narrational style is yet a third device Diaz uses in the novel
that enables the reader to identify with the characters. This identification is instigated by a textual strategy that Marco Caracciolo calls “character-centered
implicature.” By providing less textual information about a fictional character,
more accessibility is allowed to his/her mind. This supports Suzanne Keen’s
(2006: p. 219) point that: “Novelists do not need to be reminded of the rhetorical
power of understatement, or indeed of the peril of revealing too much. Indeed,
sometimes the potential for character identification and readers’ empathy de-

creases with sustained exposure to a particular figure’s thoughts or voice”. Hemingway (1954: p. 183), who believed that the strongest effect comes with the
minimalist of means, says, “If a writer of prose knows enough about what he is
writing about, he may omit things that he knows and the reader, if the writer is
writing truly enough, will have a feeling of those things as strongly as though the
writer had stated them”. Fictional characters do not have minds of their own;
only what Katja Mellman terms “psycho-poetic effects,” that is, the result of
“mimetic illusion” that the reader envisions and that makes him/her believe they
are dealing with minded beings not with words on a page. Under this illusion,
the reader can get to know a character, understand the character’s personality
and past life and even predict his/her future action and response. This can be
achieved by a dynamic process that goes on between writer and reader: the writer uses specific textual strategies and the reader has the willingness and preparedness to use his/her psychological skills in order to fill in the gaps left intentionally or unintentionally blank by the writer. Implicature permeates the novel
and ranges from the easiest to the most difficult, requiring various degrees of effort on the reader’s side.
The very first, and the easiest, sign of implicature occurs on the first page
when Columbus is referred to as “the Admiral” for “to say his name aloud or
even to hear it is to invite calamity on the heads of you and yours” (Diaz, 2007:
p. 1). A gradual upgrade in difficulty takes place in using terms and names from
sci fi and genre fiction: when Oscar’s two nerd friends succeed in getting
girlfriends while he fails, he considers how fat he is in the mirror and says: “Jesus
Christ, he whispered. I’m a Morlock” (Diaz, 2007: p. 30). Non-readers of genre
fiction will have to look up this name in order to know that they are a fictional
species introduced by H. G. wells in his classic The Time Machine and have become characters in several comic books and films. Research is not only needed
within genre fiction but with reference to regular fiction as well. During Lola’s
narration when she escapes from her family, she alludes to another novel: “I just
couldn’t do school anymore. Something inside me wouldn’t let me. It didn’t help
that I was reading The Fountainhead and had decided that I was Dominique and
Aldo was Roark. I’m sure I could’ve stayed that way forever, too scared to jump,
but finally what we’d all been waiting for happened” (Diaz, 2007: pp. 62-63). The
allusion to Fountainhead (1943) by Russian American writer Ayn Rand is symDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101002
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bolic in that the protagonist, Roark is a revolutionary architect resisting conformity and his lover, Dominique, is still wavering whether to assist him or to go
against his efforts. It is ironical that in the narrative of The Fountainhead, she
identifies with Dominique while in reality she becomes the revolutionary and
decides to escape and her boyfriend Aldo decides to stay and work with his father.
Further on when Lola takes over the narration in the second chapter of Part I,
Lola does exactly what her mother, Beli, orders her to do: keep her mouth shut
about what a neighbor did to her when Lola was eight, “When that thing happened to me when I was eight and I finally told [my mother] what he had done,
she told me to shut my mouth and stop crying, and I did exactly that, I shut my
mouth and clenched my legs, and my mind, and within a year I couldn’t have
told you what the neighbor looked like, or even his name. All you do is complain, she said to me” (Diaz, 2007: pp. 56-57).
Lola did not just shut her mouth as a character in the novel, but also as a narrator. We, as readers, have to imagine and visualize what had happened to her by
that neighbor and, thus, feel more empathic with her for she is double victimized, by her neighbor and, regrettably, by her mother.
Narration plays a significant role in building readers’ empathy. David S. Miall
(1989: p. 54) mentions that “the privileged information about a character’s mind”
through free indirect discourse invites empathic identification in readers. Going
back to a point made earlier in the study about the two competing dictators,
Trujillo and Yunior made by Jennifer Vargas, we can notice that Trujillo is a
minor character given full narration so that nothing is left for the decision or
choice of the reader. This is made on purpose in order not to build empathic relatedness to this character. However, this full narration is given a marginalized
place: in the footnotes. But the narration delineating the other characters, including the narrator Yunior, is leaving gaps and blank spaces to be filled by the
reader, thus, adopting the perspective of the character and deciding accordingly:
“The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao exchanges a dictator-centric character
system for a character-system based on marginalized subjects” (Vargas, 2014: p.
12). For example, when Oscar’s grandfather, Abelard, was imprisoned and tortured by the Trujillo regime, the accusation was that of slandering the president
while drunk: “So which was it? You ask. An accident, a conspiracy, or a fuku
(curse)? The only answer I can give you is the least satisfying: you’ll have to decide for yourself. What’s certain is that nothing’s certain” (Diaz, 2007: p. 243).
The reader is given more than one scenario and he/she should decide what really
works using his/her psychological involvement and identification with the character. Ambivalence allows the readers to project some of their own attitudes
onto the characters, thus, they can comprehend the characters on a more than
just a superficial level.
A fourth narrative strategy that reflects Diaz’s guided narrative is the use of
larger narrative frameworks. La Inca encourages Beli to always keep in mind that
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her father was a renowned doctor and her mother a nurse, thus bringing the girl
to bear on those memories to motivate and console her in her pursuit of escape
from her miserable, unpromising life: “La Inca talked to Beli about her father,
the famous doctor, about her mother, the beautiful nurse, about her sisters Jackie and Astrid, and about that marvelous castle in the Cibao: Casa Hatüey” (Diaz,
2007: p. 260). This serves to bring emotional harmony between La Inca and Beli
in order to arrive at a shared personal and emotional experience. There is a corresponding relationship between La Inca’s use of guided narrative constructions
and Diaz’s guided narrative framework that somehow influences the reader’s
own cognitive and affective responses to the novel. Diaz is using a diasporic
framework struggling within the larger national framework to escape the ideology of dictatorship, but to no avail: “Oscar Wao is a transnational text that blurs
the opposition between diaspora and nation by making clear that for U. S. born
Oscar to be a diasporic subject, he must be domesticated according to the code
of nationalist belonging, as enforced by the Dominican Rpublic-born Yunior”
(Sáez, 2011: p. 526).
Another narrative feature of the novel is the abundant use of anachrony, that
is, frequent departure from the chronology of the primary narrative. The French
structuralist Gerard Genette (1980: p. 40) classifies anachrony into two categories: analepsis and prolepsis. The former takes the reader back in time as a sort
of flashback, while the latter takes the reader forward in time to events that will
happen at a later time in the story. This technique motivates the reader to count
on his/her imagination to connect past and future events with the present narration. Diaz utilizes analeptic and proleptic narration in a manner to keep the
reader continuously engaged in the story. A good example of analepsis takes
place in Lola’s narration when she escapes from her family and goes to live with
her boyfriend, Aldo, dreaming of going to Dublin, becoming a backup singer for
U2 and her brother Oscar becoming the Dominican James Joyce: “I really believed it would happen too. That’s how deluded I was by then” (Diaz, 2007: p.
68). If Lola uses analeptic narration to confess her present disillusionment, Diaz
uses proleptic narration to explain how unaware Beli was of her own disillusionment: “Her dreams are spare, lack the propulsion of a mission, her ambition
is without traction. Her fiercest hope? That she will find a man. What she
doesn’t yet know: the cold, the backbreaking drudgery of the factorías, the loneliness of Diaspora, that she will never again live in Santo Domingo, her own
heart. What else she doesn’t know: that the man next to her would end up her
husband and the father of her two children, that after two years together he
would leave her, her third and final heartbreak, and she would never love again”
(Diaz, 2007: p. 164).
Junot Diaz makes use of several linguistic devices that enable the reader to
simulate the perceptions of the characters and to construct the fictional world
projected by the novel. Rhythmically arranged clauses and phrases trigger in
readers perceptual simulations of characters’ point of view: “By the end of SanctuDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101002
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ary’s first year, Beli’s rough lines had been kneaded out, she might have cursed
more, had more of a temper, her movements more aggressive and unrestrained,
had the merciless eyes of a falcon, but she had the posture and speech (and arrogance) of una muchacha respetable” (Diaz, 2007: p. 259). Repeated patterns
help the reader visualize the scene as if watching a film unfold: “In the picture
Lola brought home there are shots of Oscar in the back of the house reading Octavia Butler, shots of Oscar on the Malecón with a bottle of Presidente in his
hand, shots of Oscar at the Columbus lighthouse, where half of the Villa Duarte
used to stand, shots of Oscar with Pedro Pablo in villa Juana buying spark plugs,
shots of Oscar trying on a hat on the Conde, shots of Oscar standing next to a
burro in Bani, shots of Oscar next to his sister ...” (Diaz, 2007: p. 275).
The abundant use of similes elicits a powerful sense of immersive and empathic experience in the reader because the similes used by Diaz usually carry
exaggeration to the limit. When Beli was a young student at El Redentor and she
was after a white, handsome boy, Diaz describes her as “set[ting] out to track
Jack Pujols with the great deliberation of Ahab after you-know-who. (And of all
these things the Albino boy was the symbol. Wonder ye then at the fiery hunt?)”
(Diaz, 2007: p. 95). Another time when Diaz is describing Oscar’s despair: “The
Darkness. Some mornings he would wake up and not be able to get out of bed.
Like he had a ten-ton weight on his chest. Like he was under acceleration forces”
(Diaz, 2007: p. 268). The novel teems with such hyperbolic similes that bring
readers closer to characters’ feelings and deeper emotions.
Tactile and kinesthetic sensations play a major role in the embodied narrative
of Oscar Wao in a way that exposes the physical and psychological vulnerability
of the characters. During the first night of Abelard’s being taken to prison and
while filling the forms, he complains to the guard about the awful treatment only
to be punched hard in the face by this guard. When he asks why, he gets punched
again harder: “This is how we answer questions around here, the guard said
matter-of-factly, bending down to be sure his form was properly aligned in the
typewriter. Abelard began to sob, the blood spilling out between his fingers.
Which the typing guard just loved; he called in his friends from the other offices.
Look at this one! Look at how much he likes to cry!” (Diaz, 2007: p. 239) Our
emotional involvement in the narrative emanates from our simulation of the
characters’ emotions and perceptions.
In the section entitled “Oscar Goes Native” in Chapter six, Oscar visits Santo
Domingo in the summer with his mother and sister and decides to stay there
and not to go back to the States with his sister. The representation of the thinking process that leads Oscar to this decision is presented in a very long run-on,
comma-spliced sentence that takes almost three pages: “After his initial homecoming week, after he’d been taken to a bunch of sights by his cousins, after he’d
gotten somewhat used to the scorching weather and the surprise of waking up to
the roosters and being called Huáscar by everybody ...” (Diaz, 2007: p. 276). This
stream of narration gets the reader immersed in the thinking process to fully
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understand and share in Oscar’s decision.

4. Conclusion
This study is an examination of the still emergent field of Literature and Cognitive Science and a contribution that might generate further discussion in that
field for future development. By merging a theory adopted from neuroscience
with a theory adopted from narrative studies, this study has shown that literature
can affect and be affected by Cognitive Science. I have suggested throughout this
study that The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao is a good example of how fiction can use narration in eliciting readers’ empathy. To this end, Diaz has employed several techniques varying from modulations of narrative voice and point
of view to shifts in narrational focalization to character-focused narrational style
to using larger narrative frameworks and anachrony among others. By refusing
to give his readers definite answers, Diaz is forcing his audience to find their way
in the mirror reflecting their condition. This identification with fictional characters helps readers understand and feel for people in the real world. This is a
compelling reason why more attention should be given to the study of empathy
and fiction or literature in general on the one hand in relation to Cognitive
Sciences on the other.
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Abstract
Using as a stepping-stone The Book of Memory by Zimbabwean lawyer and
novelist Petinah Gappah, I set out in this research article to grapple with the
dynamics of the vexed issue of memory. The paper argues that, when it comes
to memory, the individual intertwines with the collective. Even though the act
of remembering is purely individual, the fact remains that it is enacted in a
social context with groups acting as cues. Remembering is not an isolated act.
Instead, it is group-induced. The article also brings to light the crippling
weaknesses that memory studies have long suffered from, namely the short
shrift given to the collective dimension in favour of the personal. It follows
from the research project, though, that this flaw began to be remedied with
the seminal of work of the French sociologist Maurice Halbwachs who introduced the concept of “collective memory” to foreground the communal nature of memory. What the French thinker calls “social frameworks”, the paper explains, reflects the social contexts in which people remember. The politics of memory works at many levels, with forgetting being dubbed by Aleida
Assman a “social normality” and remembering the “exception.” From a methodological perspective, I elected to adopt an approach based on the humanities, and the social sciences, not least sociology and history, in order the better to bring into sharp relief the dynamics of memory.
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(Collective) Memory, Forgetting, Remembering, Caring, “Othering,” Difference,
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this research paper is to grapple with the vexed issue of memory.
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Two reasons basically underpin my choice of memory as a subject within the
framework of this investigation project. For starters, it’s the significance of
memory to the meaning of life. Memory, albeit something that is no more, can
be of huge help when it comes to managing the needs of the present, and considering the future. Secondly, the academic interest in exploring the politics of
memory in African fiction in English. Much as sociological and anthropological
works on memory abound, viewing it through the lens of fiction helps reveal
other facets of the notion bear testimony.
A thorough reading of the body of literature about the issue of memory reveals it to be very contentious. A quick review of some of the definitions related
to “memory” will, doubtless, help have a better handle on it. Amongst the slew
of definitions that The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary gives to the word,
one is relevant to the topic: “a thought of something that you remember from
the past” (Eighth edition). A renowned German sociologist and a leading pundit
on memory theory, Jan Assmann describes the term thus:
Memory is knowledge with an identity-index. This is not to say that this
knowledge is all about oneself; on the contrary, it refers to all kinds of
things of the outward and inward worlds, but with a strong link to an idea
of “self” that accompanies this knowledge and sets it off against normal,
identity-neutral knowledge. (Assmann, 2008a)
The pith of the foregoing quotation lies in the fact that it foregrounds a
two-pronged dimension of memory that is, a personal cum a collective edge. In
the preface to Social Memory, a signal book edited by James Fentress and Chris
Wickam, I. Moor provides a definition of memory that captures its complexity
and, perhaps more significantly, emphasizes how the present and the past are
interwoven: “it [memory] is an artefact and a trickster, and an active trickster at
that, not merely a relic of the past, but the past shaped and adapted to the uses of
the present and of the present then as well as now” (Qtd. in Fentress & Wikham,
1992). Deserving elaboration is the point that memory both appertains to the
personal and the collective. From a purely sociological perspective, the individual and the whole merge into oneness. The dividing line between personal memory and collective memory is extremely thin to the point of effacing. Assman and
Czaplicka write that: “Every individual memory constitutes itself in communication with others. These ‘others’, however, are not just any set of people, rather

they are groups who conceive their unity and peculiarity through a common
image of their past” (127). Hence the term “collective memory” which describes
“the interplay of present and past in socio-cultural contexts” (Erll & Nünning,
2008).
The origins of collective memory stretch back to the early twentieth century
with the French sociologist, Maurice Halbwach, as its brainchild (Erll and Nünning, 2008). In a seminal book published in 1925, and entitled Les cadres sociaux
de la mémoire, the famed French sociologist lays out the significance of social
contexts to memory which, in his estimation, really occurs through interactions
DOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101003
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amongst groups with shared past experiences. Halbwachs’s take on the meaning
of memory is nothing but a counter to psychologists’ proclivity for regarding
people as isolated beings (Halbwachs, 1992). This perception, he argues, does
not hold water as any understanding of mental operations would necessarily
mean sticking to people and severing the bonds between individuals and their
fellows in society (Halbwachs, 1992, Trans.). He points out the impossibility of
fathoming out the working of memory by divorcing people from society:
If we examine more closely how we recollect things, we will surely realize
that the greatest number of memories to us when our parents, friends, or
other persons recall them to us. One is rather astonished when reading
psychological treatises that deal with memory to find that people are considered there as isolated beings (…) Yet it is in society that people normally
acquire their memories. Yet it is also in society that they recall, recognize,
and localize their memories. (Halbwachs, 1992)
What Halbwachs calls the “social frameworks” of memory inscribes recollection of past experiences in a kind of call and response exercise between an individual and the group to which they belong. Actually, for an individual to be able
to efficiently recall, they need help from their group members: “Most of the time,
when I remember it is others who spur me on; their memory comes to the aid of
mine and mine relies on theirs” (Halbwachs, 1992). Group membership gives
memory a collective edge. The impossibility of individuals to recollect in isolation locates memory in sociality, and, more significantly, bespeaks the commonality of lived experiences within specific social groups. It’s noteworthy that
since Halbwachs, diverse terms have been floated to describe the materiality of
memory. One such terms is “social memory,” which is the brainchild of art historian Aby Warburg (Fentress & Wickham, 1992). They describe social memory
as follows:
…we regard social memory as an expression of collective experience. Social
memory identifies a group, giving it a sense of its past and defining its aspirations for the future.... It is individuals who do the remembering; what is
social about it. The essential answer is that much memory is attached to
membership of social groups of one kind or another. (Fentress & Wickam,
1992)
It follows from the foregoing quotation that much as there obtains personal
memory, it still remains that it takes a backseat to collective memory. The Halbwachsian theory that any enactment of individual recall unmistakably necessitates prompting from the collective betokens a conception of memory deeply
embedded in the social fabric. Another layer of the social edge of memory is
language, for it is by dint of verbal interaction which refers to “a means of both
communication and of knowledge” (Moscovici, 2001), that memory is mediated.
That is why James Fentress and Chris Wickham feel personal memory to be less
objective than collective memory. From their vantage point, there is no better
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way to share past experiences than through the spoken word:
What makes objective memory seem more usable as a source is the fact that
we can articulate it. What makes (objective) memory seems more objective
than the memory of feelings and personal experience is simply the fact that
we can articulate and communicate the former in words, more easily than
we can the latter. (Fentress & Wickham, 1992)
The foremost purport of memory lies in its storage of the past for the sake of
the present and the future. Knowledge about its past can shepherd a community
through the challenges of the here and now as it looks ahead to the future. The
past that memory carries does not simply boil down to a written record of a bygone era. Rather, it is communal and, more to the point, shot through with sacred meaning as it epitomizes the narratives and objects through which a given
social group accounts for its existence. Arguably, collective memory or social
memory embodies a set of social representations which constitutes,
a set of concepts, statements and explanations originating in daily life in the
course of individual inter-communications. They are the equivalent in our
society of the myths and belief systems in traditional societies; they might
even be said the contemporary version of common sense…the way in which
men think or create their shared reality as in the content of their thinking.
(Moscovici, 2001)
It is safe, indeed, to bet that a human community devoid of social representations is soulless. Memory and social representations have a commonality, namely that they are anchored in socio-cultural contexts and are, consequently,
communal. At the same time that “individuals and groups create representations
in the course of communication and cooperation” (Moscovici, 2001), so too is
memory enacted in language, and tied to group membership. The dynamics of
memory will be grappled with at a greater length from a fictional perspective,
viz., The Book of Memory.

2. The Book of Memory: A Synopsis
A breakout debut novel by Zimbabwean writer Petinah Gappah, The Book of
Memory came out in 2015. It tells the story of an albino woman, gone by the
name of Memory who happens to be the lead character. Her life takes a nasty
twist when her parents “sell” her to a wealthy white man. That is, Lloyd Hendricks lived up to the expectations of Memory’s parents as he threw everything
in the kitchen sink to make her happy. Quite unexpectedly, Lloyd dies at his
home. The finger of blame is pointed at Memory. Following what she deems an
unfair trial, she is sentenced to death. She chronicles in notebooks (that she
shares with the public) her life on death row, other personal woes as well as the
rank squalor that plays out in Chikurubi prison. Memory’s overnight forceful
move from the family seat located in the township of Mufakose whose night is
“torn with sounds of couplings, snoring, howling dogs, the running feet of thieves
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chancing it in the darkness” (Gappah, 2015, to the up-market district of Umwinsidale is, in addition to being a psychological gut punch, a momentous game
changer. Memory cannot help but feel out of sorts through her helpless inability
to tease out the rationale behind what she regards as her parents’ ill-advised
gesture. She is all the more baffled as her albinism has turned her into something
of a plaything within the community. At times spot-on, at times fuzzy and beset
with inconsistencies, the protagonist’s painful memories reflect, to all intents
and purposes, the level of social suck that percolates through every strata of the
society.

3. Language as a Vehicle of Memory
Patina Gappah’s gruesome portrayal of the working of memory bears testimony.
The lead character in the story struggles to negotiate a labyrinthine web of painful memories as she goes to great lengths to share with the public the chunks of
her own past that she can recall. Memory acts on the advice of her seasoned attorney, Vernah Sithole, to recount to an American investigative journalist her
ordeal: “It was Vernah’s idea that I should tell my story to you. Before she sent
you to interview me, she told me that I should write down every detail that I
could remember, that I should record everything that could make a sympathetic
case” (Gappah, 2015). Memory’s well-meaning call to go public about her own
past underscores somewhat the oneness of personal and collective memories.
Her personal memories are, arguably, collective as she elects to spin a yarn about
them. To be sure, Memory has gone through a hell of a lot of harrowing experiences which mirror a life of injustice and wrongs as well as the cruelty of fate.
What features in the recollections of Memory is first and foremost her albino
condition, and then the circumstances of her “selling” to a white man. All her
ensuing woes are a direct offshoot of her parents’ move to relinquish their responsibility to Lloyd.
Prior to her serving time for murder, Memory has had to face stigmatization that borders on dehumanization because of her skin colour. Memory’s
recollection of her albinism during her childhood speaks to the nefarious discrimination facing albino men and women in society. She recalls being relentlessly being singled out for derogatory taunts, which wrapped up turning her
into a peon:
There was a brutal honesty in how children regarded anyone different. If
they saw a person with no legs, they did not point out a person living with
no legs or a person living with no sight; they shouted, hone chirema, hona
bofu1, come and see the cripple, come and see the blind man, calling attention to each deficiency.
Their attitude was implicitly rooted in the language itself. … As a murungudunhu is heavy with meaning. As a murungudunhu, I am a black woman
who is imbued with the whiteness of murungu, of privilege, but of dunhu,
The underlined words or phrases are italicized in the book.

1
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of ridicule and fakery, a ghastly whiteness. (Gappah, 2015)
Memory enacts recollection through language. By the same token, it is by dint
of that very medium that she is cast as a social pariah. Scorn and disrespect are
inscribed in the unconscionable exclusion and rejection of those suffering from
albinism. According to Miroslav Volf, a particular rhetoric goes with the territory of exclusion: ‘The “practice of exclusion” and the “language of exclusion” go
hand in hand with a whole array of emotional responses to the other, ranging
from hatred to indifference; these exclusions both call forth emotional responses
and are sustained by them’ (Volf, 1996). A key prop of exclusion and “othering”
is language. The significance of language is basically two-pronged-that is, a
means of communication and a “cultural carrier” (wa Thiong’o, 2009). Speaking
of the prominently critical role of language in the construction of memory, he
says, “Language is the clarifying medium of memory or rather the two are intertwined” (wa Thiong’o, 2009). Plainly, Ngữgῐ’s theory is vindicated by Memory
when she submits:
I read somewhere that long-term memory is linked to the pre-frontal lobe
of the brain, which only develops at the age of three. I also read, perhaps in
the same article, that memory is closely linked with the acquisition of language, that without verbal ability to articulate experience, there can be no
memory, and this is why our earliest recollections date from the time we
learn to speak. (Gappah, 2015)
Consciousness of memory without the ability to articulate it means a thing.
One of the vignettes of language lies in the fact that it enables us to overtly open
up about our past, thoughts, concerns, woes-you name it. Another silver lining
associated with sharing a past experience through verbal communication resides
in its “reinstatement” effect upon which Katherine Nelson and Robyn Fuvish
elaborate as follows:
“Reinstatement, in effect, “brings back” some part of an experience...The
implication of the reinstatement effect is that the “bringing back” reactivates the event in part or whole. It has been frequently speculated that talking about an experience might have the same effect, reactivating in essence
the original experience itself on a conscious mental level rather than on an
action level. (Nelson & Fuvish, 2000)
The power of speech, which is a unique human endowment, goes a long towards facilitating recall. For all its usefulness in human life, though, language has
the potential of being turned into a potent weapon of oppression and subjection.
Witness what happened during colonization. Colonialism rested on an ideology
that, inter alia, foregrounded the backwardness of indigenous African languages.
That is, a disgustingly despicable form of brainwashing which culminated in the
quasi erasure of indigenous languages, and the nefarious imposition of European
ones, e.g., English, French and Portuguese. Kenyan prominent man of letters
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Ngữgῐ wa Thiong’o who has addressed at length in his opus (fictional and nonfictional) the backwash effects of the colonial enterprise on African languages,
explains that, “The choice of language and the use to which it is put is central to

a people’s definition of themselves in relation to their natural and social environment, indeed in relation to the entire universe” (wa Thiong’o, 2009). He
speaks of “linguistic encirclement” to describe the trend amongst African writers
towards defining themselves in terms of those foreign languages through which
Africa have been held in subjugation for centuries. He goes on to point out the
end result of the unconscious internalization by African intellectuals and the
uneducated alike of the supposed clout of the European languages over their
own mother tongues:
English, like French and Portuguese, was assumed to be the natural language of literary and even political mediation between African people in
the same nation and between nations in Africa and other continents. In
some instances these European languages were seen as having a capacity
to unite African peoples against divisive tendencies inherent in the multiplicity of African languages within the same geographic state. (wa Thiong’o,
1986)
If anything, the unflattering plight of African languages left over from the colonial era features in Memory’s recollections. Colonization was so gruesome an
enterprise that its memory lives on decades after its demise. The lead character
takes aim at her white compatriots for their all-out drive to mediate the utter oblivion of indigenous tongues by getting people to buy into the false narrative that
the local languages are hard going, and that “they twist the tongue and confuse

the mind” (Gappah, 2015). Memory bemoans the lingering effects of what she
terms “superior education”, namely the short shrift given to local languages in
favour of English, to wit, the language of the former colonizing power in Zimbabwe. What sticks in Memory’s gizzard is the propensity of white minority for
subtly working flat out to bury African linguistic heritage with an eye towards
divorcing the indigenous people from their cultural ethos. Quite unexpectedly,
Lloyd and his friend Liz Warrender are white folks out of the common run in
that they do their level best to achieve mastery of Shona—one of the most important languages in the country. Plainly, there is a calculated rationale behind
their “love” of local language, though. Actually, by translating Homer and Aristotle into Shona (Gappah, 2015), Lloyd (who earned a doctorate in Classics)
seeks to overwhelm indigenous psyche with Western thought, the end game being acculturation and assimilation. The following sums up how Memory displays
her disquiet cum her sense of resentment about the linguistic legacy in a postcolonial African country:
Lloyd’s written Shona was much better than mine. My spoken Shona is still
fluent, but my writing is frozen at the age of eight which is when I last wrote
it in school. This is one of the consequences of a superior education, you
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see. In this independent, one-hundred-per-cent-empowered and fully and
totally indigenous blacker-than-black country, a superior education is one
that the whites would value, and as the whites do not value local languages,
the best-educated among us have sacrificed our language at the altar of
what the whites deem supreme. So it was in colonial times, and so it remains, more than thirty years later. (Gappah, 2015)
There is no denying that language impinges on memory in one way or another. As a tunnel through which ways of life are passed down from generation to
generation, language helps store and articulate memory. Hence Ngữgῐ’s proposition that the recipe for memory loss is through linguistic erasure: “Language is

the clarifying medium of memory or rather the two are intertwined. To starve or
kill a language is starve and kill a people’s memory bank” (wa Thiong’o, 2009).
Frantz Fanon was a high-profile postcolonial pundit. In his wide-ranging writing
on the colonial experience and its multifaceted aftermath, he broaches inter alia
the critical role of language to the subjugation of a people. He sees eye to eye
with Ngữgῐ: “To speak means to be in a position to use a certain syntax, to grasp

the morphology of this or that language, but it means above all to assume a culture, to support the weight of a civilization” (Fanon, 1986). It is worthwhile to
emphasize that the colonialist’s all-out effort to impose their language on the
colonized was anything but empathetic. Instead, it attests to an egotistically
stubborn stomach to “construct an elite who shall carry the weight of the colo-

nizer’s memory and become the means by which the elite’s parents shall lose
cultural memory” (wa Thiong’o, 2009). The weakened status of indigenous languages across the Dark Continent vis-à-vis some European languages is nothing
short of an insult to African cultural memory. (I’ll be expanding upon the concept of cultural memory later on in the paper.)

4. The Collective Edge to Memory’s Remembering
Interestingly, lots of Memory’s memories cut across sisterhood to encompass the
citizenry. From her grievances about the rank squalor and the awful inhumanity
that hallmark Chikurubi prison, not to mention the pervasive destitution that
makes life unbearable for the populace, to the unfairness of the judiciary: Memory’s lot is that of Everyman in her country. This doubtless speaks to the collective edge of her memories. Witness how she describes the hellhole of Chikurubi
to Melinda Carter, an American investigative journalist to whom she opens up
about her past at the urging of her attorney, Vernah Sithole:
For reasons that will be obvious to you, we are not allowed forks and
knives. But nor are we allowed to use our hands like normal people. We eat
all our food with tablespoons, everything from the waterlogged porridge to
the lump-filled sadza and the cabbage that smells of sweat…
There is no happy-medium to our food; it is either overcooked or undercooked, or it has too much salt or there is not enough oil in the fried vegeDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101003
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tables or there is so much that you fear that America will invade. (Gappah,
2015)
Indeed, the use of the possessive adjective “our” betokens collective experience. The personal memories of Memory, besides oozing with bitterness born
out of injustice, interweave into those of the community to which she belongs.
The injustice that reigns supreme in prison facilities is a mirror image of that
which plays out outside. The recollection of her spell as an inmate in Chikurubi
is not perfunctory. Anything but, her shared experience of solitary confinement
is meant to be an eye opening with an eye towards, effecting change for the better. The argument bears emphasizing that the memories that Memory recalls are
those that stand out to her in terms of scope and poignancy. Recollections germane to the unfairness of the judicial system and the squalor in prison facilities
impinge on the collective as a whole. Memory somewhat speaks on behalf of the
collective. Maurice Halbwachs underscores the interplay between individual and
group memories: “One may say that the individual remembers by placing him-

self in the perspective of the group, but one may also affirm that the memory of
the group realizes and manifests itself in individual memories” (Halbwachs,
1992). Memory’s galling beef about prison conditions and the trinity of bribery,
graft and corruption that bedevil the polity, not to mention the legacy of colonization in post-independence African countries, are thrown into sharp relief in
her memories. Treated like dirt by prison guards (not the least of whom is Synodia), subjected to sleep or food deprivation over the slightest misbehavior,
prison inmates are looked on as the lowest of the low who, consequently, deserve
no quarters; they learn the hard way. As Memory clearly remembers,
there was no induction or orientation of any kind. Synodia, Loveness and
company prefer to learn by what you might call the Montessori Method of
Prison Instructions: you learn by doing, picking things up as you go along.
The more mistakes you make, the more they hit you and the faster you
learn.
So you learn that a prisoner is allowed to talk to talk to the guards only
when she kneels before them. A prisoner may not look directly at a guard…No
prisoner is called by her real name. (Gappah, 2015)
Memory’s nerve-wracking stay on death row and, more significantly, the
phony trial that led to her sentencing represent a past that she has her work cut
out drawing a line under. The ground zero for her brush with the law starts with
the death of Lloyd. Hence the poignancy that marks the episode of her past life
respecting Lloyd, and the circumstances around which she was over handed to a
foster father. Although she has experienced extremity-driven crass destitution,
and family tragedies with the loss of loved ones, the episode of her life with
Lloyd still rankles. Memory waxes indignant as she recalls the offhanded attitude
of the judge during her murder trial that resulted in the death penalty being
handed down on her:
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In the wood-panelled courtroom, the judge and his two assessors sat on
green leather chairs with backs as high as gravestones. The judge spent
much of the trial looking into the middle distance. The assessor to his right
was asleep. The assessor next to him, a woman of Indian origin, had a face
that was twisted into a rictus of concern. (Gappah, 2015)
Notwithstanding the fact that there were no “forensic reports” and “postmortem” to prove beyond a reasonable doubt the culpability of Memory, “the
judge concluded that I was guilty of the crime that I was charged with” (Gappah,
2015). The inequity of the judiciary as well as a sense of despondency is writ
large in Mnemosyne’s recollection of the circumstances of her murder trial,
and subsequent sentencing. This episodic memory is all the more excruciating
as Memory was tried and sentenced on fake charges, the judge having based
his verdict on only one witness-that is, Alexander who turns out to be Lloyd’s
sister. What prejudices the latter against Memory is her animus against her
brother’s will, under the terms of which all his property and money should be
bequeathed to Memory after his passing (Gappah, 2015). At bottom, Memory
has fallen prey, as it were, to quirks of fate. When she returns home one day to
Summer Madness, and finds Lloyd dead “with his socks on,” she is overrun
with shock and dismay. And justifiably so. After unavailingly striving like hell
to revive him, she tires. Even though Lloyd “had died accidentally,” Memory
was desperate to “transform this accident into another type” with a view to
“mak [ing] it seem as though he had died in another way” (Gappah, 2015). She
put money where her mouth is and decides “to make his death look like he had
been shot during a robbery” and then shot him and dropped his body into the
pool (Gappah, 2015). Just like that Alexandra appeared out of the blue and
witnessed the scene. Needless to say that it was a godsend for Lloyd’s sister
who could not brook her brother’s will in favour of Memory. Upon seeing
what Memory was up to, she recoiled and drove away. Memory’s frantic attempts to explain to her the scheme drew a blank. The court used Alexandra’s
testimony as a watertight smoking gun to indict and sentence Memory to
death.
This episode in the past of Memory is not recalled just for the heck of it.
Not only does it highlight the significance of fate in human life but it also
points to human being’s crippling inability to forestall the potential fallout of
their actions. Good intentions do not always yield the expected results due to
forces out of human control. Arguably, fate adds meaning to human existence. Memory remembers Lloyd saying in one of his lectures, “Giving fate a

name is a necessary imaginative act that permits us to establish a relationship
with the controlling forces of our existence” (Gappah, 2015). Getting a handle
on dramatic or unlooked-for turn of events necessitates being steeped in the
consciousness of fate. The circumstances that led to Memory’s imprisonment,
speedy trial and death sentence pronouncement is, indeed, an object lesson in
the masterly need to contend with the hand of fate in any human action or
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planning.
The emotional and psychological tinge in the memories of Mnemosyne sound
like a wake-up call which emphasizes the driving necessity for people to sit up
and take notice. Also, it is tantamount to a stubborn desire to come to terms
with a painful past. One of the perks associated with memory is that it draws on
the past of the collective to ensure a better present, and envisage the future auspiciously. The relevance of recalling past experiences—whether painful or happy—signals a concern for the present. The utility of the past never wanes as it
somewhat acts as a review mirror that could help us swerve the pitfalls of the
moment and swerve those that lie ahead. Understandably, memory does not boil
down to something of a relic that cannot serve any purpose in the present:
“Memory is always a phenomenon of the present, a bond tying us to the eternal

present. Memory, being a phenomenon of emotion and magic, accommodates
only those facts that suit it” (Nora, 1996). So it would be downright misguided to
conceive of memory as a footnote to the present. The deliberate call of sharing
publicly one’s own past, without seeking to sweep any aspect of it under the carpet, may be an experience worse than death. Yet it can be redemptive: “Even the

project of remembering the gloomiest of memories is a hopeful project. It ultimately rejects the pessimist thought that all will be forgotten” (Margalit, 2004).
In point of fact, the past is not recalled just for the sake of it; it is so for a reason.
Halbwachs positions that “in reality the past does not recur as such, that every-

thing seems to indicate the past is not preserved but is reconstructed on the basis
of the present” (Halbwachs, 1992). Thanks to the (collective or social) mediation
of memory, the present and the past are forever entangled in a sort of symbiotic
relationship that feeds on each other’s factual and emotional significance. As the
Israeli philosopher Avishai Margalit points out, there is an unimpeachable interest in “remembering emotions as a way of knowing how the things we re-

member were felt at the time-a way of grasping the sense and the sensibility of
past events needed for understanding and assessing the things we care about in
the present, especially the people we care about” (Margalit, 2004). In the case of
Memory, the sensitivity of her experience of utter squalor, the traumatizing experience of living in the shadows of squabbling parents, and living in the shadows of a mother whose rough edges were way difficult to smooth: all this gives
a resentful edge to her recollections.
The lead character’s earnest submission that “My memories are not of bygone
feasts” underscores yet again the traumatic edge of her past experiences. From
the perspective of “lay trauma theory,” traumas refer “naturally occurring events
that shatter an individual or collective actor’s sense of well-being” (Alexander et
al., 2004). They go on to posit that anything that precludes human beings’ fulfilment of the “need for security, order, love, and connection” is potentially
traumatizing (Alexander et al., 2004). From this vantage point, Memory’s handovert to Lloyd is, arguably, a trauma. Unsurprisingly, she suffers the memory of
it. The memories of Memory highlight, in no small measure, the preposterous
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lousiness of life in the townships where “to be photographed was a commitment

that required money and serious effort” (Gappah, 2015). Memory constantly
bemoans the paucity of photographs through which she can turn the clock back
to her childhood: “I have no pictures that could have helped me remember. I

took none with me. My mother’s photo album remained with all the other things
that I left behind in Mufakose. And even then, even if I had wanted to take some,
there were not many pictures in that album” (Gappah, 2015). Memory’s evocation in her acts of remembering of the album of her family is not perfunctory.
Photographs are symbols of collective memory as they act as triggers of remembering. When the individual sees a picture of them referring to a distant past,
they cannot help but cast their mind back to a specific event in the past (Assmann,
2008a). Pictures help us reconnect to significant episodes of our past. According
to Jan Assman, although ‘things do not “have” a memory of their own, the fact
remains that ‘they remind us, may trigger our memory’ in the sense that ‘they

carry memories which we have invested into them, things such as dishes, feasts,
rites, images, stories and other texts, and other “lieux de mémoire2”’ (Assmann,
2008a). Harking back to The Book of Memory, the lead character waxes emotional
as she tries to conjure up the purport of the said photographs, and goes to great
lengths to restore the photo to wholeness: “After everyone had gone to sleep that

night, I look for the pieces of the photograph and tried to stick everyone together
with my saliva. It did not work. I contemplated stealing sticky tape from the desk
of Mistress Nyathi, my class teacher” (Gappah, 2015). Failure to possess photos
may be a hindrance to understanding a chunk of one’s past, or simply to its erasure. It is for the sake of avoiding erasure of aspects of her past that Memory
went out of her way to pick up the pieces of a photograph that her mother tore
into pieces in a fit of anguish over the death of Mobhi, a sister of hers. Photographs are part of family memory, and pertain to what Jan Assman calls “cultural
objectivations,” viz., carriers of memory (Assmann, 2008a). Photography offers a
hindsight that gives you a broader picture of what a past event or situation really
was. British-born cultural historian, Anne Kuhn, adumbrates the significance of
photography and other objects through which cultural memory3 is erected into
an institution status:
The term “lieux de mémoire” is, roughly speaking, a site symbolizing a scared past in the consciousness of a group or nation, and where commemorative practices take place. It is the brainchild
of French high-profile historian Pierre Nora who perceives a lieu de mémoire (the original French
term) as “any significant entity, whether material or non-material in nature, which by dint of human
will or the work of time has become a symbolic element of the memorial heritage” (Nora, 1996). The
historian adds that for a site to qualify as site of memory it must be invested with a three-pronged
sense, so to speak: material, symbolic, and functional. In the same breath, Nora is emphatic that “will
to remember must be present,” adding that “without this criterion, the definition would be so broad
as to encompass almost every object worthy of remembrance” (Nora, 1996). Examples of sites of
memory include cemeteries, museums, archives which he calls “relics of another era, illusions of
eternity” (Nora, 1996). A ‘lieu de mémoire’ is highly symbolic in that it is invested with an aura of
what is no more, the here and now as well the future. In a nutshell, a site of memory stands as a huge
reminder of an event in history whose importance marked the past, has bearing on the present and
helps shape the future.
2
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As repositories of memories, reminders of persons, places or events in the
past, family photographs and albums may certainly be regarded as souvenirs. Indeed, while family photos can function prosthetically (sic) as substitutes for remembering, they are also used by their compilers and owners as
prompts for performances of memory in private, interactive, collective, and
sometimes even public contexts. The performance or enactment of memory
in these instances takes place with (as opposed to in) photographs and alThe concept ‘cultural memory’ is the brainchild of German academic and Egyptologist, Jan Assmann who happens to Aleida Assmann’s husband.
Even though Jan Assmann has introduced the concept into memory literature as a counterpoise to Maurice Halbwachs’ concept ‘collective memory,’ he acknowledges in full measure, nonetheless, the famed French sociologist’s seminal contribution to putting the social dimension of memory into the foreground of memory theory: “It was the great achievement of the French sociologist Maurice Halbwachs to show that our memory
depends, like consciousness in general, on socialization and communication, and that memory can be analyzed as a function our social life”
(Assmann, 2008a). With his coinage of the concept of cultural memory (which came along over twenty years ago), Jan Assmann picks some holes
in Halbwachs’ term, and, in the same breath, ‘delineate [his] concept of “collective memory” and our understanding of “cultural memory”’
(Assmann, 2008a). Jan Assmann holds that Halbwachs did not take account of “the real of traditions, transmissions, and transferences” in theorizing “collective memory.” As if remedying a weakness, he puts this three-pronged realm under the category of what he calls “cultural memory.”
He is at pains to underline the commonality between the two concepts which, incidentally, blurs the lines: “Cultural memory is a form of collective memory, in the sense that it is shared by a number of people and that it conveys to these people a collective, that is, cultural, identity”
(Assmann, 2008a). Indeed, Jan Assmann seeks to take into account the cultural dimension which, in his estimation, Halbwachs overlooked in his
analysis of memory (Assmann, 2008a). To this effect, he goes the extra mile and splits Halbwachs’ term into two: “communicative” and “cultural
memory.” Subsequently, he attends to the dividing line between these two concepts. After labelling “cultural memory” an institution, he sums up
nuts and bolts as follows: “It [cultural memory] is exteriorized, objectified, and stored away in symbolic forms that, unlike the sounds of words or
3

the sight of gestures, are stable and situation-transcendent: they may be transferred from one situation to another and transmitted from one generation to another” (Assmann, 2008b). Speaking of “communicative memory,” he, at first glance, spots a key aspect that marks it off from “cultural memory,” namely that it “is non-institutional.” He elaborates thus: “it is not supported by any institutions of learning, transmission, and interpretation. It is not cultivated by specialists and is not summoned or celebrated on special occasions; it is not formalized or stabilized by any forms
of symbolization; it lives in everyday interaction and communication.” This distinctive facet means that “it has only a limited time depth which
normally reaches no farther back than eighty years, the time span of three interacting generations” (Assmann, 2008b). Examples of “collective
memory” include monuments, museums, cemeteries-you name it. Instances of “communicative memory” encompass oral myths, rituals, masks
–and what not-. In The Book of Memory elements of “communicative memory” in terms of oral myths and traditional beliefs abound. What is
termed “ngozi” and “njuzu” are cases in point. The two terms feature in the memories of Memory as crucial to In Zimbabwean mythology. Mindful of extraneousness of these words for a Westerner, Memory has a hell of difficulty explaining them to the American journalist Melinda Carter
to whom her memories are addressed in epistolary form. (By opening up about her past experiences to an investigative journalist, she hopes for
their dissemination, thereby evidencing the collective dimension of her memories. Talking about the trickiness of njuzu, she says: “I am not sure
how to explain njuzu to you; there is no direct equivalent in your mythology” (Gappah, 2015). She likens them in layman terms to mermaid or
water sprite, except that they outpace them in violence and badness. Then she dwells on the evil nature of the said mythical creature: “Njuzu are
violent, they are wild beyond taming. … They become hurricanes and storms. They transform into snakes and crocodiles. Njuzu capture the unwary and pull them down…They are especially fond of children” (60). Speaking of “ngozi”, they are, in light the mythology, endowed with such
destructive powers as to strike the fear of God into people: “Ngozi, if you did not already know, is the spirit of vengeance that follows a violent
death” (Gappah, 2015). Interestingly, the prominence of ngozi in the memories of Mnemosyne lies in the fact that it has taken a heavy toll of her
family. Memory recounts on pages how her mother the wife of her first husband. It all came about, she explains, when “an ancestor of my mother
had killed an ancestor of her first husband.” In a move calculated to appease “the spirit of the dead man” who “came back as an angry ngozi spirit
and wreaked havoc on my mother’s family,” Mnemosyne’s was intimated that the debt had to repaid. “Repayment” was all the more necessary
since “fields failed to prosper, children rotted in their mother’s wombs” (Gappah, 2015). It was against this portentous background that a settlement was reached which turned out to be fatal to Memory’s mum: “Her family had decreed that that long-ago death had to be honoured through
the gift of a girl to the family of the murdered. My mother was to be the currency that paid the debt” (Gappah, 2015). Memory’s mother’s choice
to elope with her ‘second’ husband, to wit, Memory’s father, was the logical upshot from a marriage that was doomed to failure from day one.
That is, it was a forced marriage. So Ma’Givhi flew into the arms of Ba’Givhi as she sought succor and, perhaps more significantly, refuge from the
emotional and physical ravages of unrequited love, and shotgun marriage. The lingering “anger” of the ngozi reached fever pitch with the violent
deaths of Memory’s parents the cause of which, though not revealed openly, points to suicide. The suddenness of the deaths made Memory think
of a mutual suicide agreement. Myths provide a window into a community’s worldview and reference points embedded in time-honoured stories,
and the sacred store that they set by it. This sacredness implies that any breach of those invites the wrath of evil spirits. As Hayden White says,
“Myth emploits (sic) stories about specific actions and sets of events as manifesting the consequences of violations or observances of the rule of
propriety” (White, 2000). The retribution that befalls trespassers serves a deterrent to the community across the board. Culture intertwines with
history in myth. Therefore, Stories of myth, arguably, sanctify a past tinged with an aura of sacredness and inviolability.
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bums. (Kuhn, 2007)
Understandably, Memory’s frustration with the issue of family photographs is
downright excruciating. They are part and parcel of her past as a young albino
girl whose ‘othering’ have packed a punch in terms of mental distress, and whose
parents have strenuously struggled to put food on the table owing to trying
times. The prominence of family photography and albums alike as a silent but
potent articulation of memory resides in its authenticating a lived experience,
painful or otherwise happy. Hence Anne Kuhn’s use of the word ‘evidence’ to
characterize one way amongst many through which a photography or album can
be approached (6). From Memory’s vantage point, the availability of family
photographs is supposed to help reconstruct a past that is a far cry from her here
and now. The more so since “at the moment of reproducing the past our imagi-

nation remains under the influence of the present social milieu” (Halbwachs 49).
Memory survived a past (which doomed her to disappearance) in the face of
overwhelming odds. No matter how somber and gruesome this past may be, she
does not want to draw a line under it look, line and sinker due to its aura of
emotional charge. Maurice Halbwachs roughly explains the rationale for some
people’s stubborn attraction to the most difficult period in their lives:
When it comes to the most somber aspects of our existence…it seems they
are enveloped by a cloud that half cover them. That faraway world where
we remember that we suffered nevertheless exercises an incomprehensible
attraction on the person who has survived it and who seems to think that he
has left there the best part of himself, which he tries to recapture. (Halbwachs,
1992)
The family is something of a breeding ground for values and ways of life as
well as patterns of behaviour that make up identity, and, by extension, produces
memory; it is a locus of collective memory. The blood ties and the everyday interactions between members living in the same familial space known as household contribute to foster and cement understanding within the domestic group
(Halbwachs, 1992). As a result, the somber and pleasurable events that occur in
family life are seared in the memory of the household. An individual always
badly needs a memento through which they can turn the clock back to their domestic life as a token of family memory. Needless to say then that Memory is not
a happy camper about the paucity or absence of souvenirs that connect her to
her familial past. The unpleasantness of this situation hits home when visiting
in a site of memory or when she hears about somebody else’s family remembrances:
Sometimes, when I found myself in the Archives, or when Lloyd talked
about his family, I thought of my own, undocumented past. The parents
that I left behind in Mufakose seemed…to have had no father and mother.
We seemed…to be completely unconnected to anyone but ourselves, to
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have emerged complete into the present without a history. There were no
old letters, no mementos, no links to any kind of past. (Gappah, 2015)
An individual’s drive to retrieve their family past can successfully pay off
when there exist written or photographic records of it or when its narrativization
can be mediated. Let’s face it, none of these mediums of enacting family recall is,
to all intents and purposes, handy to Memory. She confesses meltingly that “Even
when we asked them, my parents answered no questions about their past.” She
puts a personal spin on her parents’ attitude: “It was more than a lack of openness it seemed an almost active secrecy” (Gappah, 2015). This “almost active
secrecy’ can be equated with what Aleida Assman calls ‘active forgetting’ (which
I’ll be elaborating upon later on.)
Pretty much throughout the narrative, Memory has laboured under the misapprehension that her parents divested themselves of her like goods in return
for payment in kind. Consequently, due to absence of cast-iron proof buttressing
the act of selling, I think fit to put the verb “sell” in inverted commas. The crux
of the matter is that she saw money change hands between the white man and
her father-or rather between Lloyd and her mother-, put two and two together
and mistakenly jumped to the conclusion that she was sold. Any lingering
doubts as to her fate were laid to rest when Lloyd Hendricks made this pledge to
her parents: “I will pick her up at twelve tomorrow…I am glad that tour wife
approves, because I could not have done it otherwise” (Gappah, 2015). Just like
that,
He took something from his pocket. It was a large wad of green bills, twenty-dollar bills; … He handed the money to my father, but it was my mother
who reached out to take it. She took the money without counting it and
stuffed it into her bra (Gappah, 2015).
Towards the end of the story, however, the scales fall from Memory’s eyes,
and the cloud of mystery that has long surrounded the circumstances of how she
has wrapped up in Lloyd’s hands Lloyd begins to dissipate. It all started when
Lloyd, full of the milk of human kindness, offered his help to Memory’s father
with a view to extricating them out of the crass destitution facing them. The
family predicament was compounded by the mother’s mental issues which saddened Lloyd big time. Understandably, he suggested that Ba’Givhi send the kids
to school so that Ma’Givhi, who “was ill, dangerously ill,” could be taken care of,
going as far to put him in touch with a friend of his (Gappah, 2015). But because
of Memory’s indifferent health, Ba’Givhi couldn’t act on Lloyd’s advice. Upon
getting briefed about Memory’s condition, Lloyd said that “he would take me in,
[and] that he would look after me until my mother was well” (Gappah, 2015).
The blueprint fell through with the sudden passing of Ma’Givhi and Ba’Givhi.
Thus Memory’s assertion that “I was never meant to live with Lloyd” (Gappah,
2015) rings true. In an emotional one-on-one with her sister Joyi, Memory
brings herself to admit to labouring under a delusion:
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…I wanted to go back, to see where I made that fatal mistake. My mind
keeps going back to that memory of seeing Lloyd hand over the bills, a false
memory on which I have built the foundation of my life, or, to put it more
accurately, a true memory from which I have made false assumptions. My
utter conviction that my parents sold me rested only that exchange of
money. (Gappah, 2015)
Deserving elaboration is that the unstable nature of memory, and its often
unfaithfulness to the past factor into Memory’s difficulty in getting a handle on
why her parents have relinquished their responsibility to her in favour of a white
man. Speaking of the unreliability of memory, it is safe to assume that remembering is not always a sure-fire way of reconstructing an accurate image of the
past. The fact of the matter is that memory is faced with a good many challenges
that account for its unreliability, and consequently, its possible faultiness. Aleida
Assmann lays out some of the multifaceted strictures which are mainly scientific
and cultural in nature-that sometimes cause memory to be unreliable:
Memory capacity is limited by neural and cultural constraints such as focus
and bias. It is also limited by psychological pressures, with the effect that
painful or incongruent memories are hidden, displaced, overwritten, and
possibly effaced. … As in the head of the individual, also in the communication of society much must be continuously forgotten to make place for
new information, new challenges, and new ideas to face the present and the
future. (Gappah, 2015)
Indeed, memories go fuzzy with the relentless flow of time. Also, failure to invest a lot attention to an event may make its recollection way difficult to the
point of leading to a false interpretation of it. Aleida Assmann’s terms of ‘focus’
and ‘bias’ reflects, as stated earlier, the vagueness of remembering and, equally
significant, its selectivity. Amongst the flood of memories which are up for recall, we found ourselves compelled, for one reason or another, to pick and
choose those that are more relevant to our present needs, and leave out the rest
when it comes to the crunch. The distinctively selective dimension of memory
stands out in relief through the lead character’s global appreciation of Lloyd. As
the narrative nears its end, and as her misguided perception of the exchange of
money between Lloyd cum her parents has sunk in, Memory displays eclecticism
as to what she ought to remember respecting Lloyd. With the benefit of hindsight, she overlooks the negatives of her foster father and, instead, zeroes in on
his positives, e.g., his “warmth, generosity, and his shining goodness” (Gappah,
2015). And confesses earnestly that she grieves for Lloyd more than she does for
her own parents: “I find I grieve my parents as remembered persons. But it is for

what I have been long accustomed to that I grieve the most. It is for Lloyd that I
grieve the most” (269). Notwithstanding, she says equally genuinely that she
bears no ill will for her father because of his handing her over to Lloyd was a leap
of faith (Gappah, 2015).
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Interestingly, the fact that Memory cherishes the memories of Lloyd even after
his passing betokens an obdurate desire to stay connected to the deceased. It is a
way, albeit odd, for the bereaved to enact a maintenance of the relationship with
their loved one. This attitude is what American psychologist Dennis Klass et al.
call ‘continuing bond’ in Continuing Bonds: New Understanding of Grief, which
goes with the territory of grieving. They posit that “the resolution of grief in-

volves a continuing bond that the survivor maintains with the deceased” (Klass
et al., 1996). Memory’s strong attachment to Lloyd is anchored in a profound
sense of gratitude which she can’t help acknowledging: “He gave me an under-

standing that took me outside of myself, that there was a life beyond things;
there was an existence that went on long after the self had gone” (Gappah, 2015).
Thanks to Lloyd, Memory was, actually, able to overcome her crippling selfconsciousness about her albinism which made her keep herself to herself during
her childhood and early teen years. By somewhat ploughing a lonely furrow in
‘continuing bonds’ through mental reenactment of her past experience with
Lloyd, she proves herself right.

5. The Searing Memories of “Othering”
Memory has had more than her fair share of raw deal from life. She recalls being
given a wide berth wherever she goes owing to, horror of horrors, the sensitivity
of her skin which marks her off from normal people. Memory’s albinism-related
woes is a window into the plight of albino women and men regarded as social
misfits through no fault of their own. Mnemosyne-the only character in the
narrative that calls her ‘Mnemosyne’ is Lloyd probably because of his strong passion for classics-suffers the double yoke of being different from the rest of her
community due to her skin colour, and the straightjacket of patriarchy that
makes women subservient to men owing simply to their “womanness”.
“Othering” is a form of reification predicated upon a misguided conception of
difference. Ruth Lister describes it as “a process of differentiation and demarcation, by which a line is drawn between ‘us’ and ‘them’ between the more and the
less powerful and through which social distance is established and maintained”
(Lister, 2004). However, what such subservient groups as albinos go through in
terms of stigmatization and rejection fits Schwalbe et al.’s definition of ‘oppressive othering’ which “occurs when a group seeks advantage by defining another
group as morally and/or intellectually inferior” (Schwalbe et al., 2000). Over and
above the myth-tinged shibboleths associated with albinism, victims are made to
feel unable to prove their worth. Conventional wisdom locates their ‘good-fornothingness’ status in congenital deficiency. ‘Oppressive othering’ foregrounds
difference as ‘unabling’ since it “commonly entails the overt or subtle assertion
of difference as deficit” (Schwalbe et al., 2000). In her recollection of her past as
an albino woman, Memory pushes back on the lop-sided categorization of albinos as a bunch doomed forever to be low performers. (I’ll come back to this facet
of Memory’s portrayal later on.) ‘Othering’ is a roundabout way of turning difDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101003
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ference into an unconscionable tool of exclusionary practice. Paul Varo Martinson posits the significance of difference by contrasting it with what he calls the
“common”:
We must always be alert to difference. The common makes relationship
possible, difference makes it significant. Generally, people do not give their
lives for that upon which we all agree or find we have in common. People
give their lives because of that which is different. Difference is fraught with
significance. (Martinson, 2004)
The trope of difference, and its attendant multifaceted human toll features
prominently in the recollections of Memory. In addition to the psychological
wounds of “othering” that she and fellow albinos experience, there is the white
versus black divide that makes indigenous people feel like strangers in their own
country. The blatant injustice that the lead character seeks to highlight is about,
inter alia, land ownership which is heavily weighted in favour of the white minority. Witness how Lloyd’s sister, Alexandra, substantiates away failure of black
people to husband the land that they inherited from whites in the aftermath of
the land reform program:
Alexandra believed that it was not inexperience that made black people incapable of being farmers, but something intrinsic to their identity. For her,
the ability to farm had nothing to do with access to loans and cheap labour,
but everything to do with genetic accident of whether you were born white
or black. ‘African can only farm communally, you see; they can’t do the big
farming. They are used only to little pieces of land. It is a miracle they grow
anything at all. (Gappah, 2015)
Doubtless, these comments reek of racism embedded in an ideology that regards non-white people as barbarians. The purport of Memory’s recall of Alexandra’s statements lies in the fact that it is a throwback to colonial oppression. In
the eyes of the colonialist, black and coloured folks are benighted, thereby requiring to be civilized as a way to enter history. A leading post-colonial theorist,
Martinique-born French thinker, the late Frantz Fanon holds that one of the
hallmarks of colonization pertains to its construction of the indigenous as devoid of history altogether: “Colonized society is not merely portrayed as a society

without values. … The native is declared impervious to ethics, representing not
only the absence of values but also the negation of values. He is, dare we say, the
enemy of values. In other words absolute evil” (Fanon, 2004). The full scope of
the disdain that the white man harbours for the black person is encapsulated in
Alexandra’s obnoxiously racist posturing. Memory looks to sharpen our memory of an awfully gruesome chapter in the history of black people across the
board, nay of humanity, which, in words of one syllable, amounts to what Jeffrey
C. Alexander et al. (2004) dub ‘cultural trauma.’ He elaborates as follows:
Cultural trauma occurs when members of a collectivity feel they have been
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subjected to a horrendous event that leaves indelible marks upon their
group consciousness, marking their memories forever and changing their
future identity in fundamental and irrevocable ways.
Colonial trauma is seared forever in the memory of Africans and those of the
diaspora as its lingering effects impact big time the lives of millions of people in
formerly colonized societies. This decades after colonization came to an end.
The present-day political, social and economic make-up of the Dark Continent
is in part shaped by the colonial experience, so that African leadership governs
through the lens of former colonizing powers. There is, indeed, an internalized
complex of inferiority that grips the leadership to the point of blinding them
every inch to the herculean task of addressing post-independence challenges.
The crippling mindset of post-independence African leadership is highlighted in
sharp relief in the memories of Mnemosyne. When white Zimbabweans are on
the receiving end of robbery or fatal burglary, their black countrymen are pointed
at as villains of the piece. Memory recalls the hasty conclusion tinged with racist
overtones that Alexandra jumped to (following two cases of robbery as well as
fatal shooting targeting Zimbabweans of white stock), and the subsequent indiscriminate, harsh punishment randomly meted out to some easily identified
Zimbabweans:
Alexandra was convinced that the squatters from the camp that had sprawled
out on Liz Warrender’s property were behind it. In one of the robberies the
white couple that lived at the targeted house had been shot and their bodies
thrown in the swimming pool. ‘Inside jobs,’ Alexandra had said, nodding in
the direction of the squatter camp. The police had taken some of the squatters away, had beaten them senseless, but no one had confessed, she said.
(Gappah, 2015)
Taking a jaundiced view of the supposed culprits’ refusal to confess, Alexandra urges her brother Lloyd to keep his powder dry just in case: “Mind you don’t

pass that lot at night…And make sure you load the gun” (Gappah, 2015). Come
to think of it, the salience of Memory’s recall of Alexandra’s racist slur resides in
its withering indictment of the ideological axiom of whites’ haughtiness vis-à-vis
black people and, more to the point, in it being a tribute to the redemptive value
of post-colonial writing project. In reply to Alexandra’s scornful submission that
“It’s the wrong people at the top…You always choose the wrong leaders,” Memory comes back with a quizzical retort that cuts Alexandra down to size: “And

Ian Smith,” I said. “What was he, the white Mandela?” (Gappah, 2015). Thereupon, Alexandra sort of votes with her feet. (Ian Smith is a testament to the horrors of British colonization of Rhodesia, modern-day Zimbabwe.) The colonial
hue of the memories of Memory feels like a clarion call to people of black descent to challenge any claim to white cultural purity, at the same that it foregrounds the necessity to fight tooth and nail against erasure or rewriting of the
past from white perspective. Remembering colonialist discourse that resulted in
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the human devastation wrought by the colonial enterprise can also be read as a
call to black people across the board to assume their status as subaltern groups
while being proud of their blackness. An Indian academic, linguist and English
professor, Rukimini Bhayo Nair vindicates Memory’s clear-sightedness in bringing up the colonial enterprise in her remembering: “Postcoloniality is a condi-

tion requiring cure, and the passage to that cure involves a return to buried
memories of colonial trauma” (Nair, 2002). She goes on to contend that: “…to
understand how the postcolonial self differs from other selves who people the
late twentieth century, it could be strategic to begin by exploring that infantile
period, colonialism, which by definition preceded the convulsions of postcoloniality” (Nair, 2002). One sure-fire way to avoid postcoloniality being ‘assigned
to oblivion’ is to keep the memory of colonialism and its attendant ravages vivid.
This is not to be construed as a thoughtless choice to live in a time warp. Rather,
it serves as a potent reminder of man’s capacity for evil, and of the necessity for
inclusion versus exclusion.

6. Memory and Identity
The colonial facet in the memories of Mnemosyne invites another interpretation: the close-knit connection between memory and identity. Oyserman et al.
describe ‘identity’ in a way that captures its link with memory:
Identities are the traits and characteristics, social relations, roles, and social
group memberships that define who one is. Identities can be focused on the
past-what used to be of one, the present-what is true of one now, or the future—the person one expects or wishes to become, the person one feels obligated to try to become, the person one fears one may become. (Oyserman
et al., 2012)
The identity of the self or the collective intrinsically appertains to the past.
Values and belief systems are forged through lived experiences, and then transmitted from generation to generation by means of language. The memories of
our lives are crucial to our identity as they point to patterns of behaviour or
shared experiences that define us in one way or another. The point bears stressing: the past serves as a useful signpost to self-image, whether it be personal or
communal. Just as memory is conspicuous by its malleability born out of its
natural unfaithfulness to the past, so is identity a perpetual quest for fixity, stability, purity. In this sense, cultural theorist Stuart Hall is at pains to point out
that “identities are about questions of using the resources of history, language
and culture in the process of becoming rather than being” (Hall & du Gay,
1996). The ‘process of becoming’ is a measure of the unstable cum fragmentary
characteristic of identity (Hall & du Gay, 1996). The ever-changing nature of
identity coupled with its purport in terms of social memory goes hand in hand
with a constant reinterpretation and reconstruction of the past. According to
Maurice Halbwachs, sacred storage of the watershed moments of our lives is not
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a perfunctory activity. Instead, it reflects a need to not lose track of our individuality: “We preserve our memories of each epoch in our lives, and these are

continually reproduced; through them, as by a continual relationship, a sense of
our identity is perpetuated” (Halbwachs, 1992). Harking back to my point as to
how Alexandra’s racist strictures on black folks is driven by the race-based ideology of colonialism, this much is certain: the colonial enterprise is forever inscribed in the ethos of African cultural identity since it has impinged out of recognition on black self-definition. Plainly, it is the hallmark of colonization as a
collective trauma for black people from Africa and the diaspora that makes it a
standout facet of African cultural identity. Speaking of cultural identity4, Stuart
Hall signally contends that there is a two-pronged approach to analyzing cultural
identity. The first, he says,
defines ‘cultural identity’ in terms of one, shared culture, a sort of collective
‘one true self’, hiding inside the many other, more superficial or artificially
imposed selves, which people with a shared history and ancestry hold in
common. Within the terms of this definition, our cultural identities reflect
the common historical experiences and shared cultural codes which provide
us, as ‘one people’, with stable, unchanging, and continuous frames of reference and meaning, beneath the shifting divisions and vicissitudes of our
actual history. (Hall & du Gay, 1990)
The memory of racial oppression is a distinctive feature of African cultural
identity. Any reference to the colonial experience (whether in thought or verbally) unavoidably twists the knife into the wounds of its human toll whose lingering effects still bruise African consciousness. In the world of The Book of Memory, the interplay between memory and identity also shines through what Aleida
Assman calls the ‘canon’ and the ‘archive.5’ These, according to Aleida Assmann,
are the two modes of cultural memory. When she comes from overseas with a
The second strand to Hall’s definition of ‘cultural identity’ captures its dyadic nature: “becoming” and ‘being.” It informs both the past and the
future. Hall writes that: “It [cultural identity] belongs to the future as much as to the past. It is not something which already exists, transcending
place, time, history and culture.” Instead, argues the prominent theorist “Cultural identities come somewhere, have histories” (Hall & du Gay,
1996). This second sense has a commonality with memory in which “unlike everything that is historical, they undergo constant transformation”
(Hall& du Gay, 1990). Arguably, the histories of cultural identities came about through painful as well as happy experiences. In the case of Africans and those of the diaspora, the paramount feature in their cultural identity traces its lineage to the transatlantic slave trade and colonization,
when their ancestors were made to internalize their supposed subservience to white people, accept, through an-out destructive onslaught on their
psyche, that they were not worthy of human dignity.
5
In a most amazing article, German academic, professor of English and Literary Studies all into one, Aleida Assmann, in her discussion of cultural
memory the critical prominence of which she and her husband Jan Assmann have contributed to a great deal, brought up two terms crucial to
have a better handle upon the politics of “communicative memory”-that is, ‘canon and ‘archive.’ Right from the word go, Aleida posits the unavoidability of forgetting in human life and, consequently, its linkage with ‘remembering.’ Human beings’ inability to escape the trap of forgetting
is encapsulated in Aleida’s assertion that “When thinking about memory, we must start with forgetting” since “the dynamics of individual memory consists in a perpetual interaction with remembering” (Assmann, 2008a). Locating humans’ natural propensity for forgetting in such cultural
and cognitive strictures as ‘focus’ and ‘bias,’ the German pundit comes up with a two-pronged edge to the phenomenon of forgetting: active forgetting and passive forgetting. Whilst the former refers to “intentional acts such as trashing and destroying,” the latter describes “non-intentional
acts such as losing, hiding, dispersing, neglecting, abandoning, or leaving something behind” (Assmann, 2008a). It is safe to argue that, in The
Book of Memory, it is “passive forgetting” that plays out in Lloyd’s attitude to Memory. Actually, the latter’s foster father has served jail time as a
result of betrayal by Memory. This despite Lloyd’s sympathy and, more importantly, beneficence to her. When she returns home one day and sees
Lloyd sodomizing Zenzo (an artist for whom she has a soft spot), Memory felt hurt big time. Overwhelmed with grief and jealousy that blinded
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degree in art history, Memory’s foster father suggested that she contemplate applying for a teaching position at the University of Zimbabwe. But, against her
better judgment, she “chose to volunteer at the Archives instead, while I decided
what to do” (Gappah, 2015). Her visit to the Archives, courtesy of Lloyd, features
as one of her most important of her memories. Witness the elements that she
recalls hand-picking for viewing:
I was curating an exhibition of photographs for display at the National Gallery. I selected my pictures: the first young woman to get a medical degree
in Rhodesia, market women in Mbare in the fifties, colonial wagons pulled
by a team of zebras, naked warriors from the 1896 rebellion hanging from
trees, southern fruit in the Rhodesian bush. (Gappah, 2015)
Memory is deeply steeped in the consciousness of what her country has
gone through in terms of racial oppression. Her preference of a spot in the
Archives as opposed to an academic career is indicative of a soul struggling to
find closure with regards to the country’s experience of colonial oppression
which, disappointingly, is mediated by a stubborn rejection of acceptance of
difference.
Difference should be celebrated as opposed to being used to obnoxious ends.
The derogatory taunts that the likes of Memory run through the gauntlet of, are
intended to overtly and knowingly to make them aware of their ‘unbelonginness’, their unflattering ‘outsider’ status. As a result, they wrap up developing
low self-regard and diffidence in their competence, and capability to make something of themselves. Memory is on the receiving end of what Moroslav Volf, a
Lloyd’s generosity, Memory wrote an anonymous letter to the police to squeal on her foster father. Following the latter’s arrest, Memory is overcome with remorse. Unable to endure the pricks of conscience induced by betrayal of Lloyd, she goes out her way to secure a scholarship which
she brazenly regards as a ‘refuge.” Unfailingly, the chickens of her betrayal come home to roost when she comes back to her country, graduated
from Sidney Sussex University. In light of the past, she expected Lloyd to refuse to give her the time of day. Surprisingly, he welcomes her back
with open arms. The fact that Lloyd is so forgiving as to refrain avenging himself on her puts Memory to shame: “How would I overcome the
constraints that had arisen between us, how would I cross the distance of all those years? I did not know how to begin to tell him to tell him all the
things that I wanted to say; how to tell him that I was sorry for my betrayal” (Gappah, 2015). Lloyd’s no-nonsense choice to go down the path of
forgiving is sure-way to put a past of suffering behind. From the perspective of the sophisticated Croatian theologian Miroslav Volf,
“non-remembering” is crucial to mediating reconciliation: “…since no final redemption is possible to without the redemption of the past, and

since every attempt to redeem the past through reflection must fail because no theodicy can succeed, the final redemption is unthinkable without a
certain kind of forgetting” (139). The same Janus-faced dimension of forgetting, Aleida Assmann explains, holds true for ‘remembering,’ except
that remembering, unlike forgetting which “is a normality of personal and cultural life,” is “the exception which (…) requires special and costly
precautions” (Assmann, 2008a). The precautions come in the form of what she calls ‘cultural institutions.’ Aleida is at pains to show how the

two-faced dimension of remembering an active and passive side are critical to grasping the workings of cultural memory. Aleida Assmann goes on
to illustrate the meanings of the two by, first and foremost, foregrounding a key difference: “The institutions of active memory preserve the past as
present [emphasis in original] while the institutions of passive memory preserve the past as past” (Assmann, 2008a). She elaborates upon the ‘canon’ and the ‘archive’ by taking the example of a museum. A museum, she explains, exhibits its high-value objects to the public, which are laid out
in such a way as to catch viewers’ eyes and attention. Aleida adds that in the same museum, there exist storerooms such as cellars and attics housing painting and objects which are not displayed publicly (Assmann, 2008a). She defines the ‘canon’ as “the actively circulated memory that keeps
the past present,” and the ‘archive’ as “the passively stored memory that preserves the past past” (Assmann, 2008a). Fall under the category of
active cultural memory are monuments, and such elements as “normative and formative texts, places, persons, artefacts and myths” whose characteristics lie in the fact that they are designed “to be actively circulated and communicated in ever-new presentations and performances”
(Assmann, 2008a). It’s noteworthy, however, to contend that not any text belongs to the “canon.” For a text to qualify for canonization, it has to be
sacred. Assmann gives as instances of sacred texts Shakespeare’s plays. I would add such religious texts as the Koran, the Bible and the Torah.
Conversely, examples of passive cultural memory are archives of data whose significance Aleida Assmann underscores thus: “Without extended
archives of data, there is state bureaucracy, no strategy to organize the future, and no control over the past” (Assmann, 2008a).
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high-profile thinker and theologian of Croatian extraction, dubs “symbolic exclusion”, namely “a distortion of the other, not simply ignorance about the other.” He further argues that it “is a willful misconstruction, not mere failure of
knowledge” (Volf, 1996). In the same vein, he lays out the intentionality of exclusionary practices:
We demonize and bestialize not because we do not know better, but because we refuse to know what is manifest and choose to know what serves
our interests. That we nevertheless believe our distortions to be plain verities is no-counter argument; it only underlines that evil is capable generating an ideational environment in which it can thrive unrecognized. (Volf,
1996)
Selfishness blinds us to the true meaning of human relationships. Also, the
fear of the other based upon difference, say, in skin colour or religion is by no
means a hindrance to the exercise of empathy and respect. Difference should not
be used as a weapon of dividing humanity. Rather, it is an asset. The archbishop
of Canterbury Rowan Williams makes the contention that “The only humanity
we have in common is bound up in difference, in the encounter of physical and
linguistic others” (Qtd. in Denise, 2004). The bottom line is to harness the positivity of difference, and overlook whatever negativity it may carry for the benefit
of mankind. Albino persons are ridden roughshod over basically because of the
lamentable absence of what South African professor of Practical Theology, to wit
Denise Ackermann, calls mutuality in relationship upon she elaborates as follows:
The concept of mutuality in human relationship is the touchstone against
which the quality of our relationships is tested. Mutuality is concerned with
feelings, needs, and interests of each other. Mutuality spells forbearance,
generosity, kindness, forgiveness, considerateness—virtues often neglected.
(Denise, 2004)
Harking back to The Book of Memory, the lead character situates herself
against a social background of borderline hatred for the albinos. Despite her fair
share of stigmatization and discrimination, Memory cannot help but think beyond
herself to bear witness to what another fellow albino, Lameck, goes through in
terms of rejection. She describes Lameck as having “a squashed face and red,
blotchy skin that broke over his arms and face” (Gappah, 2015). He runs a store
where he sells tomatoes. Memory laments that despite “all the convenience that
his store provided, he was not inundated with customers,” (52). Memory is a
textbook example of how a potentially bright future can be blighted by exclusion. Much as her “report every term spoke of a one hundred per cent pass rate
in every subject,” Memory is downright bruised by what she has been made to
miss out on in terms of opportunities because of her illness: “had it not been for
my condition. I would have been every teacher’s dream” (Gappah, 2015). Interestingly, from the lead character’s memories, the reader learns that both she and
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Lameck find in a crippling condition enough solace cum strength to negotiate
the strictures of their ‘othering’.
Just as Memory has had her fair share of albinism-related rejection, so does
Lloyd for his sexual orientation. Memory’s evocation in her memories of the
recluse life of Lloyd bears witness to the lot of gay people in a society whose
animus against homosexuality is dashed ingrained, and borders on hate. If anything, Lloyd felt compelled to use a woman, viz., Tracey Collins as a front to
conceal his homosexual bent. Lloyd and Memory have a commonality—they
know full well what it means to be ‘othered.’ As she contends: “Lloyd was as different to those around him as I was, that the fact of our difference bound us”
(Gappah, 2015). The reader learns through the lead character’s memories that,
despite belonging to the privileged class thanks to his whiteness and wealth,
Lloyd is hurting: “Not even Lloyd’s whiteness could have saved him from the

stigma of homosexuality because it is a stigma that cuts across race and tribe and
religion and class and sex and political beliefs and all the artificial divisions this
country has erected to keep people apart” (Gappah, 2015). His refusal to go public about his sexual orientation is steeped in the consciousness of a black-dominated country that treats gay people like dirt. Both Memory and her mentor,
through no fault their own, are left out in the cold. The reason for their despicable “othering” rests on a deep-seated rejection of difference, and binary division
that essentializes, so to speak, a set of normative behaviour, physical attributes
and thinking. That is why Colette Guillaumin holds that the genuine significance
of difference points to an established norm that excludes anything that does not
fit in with a set paradigm. Guillaumin sees difference through the dyadic notions
of ‘distance’ and ‘centre.’ She writes that:
The kennel of the meaning is the distance from the centre, the distance
from a referent (still fero). In practice, one perhaps claims to mean: “’X and
Y and (sic) different from each other’; but in reality one says ‘X is different
from Y’. Y is put in the position of the referent.
In short, difference is thought of (a) in a relationship, but (b) in a relationship of a particular type where there is a fixed point, a centre which orders
everything around it, and which all things are measured, in a word, a
REFERENT. This is in fact the hidden reality of difference. (Guillaumin,
1995)
Albinism and homosexuality may be poles apart. But they epitomize difference. Albinos and homosexuals are somewhat regarded as freaks of nature by
those folks whose tunnel vision worldview blind to the universal values of dignity, freedom and justice. Colette Guillaumin’s assertion that “All human beings
are natural but some are more natural than others” (Guillaumin, 1995) speaks to
how much difference—whether it be political, ethnic, racial or otherwise has
split humanity. At one point in the narrative Memory admits stunningly: “I was
as much a victim of my society as anyone else” (Gappah, 2015). In thinly veiled
words, she takes aim at a hidebound society the hallmark of which is an agoniDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101003
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zingly deep-rooted dislike of openness.

7. Memory and Ethics
For all the bad use it has been turned to, there is beauty in difference. Difference
can, indeed, bring out the best in humanity notwithstanding the havoc that it
wreaks due to people’s warped view of it. Memory recalls that her albino-related
suffering was alleviated with her fate-driven encounter with Lloyd. The latter is,
indeed, a ray of sunshine for Memory. Through pep talk and good karma, Lloyd
was able to heal Memory of much of the psychological and physical burden induced by her albinism, and make her whole. His exhortation to Memory not to
allow the multifaceted strictures of albinism to get her down, says a mouthful:
“It’s your choice, Mnemosyne. You can spend your life feeling sorry for yourself,
or you can simply choose not to. You can invite people’s pity or you can refuse
to be an object” (Gappah, 2015). By the same token, the contrast that Memory
draws between her predicament and that of Lameck is an implicit shout-out to
Lloyd: “Lameck in Mufakose had no Lloyd or Sister Mary Gabriel to…spend
money at the dermatologist’s and buy creams and lotions with sun filters, as
Lloyd did for me after he bought me, ointments that healed and mended my
skin” (Gappah, 2015). The sight of an albino person left to their own devices,
and, to boot, being taunted derogatorily at every turn should elicit from any
human being some degree of moral response. Lloyd’s unflagging drive to help
Memory weather the storm of the woes associated with her albinism justifies
Avishai Margalit in confining memory to ethics (Margalit, 2004). Her life experience in Summer Madness in Umwinsidale is a standout feature of her whole
past. Once her departure to Summer Madness becomes effective, she manages
bit by bit to live down her woes thanks to the jaw-droppingly caring attitude of
Lloyd. The evocation of Lloyd and the critical role he played in her future point
to the uplifting value of caring. Caring, in Margalit’s estimation, is a way of recognizing the humanity in the other: “Caring is merely a strong symptom that
what we care about is important to us” (Margalit, 2004). Under the protection of
Lloyd, Memory has taken a new lease of life. Following her being enrolled at
Lloyd’s expense at the Convent School in town, Memory feels as if made whole.
Here’s how she vents her sense of elation at being rescued from the jaws of nefarious scrutiny:
The Dominican Convent was like the world outside, only in miniature.
Money got me what a top girls’ school gives: slight arrogance, self-belief. …
I assumed a new identity.
It helped that money bought me a good skin, courtesy of a dermatologist.
At school, I eventually became another girls in blue dress, and when I entered the secondary, another girl in a blue skirt and white blouse…
More than anything else, I felt an incredible sense of freedom not from
want but from scrutiny. I had not yet found home, but I found a place
where I could belong. (Gappah, 2015)
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This quotation may be long, yet it speaks volumes about an uplifting change
in status for Memory. Also, this recall of her passage in a posh school is symbolic
of emotional stability which was denied to her through derogatory look and
language. That resilience bears testimony. That is, Memory has never allowed
the social stigma of albinism to get her down. Rather, it has been wildly enabling
in that it has given her the mental strength to face down dehumanization and
debasement by successfully developing coping strategies. If anything, what constituted a bugbear for a good many prison inmates was not for her a heavy cross
to bear:
The idea of being alone horrifies the others. They prefer to move in groups,
to work in clusters, to always have a companion. It is different for me. Solitude is not the hardest thing about prison life for me. From the time that I
was a child, I have been able to retreat into myself, and to find within myself the resources that have made it possible for me to bear my own company. (Gappah, 2015)
Memory’s achievements despite the odds being stacked against her are nothing but a reproach to the misinformed classification of albinos as no-hopers owing to their epitome of difference. With the help of the “unstinting generosity” of
Lloyd, Memory has shown that albinism is no hindrance to ‘self-actualization’6.
She managed to overcome the psychological burden of her condition, and harness the leg up provided by Lloyd in order to be a success story.
When all is said and done, The Books of Memory is, as the title suggests, a
paean to memory. With a felicitous turn of phrase and a jaw-dropping characterization, the Zimbabwean novelist Petinah Gappah has laid out the dynamics of
memory. Indeed, the protagonist’s arduous hassles in terms of trying flat out to
accurately picture her past and recount it without fail point to the intricacy of
memory, and its unstable as well as unfaithful nature. A spot-on reconstruction
of the past is next to impossible owing to such strictures as the inescapable aspect of forgetting and the selectivity of memory. The dyadic edge of forgetting-active and passive according to the typology of Aleida Assmann—features
prominently in the act of remembering, as is reflected in Memory’s effort at recollection. The unstoppable flow of time and historical discontinuities mean that
Memory is thwarted no end in her all-out drive to recall every facet of her past,
not least the most painful, for the sake of the collective. In spite of the theory
that memory is an articulation of what is no more, there is no denying that it
impacts the present and helps shape the future. People always remember for a
reason. Memory’s relentless attempt to recall the memories made up of the
wrongs and injustices wantonly meted out to her bespeaks a cathartic choice as
well as an overpowering need to share them with the collective with an eye towards positive change.
For more sidelights on the notion of ‘self-actualization’ I refer the reader to my paper “Binwell Sinyangwe’s A Cowrie of Hope: A Tribute to Womanly Courage and Friendship” in European Journal
of Literature, Language, and Linguistics Studies”, Vol. 4, Issue 3, 2020.
6
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A Potted Biography of the Author
Petina Gappah (1971-) is a rising star in Zimbabwe’s literary scene. Trained as a
lawyer, Gappah dabbled in writing in her mid-teens, with her first story being
published when she turned 14. The vibrancy of her writing coupled with the
topical potency of her fictional themes earned her some literary awards, not the
least which is the Guardian First Book Award. Since the inception of her career
in writing, Petina Gappah has authored three books, to wit, Elegy for easterly
(which is a collection of short story), and two back to back novels: The Book of
Memory (2015) and Rotten Row (2016).
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Abstract
This research is an interpretive study about the construction of the central
character and the detection of the heroic role, and then the meaning and significance in “Hayat” by Mohammad Ali Saeed. The research has adopted an
approach illustrated according to a semiotic model labeled as “the Cognitive
Semiotic Model” (CSM). This model is concerned with determining the central character in line with textual control that passes through heroism and its
quality, and then reaches meaning and significance. In so doing, the paper
will pass over absurdity and incongruity and focus on building this work in
its narrative process. Besides, the assumption is that reading this story as a
model for the collection of Saeed’s stories, “Ahmed and Mordechai,” is somehow obligatory, since it approaches the two most important themes of the
short story in general: the character and significance. It will be revealed that
the central character is considered a “hero” according to the criteria that will
be set in the course of the research. The character of “Ali al-Mahmoud” has
constituted an important semiotic element in the development of the event,
as it dominated the meaning while it is built till the end.

Keywords
Semiotics, Heroic Significance, Central Personality, Antagonist, Intentionality,
Action, Ideology, Socio-Culture and Anthropology

1. Introduction
Each narrative text in particular carries within it many messages and functions,
which can be referred in some way to the writer himself or his equivalent on the
semiotic level, along with the reader’s framing of this in his consciousness durDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101004 Dec. 9, 2021
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ing the process of reading and receiving. So, because of its uniqueness and distinction, I thought I should treat “Hayat,” which was translated into several languages including English (Assadi, 2009: pp. 125-129) for its uniqueness and its
social and human subject messages, instead of the whole collection same group
that was translated into as well (Saeed, 1997: pp. 121-126).
The study will make use of a semiotic model that arranges the reading process.
It is known as the Cognitive Semiotic Model, which was invented by Ibrahim
Taha. First, I will diagnose the central character in accordance with reading textual criteria, and then deal with the meaning and significance in this narrative
text. Therefore, this reading may be binding in some way to the collective reader
who seeks to reach meaning and significance that are in harmony with the contemporary literary theory.
Mohammad Ali Saeed is known among his community to be a patriotic, Palestinian critic and writer who does his utmost to help the poor and the oppressed
people, especially the Palestinians living under tough circumstances. It is very
likely that his own biography is characterized by homelessness, poverty and imposed constant mobility together with his family until he finally settles down in
Tamra, his new hometown (Assadi: pp. 4-5) explains his strong support of the
hardworking man robbed of his right and land in a distressed social political reality.
The story can be seen as no more than a signifier and motto that ensures a
bright heroic image, and an aspect of the intensification of the conflict between
the individual and the political and security oppressive authority saturated with
a spirit of revenge and lack of recognition of the right to life and existence. After
that, I will monitor the central character of the story, and will clarify its heroic
role by identifying it, according to four criteria that will be answered in turn.
First, the quantitative criterion: Through my reading of the story, I found that
the character of “Ali al-Mahmoud” is active in the narration, and has a strong
presence throughout the text, as he is a recorder and a real witness to the event
and its course. The narration, with its distribution between reality and soliloquy,
does not detract from the presence of Ali al-Mahmoud and his connection to the
quantitative protraction of the narration. Sometimes the narration slowed down
due to the soliloquy, which was associated with this character, simultaneously
occupied a significant part of the narration. There are other characters who accounted for a large part of the narration. These are the Sheikh, the narrator, and
the men of power (soldiers), but the implicit writer or Ali al-Mahmoud remains
more dominant over speech and description and steadily pushing events and
narration!
Second, the qualitative criterion: through the events of the story, it has been
observed that the character of Ali Al-Mahmoud is active and driving towards the
progress of the event. The central character is not round unless it fills the narrative space that allows for the character’s impulse and its dominance over the
event at its two poles: the temporal and the spatial. The character, as said by Hasan Bahrawi, “intersects all the elements, including temporal and spatial events”
DOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101004
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(Bahraoui, 1990: p. 20).
It was found that the character of Ali al-Mahmoud receives great interest in
the narration, directing the event and giving it its behavioral, ethical and psychological components. It lives in the shadow of its struggle for its existence and
its impulse to achieve its will, even if it were humane, emotional, or erotic. It
eventually does not settle unless it achieves this unique will that fills its life, not
to mention that Ali al-Mahmoud struggles against authority in his existential
search. This struggle is associated with the character of “Hayat,” who can be
considered as a shadow character of Ali al-Mahmoud. Although it cooperated
with Ali, it nonetheless cannot be given centrality because it does not affect the
reader and is not involved in events as Ali al-Mahmoud is. Nor is it effective in
the narration, while Ali al-Mahmoud invokes Hayat at every moment owing to
its presence in his consciousness and unconsciousness.
Why is the qualitative figure necessary in a literary work? It is necessary because with it, the meaning and significance of the observed text is clarified, and
because it is the focus of the conflict. Without it, we lose the ability to continue
the narration. It may send us lamentation, purification, or tragic attachment to
it, as it is the presence of an unjust existential destiny. As phrased by Hasan
al-Qabbānī,
The human character is a source of enjoyment and suspense in the story,
due to several factors. One illustrates that there is a natural inclination in
every human being to psychological analysis and the study of the character.
Each one of us is inclined to know something about the function of the
human brain, the reasons and motives that push us to act in a certain way
in life. We also have an unbridled desire that calls us to study human morals, the factors that affect them, and the manifestations of this influence.
(Al-Qabbani, 1974: pp. 51-52)
Thus, studying the sketch of the character in detail helps researchers reach
two interrelated goals, says critic Ibrahim Taha. One: Sketching the character
explains the relationship between literary narrative and images, graph and metaphor. In other words, the use of different means such as the names of characters, time, place, values and social norms and cultural symbols points out that
the literary text tends to correspond to a specific environment and setting. And,
outlining the character is the author’s source for placing the main character in
the center, and the literary text directs the reader to the central character and its
role in giving its content. Drawing the character is the author’s tool for producing and presenting his characters. It is, then, an act of creation and presentation,
and it is a means of form and content, and in both cases the author includes his
opinion through form and content (Taha, 2015: pp. 22-23).
The vital means of drawing a character is to describe its behavior through the
literary text, and this behavior is decided by the writer to lead him to the end he
wants for his characters and text. It is true that the author creates a fantasy
world, but the reader can imagine it.
DOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101004
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The importance of the title in reaching the meaning of the narrative text
should not be underestimated, as it is the parallel text of the literary work.
Looking at the title as an independent unit parallel to the text does not negate
the intimate relationship with it. Bassam Qattus sees, for example, that the title
leads to the text. More important, the title is the text and the text is the title
(Qattus, 2001: p. 60). In order to facilitate dealing with the title, some researchers talked about its functions, the most important of which are: the specific, defining or referential function, the descriptive function, and the tempting function. These all lead first and foremost to the text.
The relationship between the title as a parallel text and the body text may tell
about the ideological affiliation of the text, whether it is a literary, cultural, political or social by “highlighting the role of thresholds in understanding the specificity of the text and by identifying an essential aspect of its semantic purposes”
(Al-Hajmari, 1996: p. 7). I have mentioned the ideological function of the title, and
this function departs from the internal interactions of the title with the text and
proceeds towards a race with the external influences. In this regard, Abdel-Fattah
Al-Hajmari makes an important note, as he sees that the text has manifold signs,
some of which are related to the title, and others go outside the text, and are
called “para-texts.” And if the title summarizes what follows, i.e. the text, yet it is
likewise “a flash that refers to the outside-outside the text” (Halify, 1992: p. 84).
The title’s seductive ability is measured by the reader’s response to its call to
be led into the text. If this ability is effective, then the reader has been involved
after he crossed this threshold in the text. However, this involvement does not
stop at examining the text, but returns again to the author and his literary and
cultural affiliations, as well as to his social and political convictions (Al-Hajmari:
pp. 10-11). In Mahmoud Ghanayem’s (2015) point,
The title is an independent text on the one hand, and is closely related to the
body of the text on the other, and here lies the semiotic understanding of the
title called the text-content. We believe that an integrative study that aspires
to enclose the semiotic of the literary work cannot emerge from the title alone
without confirming or denying that through the text. However, this in itself
can be considered an achievement, despite its limitations (p. 21).
The title of “Hayat,” is central as it bears the name of one of the characters of
the story and indicates the axis of the conflict or the main motif in the tensed
event in the story, although it is a non-active character in the narration and is
governed by the reaction of the Sheikh and Ali al-Mahmoud. Nonetheless, it
does not obtain centrality the same as the character of Ali al-Mahmoud does.
The latter’s character is dominant that the threads of the event intertwine and
develop effectively around it. Hayat’s movement is governed by the Sheikh’s
reaction, and he is the one who leads the event to develop and escalate to the end
or to the moment of discovery.
The title then directs the text to an interpretive path connected to the character of Ali al-Mahmoud, although the title “Hayat” (i. e. life in Arabic) is a symbol
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that constituted the life, safety and survival for Ali al-Mahmoud. Ali’s centrality
is obtained through the portrayal of the omniscient narrator who transmits the
event synchronously, as if he held a camera and photographed the sequence of
the event. Readers realize that Hayat is the complement to Ali al-Mahmoud. Although the title is biased towards Hayat, she is not endowed with movement and
semiotic pursuit. Rather, it is Ali al-Mahmoud, who dominates the event and
provides it with a variety of its behavioral, moral and psychological structure.
His character governs the narration and possessed masculine significance compares with Hayat, whose gender affiliation does not provide her with any power
in directing the event but she is connected to it in a hierarchical manner.
Third, the intentional criterion which indicates that the writer chooses his
characters knowledgeably and consciously, and gives each character its his role
based on its sensual and moral qualities and interaction that draws the recipient’s attention. Hence, this criterion is connected with the writer’s intentionality which is affirmed by the narrator, or the factor that objectively transfers the
events to the readers and deals with the core of the meaning that flows through
the stream of thought, consciousness, or conscience.
I find that the presence of Ali al-Mahmoud with its fluidity and psychological,
social and intellectual motives, is intended by himself, as it constitutes the compass of the idea that was employed for it. It is the subject in the narrative work,
and the writer wanted it and intended it to represent the idea of the story by introspecting the intent in its impulse through the flow of narration. It is also the
trumpet through which the narrator runs and sends his thoughts and apprehensions, and in consequence, his implicit message so that it can spread in the story
and breathe life in it!
Practically every creative text is necessarily intentional, not spontaneous, and
when we approach the meaning we try to reach the intent, as affirmed by the
semiotic scholar Hirsch (1984: p. 208). In trying to reach the meaning roughly,
the reader approaches the author’s intention. Literary work contains a message
and the meaning is self-intended and does not deviate from the context but is
framed within it.
Here the reader’s role comes to decipher the intent code. The writer intended
in one way or another to strike at the political military power and the negative
traditional social norms. The cause of loyalty and commitment to the beloved
also shines in a virtuous human way, in which a combination of idealism and
realism is impeccable. Honesty and love do not usually leave the conscience.
Perhaps the writer’s intention is to make Hayat broadcast her soul and conscience in the spirit of Ali al-Mahmoud, as they are one soul that is ready for
hugging and attachment. Even in a romantic or idealistic way, in the sludge of
life with its hustle and bustle and its division between lovers, they are depicted in
a scene that evokes conscience and burns imagination and lasts without obstacles but is conquered by the power of authority that undermines determination and human salvation. Impersonating the character of Ali al-Mahmoud the
narrator says romantically with a tone of self reprimanding,
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You often visited the Sheikh and exchanged talk, your concerns and religious and secular news. You stealthily looked at Hayat and your gaze would
glitter with lust. More often than not, your looks penetrated her modest
clothes took down one piece after another and rejoiced in seeing her naked.
(p. 127)
Fourth, the reading criterion is a tribal condition of heroism. The reader is a
partner in the narrative process and the building of meaning, and may be impressed by the actions and behavior of the character when it challenges its social
and political status, and through its human inclinations which is the anthropological and semiotic tendency to keep up with the character during reading. Indeed, reading is a prerequisite element in learning about the story, and in helping to draw specific characteristics about the character so as to achieve a purposeful reading, not repetitive that caters to the dictations of the narrative situation and then expelled it from it. The reader is impressed by the central personality in its stability, sovereignty and conscious or unconscious ability, in his
challenge to its expectations through functionally conscious reading. If the character violates, dazzles and exceeds the readers’’ expectations, it deserves to be
granted the medal of centrality, which in turn benefits the active reader. The
character is formed during the narration and intensifies its role and centrality to
convince the reader of its privilege to possess its active role.
According to the presented criteria, it turns out that the character of Ali
al-Mahmoud tends to represent a heroic role with sensory and moral qualities
that show his place and his role in mobilizing the heroic role and composure,
and thus we will grant it the role of centrality. Ali Al-Mahmoud revealed his goal
and made the reader be associated with him more than other figures; he is a central figure without dispute.

2. The Semiotic of Heroism in “Hayat”
The story is approached as a narrative text according to a semiotic cognitive system as it believed this approach contributes to the understanding the story, to
identify its meaning and significance later, as well as to identify the advantages
of the central character, and to determine the quality of the heroism. So, this approach will be split into two basic phases after determining the core character:
First, the textual stage in which the movement of the central character in its
quest to reach a state of the three types of heroism is monitored, according to
three circles that may overlap or intersect in the light of this semiotic anthropological model developed by Ibrahim Taha. This model trails the movement of
the central character, being a key player in the sequence of narrative and framing
of the idea, as well as a factor to which the literary meaning is attached.

2.1. Pre-Action Stage
2.1.1. Lack (Goal and Motivation)
It is a human characteristic. From a psychological or socio-human point of view,
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the individual feels the complex of the shortage and always tries to fill and overcome this deficiency. Significantly, the deficiency comes from the lack of reconciliation between the human, spiritual, materialistic and intellectual needs of the
individual and the requirements of the external reality represented in the preparation of the human or socio-cultural effort for the observed existential situation.
Thus, the character in the literary work in particular seeks compensation amid
the shortage through the compensation mechanism. The central figure represented by Ali al-Mahmoud tries in the light of the police pursuit by the soldiers
to attain self security, safety and psychological and social stability. In practice,
what relieves the central personality in its quest is the relationship he weaved
and lived in with Hayat, as she is the refuge and asylum under the life of the soldiers’ pursuit, which drains him of his life. Eventually he finds the house of the
Sheikh a refuge in the midst of shocks and dilemmas, just as Said Mehran in the
Najib Mahfouz’s novel, The Thief and The Dogs, resorted to sheikh Sufi Janidi,
resorted to sheikh Sufi Janidi, whenever the situation narrows down.
2.1.2. Desire
It is a mechanism to ensure the progress of the central personality which seeks
through awareness and movement to achieve its desire. Examining the personality of Ali Al-Mahmoud, one sees his definite desire to protect Hayat, who married the Sheikh in the wake of the request of the Mukhtar (the chief of the village
or the chosen man), the Sheikh’s brother, based on the insistence of Ali himself.
Hayat’s marriage to the Sheikh is necessary for the central character because it
helps him continue his struggle both on the personal and collective levels. Hayat
is an indispensable presence in the life of Ali al-Mahmoud, as a motif that is repeated in his various stations in the story, which made it easier for him to survive in the shadow of the soldiers’ pursuit and become the “wanted popular hero.: “Ali al-Mahmoud. Give in and you will be safe.... Don’t attempt to resist...
Don’t try to escape” (125).
But Ali al-Mahmoud’s desire for his anthological existence is that Hayat must
not be absent from his life to alleviate his suffering and to be able to resist. Perhaps Hayat’s marriage to the Sheikh with the blessing of the Mukhtar was a rash
decision. It intensified his torment. So, Ali is seen through the monologue
blaming the Mukhtar and himself:
“The consequences of your deeds” Ali continued thinking, “would be costly, Mukhtar! So you married Hayat to your brother!
“And how did you, Ali, want the Mukhtar to behave? As if you had forgotten that it was you who asked him to protect Hayat and her family and keep
them in the village. Did you not appeal to Mukhtar for help and exact an
oath from him (for the sake of the dearest to him) that he satisfy your desire? Did you not promise him that you would be one of his men and fulfill
his orders? Did you not promise that you would leave the country? Did you
forget that? And did you forget your promise to him when he held his
moustache, the symbol of his manliness and promised you that Hayat and
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her family were the apple of his eye? True…. But I couldn’t, I could not
leave,” Ali admitted to himself. (126)
2.1.3. Mental, Physical-Planning and Emotional Ability
It is very clear that Ali al-Mahmoud’s character as a central figure summoned his
mental and emotional abilities through the process of his struggle and life while
looking for the meaning of his life. This process is surrounded by difficulties at
the existential level and sincere platonic love. He has recruited his natural and
intellectual subtlety in order to achieve his threatened existence. The soldiers
continue to hunt down Ali al-Mahmoud, as he is wanted by the government for
posing a threat to the State. In response, he has taken shelter at the house of the
Sheikh, the Mukhtar’s brother, the house which provides him with safety and
memories, especially since Hayat has become now the Sheikh’s wife. Ali alMahmoud’s personality is strongly present in spite of the danger that threatens
his survival. He has always managed to escape from the tight fist of the security
forces, owing to his mental and planning safe and sound.
The central character is looking for the meaning for its life. Ali has mobilized
his mental energies derived from the unconscious, and fostered by love to redeem the homeland despite the cruelty of the occupier who insists to break Ali’s
will. On the other hand, there is the other type of love that has satisfied Ali’s self
and his erotic tendencies towards Hayat, which suggest that Ali can go on his
way while enjoying the elements of intelligence, courage and manly perception.

2.2. Action
This stage is characterized by the attempts of the central character, represented
by Ali al-Mahmoud, to realize his dream and promise through quest. Ali has recruited his wits and abilities in order to progress and achieve his will. Hayat was
the inner voice to complete what was echoing inside his chest, to achieve this
gentle, driving love and urgent sexual desire, even if it means he has to wait for
this dream to come true in the future. As for Ali al-Mahmoud, he should have a
better emotional and existential view than not, especially as he fights soldiers
who keep chasing him and want him alive. Every time he escapes from them
with an ability so amazing that parallels the policemen’s intelligent schemes to
hunt. Ali al-Mahmoud’s character has proved to be free to move through the
narrative, revealing his hopes through monologues and subconscious awareness,
and moving him between reality and imagination and an escalating monotonous, dreamy romance. It must be pointed out that there are auxiliary factors
personal and impersonal, and external and internal and, sometimes restricting
factors, which in turn may affect the character’s movement in the narrative in
the process of the character’s pursuit of the goal it has sought.
Among the characters that helped the protagonist, Ali al-Mahmoud develop and
advance is the Sheikh, who despite his marriage to Hayat, Ali al-Mahmoud’s beloved, helped Ali to gain security and calmness amid the bitter reality and hell
that he undergoes. The Sheikh made his home, the place where Hayat, his wife,
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lived, a refuge that sheltered Ali against security men. Although she married the
Sheikh with the blessing of the Mukhtar, she remained vividly present in the
consciousness of Ali, who continued to call her whenever the events culminate
and his friends desert him. She is the objective balance to his suppression and
opportunism. Her existence is an exception in his life and helped him to pursue
his search for his goals and prevented him from regression in the circle of reactions and the process of construction and demolition.
Interestingly, an action does not fulfil itself unless it is met by a counter-act,
which evokes a sense and conscience towards self-cleansing. In “Hayat,” reality
is interspersed with imagination through consciousness and unconsciousness.
What justifies this interspersion is that the narrative work mimics the human
and the instinctive psychological situation, and imaginatively displays the human situation, by bringing down the human situation to our reality in dealing
with human nature in its socio-psychological situation, as a means of variation
of what socialist realism is based on.
On the other hand, there could be factors that hinder the narrative act. Soldiers or security officers surrounded Ali al-Mahmoud, when he sat in the Sheikh’s
house, to achieve security, safety and psychological and emotional reassurance.
In his introspective thinking, Ali reveals that he wanted to get engaged to Hayat,
and he even had asked the Mukhtar, as the traditions dictate, to visit her parents
and propose to them as the respectful representative of Ali. But, later he apologized, because his life was unstable and risky. As a resistance man fighting power
of oppression and occupation his life was in danger. Explaining his complex situation in a very smart way, he addresses himself disapprovingly,
In spite of this, you got back to him the next day to apologize and withdraw
your request because you carry your soul on your palm; the troops pursued
you and wanted you to die. But you survived over and over and over again,
thanks to your smartness, boldness and experience. The stories about your
derision of them and escape from their grasp have become the common talk
among village folks. And the troops’ embitterness and persistence on catching you were increasingly intensified. You made not only youths and adults
but also children laugh at them. Your stories have turned into heroic series,” he concluded proudly. (126)
It might be said that Ali tends to believe the Mukhtar did not care for his
safety and left him on the battlefield on his own. The Mukhtar, as Ali maintains
has abandoned him when he was under difficult circumstances where he needed
help to stop the authority police from pursuing him. What intensifies Ali’s feeling of disappointment is the fact that he has helped the Mukhtar conquer his
opponents in the elections.
I was the one who stopped the rise of his competitor and confined the
competitor to his home. The folks of the village are still asking and wondering, ‘Why was that man silent and resigned to his place and no longer
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wanting to attain the office or share it? (126)
All this indicates that in the process of its development, the protagonist is
hampered by obstacles that discourage him from completing his mission to
reach the acme of his heroism. The road to success is confronted with many obstacles at the level of action, and the protagonist achieves his goal with great difficulty. The obstacles are much more than the aids in the character’s journey towards achieving the act in the narrative work. From a semiotic point of view, the
character is considered an object and functioning factor that fuels the conflict
towards the addressee in the dramatic act arising from the psychological and existential state of the central character.

2.3. Post-Action Stage
I have examined the protagonist, Ali al-Mahmoud, by adopting the anthro-semiotic
vision. Man is made up of flesh and blood and not only as a character on paper.
He is placed at the center of literary work and the textual meanings and connotations are linked to this central character dominating the events of the story.
Although there were gaps in the sequence of the event at the intellectual level,
the event did not detract, and the central character was able to bear the simple
concern of the simple man defending his land. The difficult circumstances did
not prevent him from enjoying the radiance of emotional or sensual love associated with Hayat, who, in fact, laid the path of his life. Ali al-Mahmoud was able
to reconcile between the honest national struggle and the emotional direction
and the courageous love that needs noble manliness and not sheer masculinity
that preserves this love and shares it with those who deserve it without desecrating the sacred sense of family honor. According to the outline of the character of
the protagonist, Ali Al Mahmoud, in the circle of the triple heroism (the full hero, the no-hero, the partial hero,) it is very clear that Ali is affiliated with the first
type. Owing to Hayat and her husband, the Sheikh, who sent Ali to the bathroom to hide from the police, knowing that his wife was bathing, Ali is qualified
to be crowned as a full hero. This is revealed at the end of the monologue in this
final scene of the story, which creates the final and eloquent touch of this exquisite story:
“And you entered the bathroom, Ali al-Mahmoud! Hayat was bathing naked.
You saw her, yes, but, in spite of yourself, you saw her fully and modestly
dressed.”
There was night and there was the birth of a new story. (127)
It was the rebirth of a new hero free from the obsessions, the wounds and the
pathological imaginations of the past, that made him ready to face the challenges
of the times with confidence, composure and a more stable and determined
heart.
Therefore, the heroism and new birth of the protagonist, Ali al-Mahmoud,
would not have been possible without the push of the Sheikh’s hand, who boldly
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and transcendently rose above egoistic factors and achieved true awareness of
the meaning of honor and compassion. However, the beauty and excellence of
this story is not only restricted to the maturity of the vision, the richness of the
content and meaning, but goes beyond all of this to the artistic form in terms of
storytelling, treatment and skill in using the symbol in the narrative work, as a
radiant essence that illuminates the text and increases its depth, inspiration and
significance.
My belief that the central character deserves the title of heroism came by virtue of the compatibility or condescension of language with meaning, without
involving practical philosophy in the trap of narrative work, and because the
character reached its goal. Ali was able to evade the security men in spite of the
strict siege. The Sheikh, the auxiliary figure, played his role in a very amazing
manner and thus attained a position that rose to full symbolism, and open ending. Thus, the achievement of heroism became a soft process, requiring no supernatural subtlety or miraculous deeds. Nor did it need attaining a remarkable
act of social, cultural and human nature. Rather, the hero emerged with simplicity and elegance without carrying a philosophical and human thought of great
value. All he possessed was a simple soft language and a clear idea that helped
him to reach the essence of his idea crystallized through the narrative with the
aid of language.
Commenting on the link between the character and language, Nabila Ibrahim
maintains,
In every story work, the character is determined through the area that this
work is related to. What is more, it is determined by the level of language
that undoubtedly distinguishes one writer from another. No matter what
the case is, the character in the modern fiction has become part of the
structure of the linguistic text; it is certainly determined only by language
and through the movement of speech. Just as time and space and their
function in the work have changed, so the more time and space building
and their function in cutting modernity have change, the concept and function of the hero have changed. Besides, like space and time, the hero is no
longer determined by certain traits. The hero became a public figure, or the
man—the image, or the man-the ghost, the man who tries to unite his self
that is scattered in more than an “I.” It is as if it were a group fighting together, or as if it were a place where events and compulsive forces collide.
And, in consequence, the anecdotal personality no longer has full presence
it enjoyed by having a distinguished voice among other voices. It has become confined in the language standing behind the words that suggest that
there are those who say and testify and comment in a language characterized by instability and indefinability... Then there is nothing left but to
look for it in all the stories provided by the styles of linguistic quirks.
(Ibrahim, 1992: pp. 172-173)
Perhaps it must be said that our time is no longer the age of the filming of the
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ideal heroism, because it is an illusion. The problems of life at the local and
global level are too difficult for a single hero to win, even if he is a story hero. In
general, it can be alleged that modernist storytelling depicts a marginal or pathetic tragic hero, either because he can no longer resist, or because he is unlucky; he is destined to live the age of contradictions at its peak, where it is difficult to find ills and causes.

3. Second: Post Reading Activity
What guides this study is the theory of reading or post-text reception, which, as
Jonathan Culler maintains, reveals the interpretive processes of readers. In his
view, different readers produce different interpretations, which this theory must
explain. As readers differ in meaning, they may follow the same interpretive
norms, but the reading conventions readers endorse while approaching a certain
genre are not valid for another. Furthermore, these conventions also vary from
time to time, but as a structuralist, he affirms that the theory is concerned with
the synchronic systems of meaning rather than with consequential historical systems (Selden, Widdowson, & Brooker, 2005: pp. 76-77).
After approaching the central character from an anthropological aspect due to
its being a human entity, now the discussion will endorse a semiotic point of
view as it is a linguistic and dynamic entity. It is very clear that the writer Mohammad Ali Saeed has painted his character according to the personified classic
structure, so that the central character moved from one situation to another
along with the hierarchy of the plot from beginning to escalation and tension to
the denouement, resolution, or revelation. Indeed, the protagonist has been
approached through tracing his movement and the achievement of heroism absolutely in a way that intensifies meaning and significance, considering that
meaning and significance are linked in one way or another to the central character.
The central character is a realistic witness to the event, to what this character
sought to achieve, to his will and to his human and existential desire. The writer
in his story comes from a living reality of contradictions. His human status is not
exceptional, but an association that represents a broad sector of those who live
his life, and the bitterness, distress and deprivation he suffers in order to fill the
shortage. In other words, the writer desires to turn his distress into a safe situation in his solution and travel, instead of remaining hunted living a continuous
escape from the authorities.
Here readers become aware of the issue of inequality in their surroundings.
After witnessing the painful life of the protagonist, they realize that the life of
stalking and running away is not a plague or curse. Because people want to live
their entire lives with dignity, they sometimes have to pay their lives and resist
injustice and the curbing of freedoms, colonialism and occupation of their land.
Like his protagonist, the writer is not satisfied with the reality in which one lives
strangely deprived of freedom and dignity. Thus, he lets out a first-rate human
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existential cry, so that readers will not pollute their souls with false courtesy and
hypocrisy, and endorse clean, vibrant, chaste and premeditated love that is connected to the lifeline, by forgetting the hatred and illusions that haunt people.
Perhaps what Ibrahim Sa’d ed-Din said about the image of the hero in this
story is worth quoting and examining:
The image of the struggling hero reappears to us in the story of “Hayat,”
which is one of the best stories of Saeed’s collection, and the most profound
and distinctive on the artistic and objective levels. The hero here is not a
perfect or complete mental image, but a living being created of flesh and
blood, who possesses elements of strengths and weaknesses, superiority and
shortcomings and defects and achievements like all average human beings.
So where does the heroism lie? From the people themselves and from their
faith in the justice of their cause, and their confidence in victory no matter
how much sacrifice and complexity of the path. Our hero here—Ali
al-Mahmoud—the stalker and wanted by the occupying forces is led by destinies to hide in his beloved woman’s house, who is also the dream of his
life, “Hayat.” The circumstances desire that she got married to somebody
else. And in consequence, he continues all the time a capture of his old
dream and unbridled desires, until he is conquered by weakness in the end
as he feels the army forces has tightened the noose on him... He intends to
surrender but the hand of his opponent, the Sheikh grants him the lifejacket in the best form of dedication, self-denial, love of the homeland, and
transcendence of personal sensitivities and alleged pride. The honor of man
is the honor of the whole country, and it is hiding in the bathroom....” (Sa’ad
ed-Din, 2011: p. 34)
This brings the discussion to deal with the image of the hero in an impressive
form that may be shocking and negative. He is likely to be a person who has experienced moments of refraction and weakness, or a Palestinian who has lost
touch with the reality of political struggle and has himself become accused of
having a state of coexistence with the occupation, or has lost hope that occupation will end. The issue has been discussed by Ala’ Karajah, who maintains,
The prevailing trends, on the word of the argument of Abdul Rahim alSheikh and many critics, have fallen in the contradiction of dismantling of
the hero and turning him into a “natural human being” under occupation.
In view of this standpoint, the new heroes were unable to end the Zionist
colonialism of Palestine, so that the lives of Palestinians would become
normal. (Karajah, 2021: p. 16)
In this context, Abdul Rahim Al-Sheikh says:
A new image of the Palestinian hero emerges; he becomes a figure in the
midpoint between the characters of the hero and the villain. He does not
possess the traditional qualities of heroism such as: courage, daring, altruDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101004
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ism and tragedy of fate or glory, but has ordinary human features in which
virtues and vices are naturally mixed. This is because in the narrative work,
as well as in the new film product, the themes of contradiction experienced
by the Palestinian are addressed, and the question is the extent to which literary works as well as Palestinian cinema films tend to normalize with the
occupier. It is here that the destabilization of heroism or its stuttering in the
light of the variables not the constants that engulf our homelands and the
Arab world appear to us. This is reflected in literature and other creative
works of art, such as theater and cinema. (Al-Sheikh, 2014: p. 104)
The drastic political events that took place after the Oslo Accords (1993) have
cast their shadow over the central character and the performance of its heroic
role to gain it in an innovative type. As we know, there were radical political and
social transformations that took place at this period at various Palestinian levels:
politically, socially and culturally. This caused writers to be reluctant to create
the central character in the spirit of the full heroism because these writers lost
belief in the existence of a true hero who plays his role in his existential place,
except if he were a legendary character facing a cosmic destiny. But he may be a
tragic hero whose tragedy lies within him because of his sense of inferiority and
his need to compensate for his weakness and setback, and his inner inevitable
determination to achieve his goal, no matter how much sacrifices and quirks he
has to experience and fail to avoid!
But the problem with the stories of modernity is that,
When the self rejects reality, and it no longer finds a verifiable alternative, it
suffers from self-vibration. This has been strongly reflected in the content
and form of the story. As soon as the self attaches to the subject, it is displaced to transcendentalism away from the experience of reality. Thus, the
relationship of the self to the subject remains constantly shaken, as a result
of the large gap between transcendentalism and experimentalism. (Ibrahim,
1992: p. 178)
In response to the aforementioned semantic reading, it can be said that that
the central character has exhausted his own powers in order to preserve his life,
and the life of his beloved, namely Hayat. With his sincerity, courage, munificence and attachment to life, he replaced life with a romantic anthological life
that transcended spatial existence into beyond transcendentalism.
Ibrahim Taha also relates to this point. He confirms that,
Life is legitimate and responsive and submissive to those who claim and
demand it. The end of the story came to light, reflecting this green idea in a
scene that brings the example to reality as no one has ever gathered before.
The story at the end confirms my belief that the strangest romance is realism, and Abu Ali [the writer] in this story eliminates the regular boundaries
between what is inside and outside, between the individual and the total
and between what is romantic and what is realistic, and bind between them
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in a strange convergence. Removing or diluting strict limits at the very least
is a sign of exit from each institution, and bypassing the institution means
an uprising against the method of organization, classification and identification. This act contains chaos and chaos is modernity and modernity
erupts against monotony to create a new chaos that will later become a system removed by another revolution. (Taha, 2011: pp. 37-38)
If a question is asked concerning the character’s style in terms of its social
human employment and role in the story, the answer will consider the notes of
the seminal pragmatic critic and philosopher Charles Sanders Pierce, the creator
of “icon theory”. He saw in the practical seminal circle that the character had a
triangular division: iconic, indexical and in the end, owing to the skill of the
reader it becomes symbolic.
In practice, the depiction of central characters in modern and contemporary
narrative tends to towards considering it a symbolic entity, exercising its mental
and physical, mental and emotional activities based on cognitive existentialism.
It cannot be amputated from a social-intellectual collective that haunts it monotonously. Put differently, it represents a pre-painted environmental model (EcoLiterature Dialectical), and it must live it or reformulate it on the basis of its vision and intellectual theme for which it lives and resists. Thus, it lives an ideological struggle with its ongoing raging struggle inherent in its will, albeit on paper, if realism is unable to find solutions to these cosmic and local problems,
which sometimes turn to metaphysical solutions, reaching a solution that appeals to the reader and perhaps the writer after the continuity of the existential
solution in the anthro-semiotic circle.
In this narrative case, the central character of Ali al-Mahmoud can be considered as symbolic, rather than iconic. As for Hayat, she is iconic because she
bounces back to the image of its reference to life. Some critics see in the icon the
following:
It is just a shadow of reality, taken for granted by every criticism directed at
any mediation through external relations. The icon is the rewriting of reality and writing in the limited sense of the word, is a partial case of iconography. (Ricoeur, 1976: pp. 54-57)
Ali al-Mahmoud’s character expands to be symbolic, for it helped to produce
and develop the event. The reader follows it sensitively with affection and
amazement as it carries out the central conflict, embodying the national resistance act that stands at a crossroads, not just producing propaganda statement.
It carries free ideology, which rejects injustice and struggles to undermine it, because its presence in the text and its circle of action was a challenge to the authority and its tools. The power with its oppressive and compulsive instruments
gives rise to an anti-self-reaction. This struggle, which Ali al-Mahmoud has
touched on in consciousness and practical existence, applies to honest and resistant work even in Cuba, in the American continent. It is because resistance is an
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existential human condition in which the hero raises his abilities and his skills to
achieve his humanity. He does not recognize geographical boundaries since he is
infected by a virus that moves freely in the current of time and space, especially
when the whole reality is exceptionally. Hence, the resistance becomes a legitimate way of extracting rights by seeking decent livelihoods in a multicultural
state, nationalities, minorities and religions.

4. Conclusion
This study has explored the mechanism of employing the central character and
knowing its signs through textual tools, which do not deviate from its pre-determined qualities and movements: dynamically, interactively and socially throughout the narrative text. This step is necessary to determine the centrality of the
personality, the basis in which assumes the importance and actions that guarantee its centrality. Therefore, the central character, Ali al-Mahmoud has been
given the attribute of complete undiminished heroism, according to the dynamic
semiotic model (C.S.M) in pursuing the central character and its course to achieve
its goal, which tunnels in the course of security, safety, romantic love, living
freely on his historical land and resisting injustice without being subjected to the
pursuit of brute power.
Ali al-Mahmoud’s character was fully starred as he achieved his goals. His
quest, his social belonging, ideology and anthropological behavior clearly contributed to the manifestation of the central character’s heroism.
Finally, the semantic lesson after reading was the need to continue and maintain the national and existential struggle to reach a decent life. Besides, there was
an emphasis on the political human love that is far from being tolerated at this
socio-political stage, which necessitates the defense of freedom and dignity and
the continued legitimate struggle against power and the ruling institution. The
study also revealed the weaknesses of society, which is constrained by social and
customary constraints, conspiracies and fear of the other. Therefore, the structured revolutionary path should be adopted to bring about a change in the values
of social, political and human justice in our societies. There is no harm if the
change takes the direction of a pragmatic practical philosophical approach, if socialist or monetary realism does not succeed in bringing realistic solutions that
satisfy the taste and opinion of the individual and society in the age of openness
and globalization.
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Abstract
The paper reviews Ayesha Harruna Atta’s The Hundred Wells of Salaga. It
uses a qualitative approach by revealing the significance of telling the African
history from the African perspective of the indigenous African. The sample is
purposefully chosen because the text is relatively new and demands an exposure into how Africans contributed immensely to the Atlantic slave trade. It
portrays the kind of patriarchal society and trade routes under a careful eye
for historical detail. The paper again provides the heterogeneity of slavery
that captures the different shades of slavery in relation to what African history is. A major weakness the paper reveals is that the book produces evidence
to explain Africa’s contribution to the slave trade and tries so hard to conclude that Africans should not blame the Europeans for subjugating them.
However, the text fails to provide the dark and rotten side of the European
tyranny as some researchers have done to construct the depth of exploitation
in relation to Africa’s way of dealing with slavery.

Keywords
Slavery, African Slavery, Patriarchal Slavery, Indigenous African Slavery, The
Heterogeneity of Slavery

1. Introduction
Ayesha Harruna Atta was born in Accra, Ghana in the 1990’s under a military
dictatorship. She studied Biochemistry at Columbia University (USA). She wrote
and published her first novel, Harmattan Rain with fellowship from Per Ankh
Publishers and trust Africa. Harmattan Rain was short listed for the 2020 commonwealth writers’ prizes Africa Region. Ayesha was educated at Mount Holyoke College and Columbia University and received a Master of Fine Arts in
creative writing from New York University in 2011. Her second novel is The
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Hundred Wells of Salaga which gives the evidence that slavery as an economic
relationship has been an indigenous African concept and Ghana is of no exception (Fage, 1969).
The text showcases the pre-colonial 19th century Ghana in a parallel description through the story of two young women, Amina and Wurche. The story
presents Salaga as a bustling town in Northern Ghana where the notorious slave
trading market center and the 100 wells are situated. According to Kopytoff
(1998), these wells were supposed to give the slave a final bath before leaving the
slave market to the coast for onward transport along the Atlantic Ocean. From
the narrative, Amina, one of its protagonists, lives with her father and two wives
and children. Amina receives rumours about people who are stolen to be sold
and taken to the big water but this does not worry her because her own life is
stable and punctuated by caravans that pass through the town until her home is
attacked by slave raiders who take her away into slavery. Her resilience aids her
to spring back into shape after going through such a difficult time of being separated from her home and forced on a journey.
Wurche belongs to a noble family who rather benefits from the slave trade
and thus has equipment and foreign gifts to prove it. Miers and Kopytoff (1997)
point out that slavery was not about the question of ethics at that time but was a
long tradition meant for revenue. However, the Asante, British and German
forces appear and threaten the power and trade of the local people. Wurche,
with her mischievous boyish charm, courageous and spirited princess, is more
interested in sitting in on her father’s assemblies than learning to be a good wife
from her grandmother, Mma. Her political role, when she finally gets one, is as a
bride to Adnan, a gruff, dominating man with whom her father needs to build
an alliance (Attah, 2018: p. 86).
The major areas considered in this review are the strengths, weaknesses, recommendation and a conclusion.

2. Strength
The Hundred Wells of Salaga has the significance of telling the African history
from the African perspective of the indigenous African. For example, the text
examines a part of West African History and showcases the time when domestic
slavery was big business. The twin towns that describe the trade routes of the
domestic slavery are clearly given as Both Kete-Krachie and Salaga Kpembe. Atta
skillfully portrays the kind of patriarchal society and trade routes under a careful
eye for historical detail. In the novel, the twin towns are urban market centers.
Salaga-Kpembe and Kete-Krachi are described as towns located immediately adjacent to each other in symbiotic relationship (Attah, 2018: pp. 18-26). One
partner of the twin settlement is made up of traditional elder nucleus with its indigenous chiefs, religion and strong ties of kinship. The other side or twin town
is also made up of strangers who are centered on a major market center and inhabited by Muslim traders and their relatives. They usually wield some political
DOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101005
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autonomy though the ultimate depends on the traditional indigenous twin town.
For example, the narrator says, “To prevent the bustle of Salaga from encroaching on them, the royals of the twin towns of Salaga-Kpembe restricted Kpembe
to royals. Everybody else was welcome to stay in Salaga.” (p. 19) According to
Miers (2003a) power struggle between the traditional authorities and the Muslim
traders emerged in Kete-Krachi. This kind of factional struggles for power and
severe competition for goods and services resulted from the expansion of population by the British to enter into Krachiekrom and the consequent formation of
the Kete zongo. Through this, the Muslim traders quickly gained control of
much of the wealth generated by the booming trade. Their presence altered the
entire power structure of the traditional authority. The British also took advantage of this and encouraged a further use of the Salaga-Krachie-Accra trade
route. This brought about a thriving market town with a plurality of people who
represented coastal groups and this brought about the struggles between the
Muslim traders of Kete and the traditional authorities of Krachie. Atta skillfully
presents history of Ghana through this spectacle of the twin town phenomenon.
The next important significance is how Atta presents the notion of slavery. As
perceived by a lot of writers, Africans attempt to comprehend the notion and
their conquest in connection with the trans-Atlantic slave trade through the
British onslaught. But, The Hundred Well of Salaga clearly interrogates the social standing of African domestic slavery. From the text, Atta complicates the
idea of slavery in relation to what “African history” is. Atta emphasizes on status,
ethnicity and culture. Wurche’s power over Amina as her slave defeats the idea
of the two women sharing a sense of solidarity in the kind of patriarchal society
presented in the text. Wurche’s marriage to Adnan for political and ethnic alliance/reasons supports Atta’s careful eye for domestic and historical detail about
the African domestic slavery. Significant changes in social relations of groups to
the productive process and a rapid increase in the level of exchange value is realized within the community. The social relations of groups here, was based on
economic, classism that resulted in dynamic political restructuring of the community. For example, Etuto forms relations with Adnan the Dagbon prince for a
political reason. Miers (2003b) explains this in his article that social relations
were under stress and competition during the late 19th century Kete-Krachie was
very complicated.
A third significant factor provides domestic slavery within decorative designs
in permanent basis of inclusion and exclusion. The text examines how the evocation of a slave meta-system that circulates cultures and their functions in the
African society excavate the ongoing forms of slavery in contemporary Africa.
Though Wurche is a princess in the story, the kind of patriarchal setting still
presents her as unfree. Wurche has been resisting the strictures of her society;
being herself a royal. Again, having a brother, her position was clear to everyone.
She has to marry to forge alliance to make her father Kpembewura strong. Though
she is intelligent and has everything a man needed to be a good ruler, she is seen
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as a woman. Atta uses such instances of patriarchal slavery to highlight the important issues of contemporary scholarship in African feminism.
The text further presents gender issues which have gained credence in contemporary society as another significant. Atta uses how Amina’s body is exposed
at the Salaga slave market for a buyer, to showcase the presence of gender scholarship as a form of slavery in contemporary writing. The highlight of gender
sensitivity in the text shows how gender scholarship has received credence in
contemporary writing. Atta’s novel supports the trend of gender issues and how
the female African writer perceives slavery in contemporary African writing.

3. Weakness
One major weakness is that the book ends abruptly without giving the detail of
Wurche’s success as a redeemer of the plight of women as she sets out to do
from the beginning of the text. It appears as if the writer was rushing to finish in
order to deal with another business.
Readers may find the ideas presented by Atta so complicated because of how
she uses the parallel views of the two women. One may find the story uninteresting since the connection of issues is unclear from the beginning.
In dealing with the issue of slavery, Atta produces evidence to explain Africa’s
contribution to the slave trade and tries so hard to conclude that Africans should
not blame the Europeans for subjugating them. However, Atta fails to provide
the dark and rotten side of the European tyranny as some researchers have done
to construct the depth of exploitation in relation to Africa’s way of dealing with
slavery. Her analysis this way does not produce enough evidence to conclude
that Africans should be blamed for their own predicament.
The text again tries to present traces of homosexuality in the text. Atta attempts to produce the idea that homosexuality existed way back in Africa as
early as the 17th century when she sets the story. She does this using Wurche’s
character but she is not confident enough to point it out categorically to the readership to have the impression that this contemporary cancer that needs proper
attention persist in Africa and that it even persisted in precolonial Africa. Perhaps Atta is not confident enough due to the fact that the African culture frowns
on this act though persistence is inevitable.

4. Recommendation
The point where the two women meet should have been a converging point for
building the strength of the African woman as a redeemer of the plight of women. Atta sets out from the beginning of the text to provide resilience through
Amina and Wurche.
As Atta started from the beginning, issues presenting African feminism was
clear but events to build the success of this ceases at a point. The meeting of the
two women at the very last chapter should have strengthened a clear stance on
African feminism and that could have been more interesting.
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The exploitation process that paints pictures of European contribution to the
issue of slavery is rather not clearly exposed. It seems that Atta is more interested
on Africa’s involvement than providing the European side of the story of slavery
as researchers convey about contemporary slavery scholarship in postcolonial
discourse.
Gender scholarship in contemporary writing exposes the existence of homosexuality in Euro-America and elsewhere. In trying to expose matters about gender
sensitivity like this, Atta should have pointed out without prejudice if only she sees
that traces of this cancer clearly exist in Africa. At best, Atta should have been silent on this if evidence for support was not very strong and authentic.
I recommend this text to researchers who are still reading for insight into slavery scholarship in post-colonial discourse. Its content will be relevant especially
in the area where there are biases of inclusion and exclusion since information
about precolonial history of Salaga, the most important slave market in the 17th
century Ghana is provided.

5. Conclusion
The Hundred Wells of Salaga challenges the assumption that supports slavery as
linked to the Trans-Atlantic slave trade. It does well to provide a more hopeful
vision of how to address the trauma that colonialism has put Africans through.
However, there were certain lapses that the text does not thoroughly deal with.
The text lacked the culture of examining evidence rigorously, getting to the end
of the story and constructing practical solutions to specific problems. Even so,
The Hundred Wells of Salaga made a strong case on tackling the problems to the
trauma experienced by Africans and Ghanaians in particular as a result of colonization.
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Abstract
This article takes Robert Lowell’s first confessional book of poems, Life Studies as the object of study, and instead of focusing primarily on the oft-discussed autobiographical and historical factors, concentrates upon the philosophical pursuit—existentialism conveyed in this work. The article shall contextualize Lowell’s continual artistic creation for renewed existence as part of
the process of realizing “being-for-itself” that is central to the existentialist
school, to provide a new perspective for understanding Lowell’s writing and
life. Lowell’s poetry reveals the condition of human existence in a lonely and
hollow state and under the restrictions imposed by the others. The way to
transcend this predicament, as the poet in Life Studies shows, is to realize
“being-for-itself” through writing, enabling the poet to become more openeyed and to revive his existence. The ceaseless improvement of the poet’s
comprehension of self and the other in the process of composition indicates a
typical existential life in which the individual revives by free choices and decisions.

Keywords
Robert Lowell, Life Studies, Existentialism, Writing and Life

1. Introduction
In a poem in memory of Robert Lowell soon after his death, Elizabeth Bishop
once passionately recalled the poet who had always been devoting himself to the
endless revision and rethinking of poetry and life: “Nature repeats herself, or
almost does: repeat, repeat, repeat; revise, revise, revise…/You left North Haven,
anchored in its rock, afloat in mystic blue…And now—you’ve left/for good. You
can’t derange, or re-arrange, your poems again” (Bishop, 2011: pp. 210-211).
Bishop’s portrait reveals the ever-changeable and renewing feature of Lowell’s
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writing that closely conforms to the general idea of existentialism: individual in
ceaseless attempts to investigate, discover and revive the personal existence. Similar statements related to existentialism are claimed by Lowell himself. He argues
that poetic writing is based upon the individual’s state of existence so that “your
poem ends up with an existentialist account of your experience” (Lowell, 1988:
p. 72). We cannot define Lowell as an “existentialist” like Heidegger, Sartre or
Camus because his reception of their works is hard to clarify1, but it is justifiable
to argue, that Lowell’s artistic practices in many aspects are coherent to the existential philosophy which “informed and inspired a whole generation of American writers and artists in the 1950s and 1960s” (Tong, 2008: p. 278).
While the interrelatedness between Lowell’s poetry and experience has been
immediately noticed and frequently discussed by scholars, most studies have
only centered upon the autobiographical myth, historical background and the
confessional voice in his poetry. There have been few attempts at viewing Lowell’s poetry and life from the philosophic perspective of existentialism. In fact,
as early as in 1963, after pointing out the possibilities of literary criticism under
the light of the existentialist philosophy, R. J. Calhoun at the end of his article
mentioned particularly Sartre’s theory of art object as bringing together “two
disparate consciousnesses” (Calhoun, 1963: p. 7) can be applied to “recent personal poetry in the school of Robert Lowell, which stresses the importance of
objects from the past as they present themselves ‘now’ to a consciousness (Calhoun,
1963: p. 7). Calhoun’s proposal of relating Lowell to existentialists, however, was
not fully put into practice by critics. S. G. Axelrod in his influential study defined
Lowell’s poetry as “radically experiential and existential” (Axelrod, 1978: p. 9),
but he did not proceed to investigate Lowell and the existentialist school. This
article, therefore, by analyzing Lowell’s influential confessional book of poems,
Life Studies (1959), attempts to examine the existentialism revealed in Lowell’s
poetry. I shall highlight that Lowell, like Sartre, sees art as a way of existence by
which the poet can be free and creative against the human condition of loneliness and limit. Through the arduous and even painful process of writing, the
poet strives to recollect the past, contemplate upon self, and discover something
new about life, leading to a revived being-for-itself.

2. Individuals in Loneliness and Hollowness
From the very beginning to the end of Life Studies, the contemplation upon
human existence remains the central theme. One of the most important topics
throughout the book is the position of man in the world—whether one is fixedly
related to some pre-established larger system, for instance, the Chain of Being
decreed by God, or individuals are rather accidentally thrown into the world,
independent in separate specific situations. To Lowell, an apparent deviation
According to the biography by Ian Hamilton, Lowell himself had mentioned Sartre and Camus in
his comment of “Skunk Hour”, the closing poem in Life Studies: “My night is not gracious, but secular, puritan and agnostical. An Existential night. Somewhere in my mind was a passage from Sartre or Camus about reaching some point of final darkness where the one free act is suicide”
(Hamilton, 1982: p. 267). So it is certain that Lowell at least knows well about the existentialists.
1
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from tradition and religious belief to particular and personal experience is presented in Life Studies. In the first poem of the book, “Beyond the Alps”, loss of
the sense of belonging is expressed through the transition between two landscapes—Rome and Paris: “…I watched our Paris pullman lunge/mooning across
the fallow Alpine snow. O bella Roma! … Life changed to landscape. Much against
my will/I left the City of God where it belongs” (Lowell, 1964: p. 3). By leaving
Rome the city of Christianity for Paris the secular city of art, the poet loses his
faith in melancholy. The moving train continues to convey the symbolic meaning in the latter part of the poem, “Our mountain-climbing train had come to
earth” (4), indicating that the poet’s mind has descended to the earthly matters
in human life instead of the eternal divine dogmas. The waning faith is also strengthened by the poet’s mock of the “holy father” whose “electric razor purred, his
pet canary chirped on his left hand” (4). The absurd image of the holy father and
“the monstrous human crush” (4) embody a sense of absurdity and horror of
losing faith.
Lowell’s transition to a more personal concern—as implied in the metaphor of
the journey from Rome to Paris—draws on the general ideological atmosphere
of atheistic existentialism in the mid-twentieth century. Sartre once claimed the
denial of God by quoting Dostoyevsky’s words: “God does not exist, everything
is permissible. This is the starting point of existentialism…man is consequently
abandoned, for he cannot find anything to rely on—neither within nor without”
(Sartre, 2007: pp. 28-29). It would be arbitrary to assert that Lowell completely
abandoned his belief like Sartre, but his movement from a close attachment to
tradition to a more private, specific experience proves to be clear in his literary
criticism. He once told the interviewer that “A lot of poetry seems good in the
tradition but just doesn’t move me very much because it doesn’t have personal
vibrance to it” (Lowell, 1988: p. 72). When he composes Life Studies he had
forced himself “into a revolutionary style” which allowed him to depart from
traditional forms and express freely personal feelings (Axelrod, 1978: p. 86).
Under the horror of losing faith and tradition, Lowell in the last lines of
“Beyond the Alps” proposes to seek “the blear-eyed ego kicking in my berth” (4),
conveying the idea that the individual’s existence is a moving, unstable state
separate from the others. In existentialist terms, each individual man’s “real
person as an isolated molecule is separated from all others by an absolute vacuum and his personality-matter, as the object that he is, is subjected to the
shifting laws of exteriority, as a perverse and demoniac interiority” (Sartre, 2004:
p. 199). In the world which by itself is purposeless and thus absurd, man is easily
inclined into a state of loneliness and hollowness. In Life Studies, “hollow” frequently appears to depict the poet’s feeling when interacting with parents and
friends. In part two of Life Studies, an autobiographical prose titled “91 Revere
Street”, Lowell recalls his experience in childhood, among which the depiction of
his parents’ disastrous marriage covers the most significant length. Strategies of
using sounds enhance the effect of the prose, generating a noisy, troublesome
but lonely atmosphere:
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“Weelawaugh, we-ee-eeelawaugh, weelawaugh,” shrilled Mother’s high voice.
“But-and, but-and, but-and!” Father’s low mumble would drone in answer.
Though I couldn’t be sure that I had caught the meaning of the words, I
followed the sounds as though they were a movie. I felt drenched in my
parents’ passions (19).
The misunderstanding among family members suggests the lonely nature of
human condition. Unable to comprehend his parents’ quarrels, the child, who is
supposed to be integrated into the family unit, sees the others from the perspective of an absolute outsider as if they were a movie. Lowell describes the feeling
most of the time during childhood as “majestic, hollow boredom” and 91 Revere
Street as “the setting for those arthritic spiritual pains” (19). The child feels so
lonely and uneasy with his parents that he “felt at home” (21) in the house of his
closest friend Eric Burckhard, the son of a professor at Harvard. His affinity with
the Burckhards was even “intensified” when he discovered his mother was “always ill at ease with them” (21).
The child’s close relationship with his best friend Eric Burckhard, however,
also ends up with a breaking up and a sense of hollowness. Out of the eager to be
attractive among his fellows, “I” made fun of Eric when he caught whooping
cough. While knowing that Eric was afraid of infecting others, “I” intentionally
brought some girls to come near him, so that “Eric flushed, grew white, bent
double with coughing. He began to cry, and had to be led away from the Public
Garden” (22). Eric’s embarrassment let “me” become “a center of interest” (22)
among children for several days but “my” friendship with Eric also comes to an
end. Lowell seems to express the separate nature of individuals through the reaction of children: “The breach was so unspoken and intense that our classmates
were actually horrified” (22). The bullying, although an unimportant and even
common case among boys, points to the evil nature of man and fragile relationship between friends: “We crossed our hearts, mixed spit, mixed blood. The reconciliation was hollow” (22). The sense of belonging found by “me” in the relationship with the Burckhards was lost again by “my” own offensive behavior.
Indeed, this hollow feeling is repeatedly expressed in Lowell’s other poems: in
“New York”, for instance, the poet wakes “to the hollow of loneliness”2. Lowell’s
emphasis of loneliness is exactly the existential explanation of human condition.

3. The Self within Restrictions by the Other
The individual in loneliness, although being thrown into a certain environment
accidentally and independently, does not avoid the interaction with the others.
Rather, in existentialist opinion, to discover the true self, one must pay careful
attention to his relationship with the others. This is why Lowell is always recalling and reexamining his experience with his family and friends. Sartre emphasizes the interrelatedness between I and the other: “The Other does not appear to
me as a being who is constituted first so as to encounter me later; he appears as a
See stanza four, line eleven of “New York”, collected in For Lizzie and Harriet (1973).
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being who arises in an original relation of being with me and whose indubitability and factual necessity are those of my own consciousness” (Sartre, 1993: p.
275). The fact of the other, for an individual, is incontestable and it makes effect
by compacting a feeling of uneasiness, thereby situating the individual “perpetually in danger in a world” (Sartre, 1993: p. 275). Heidegger, tracing the origin
of human existence to an ancient fable in which the goddess Care created human
beings, also points out that “‘being-in-the-world’ has the character of being of
‘Care’” (Heidegger, 1996: p. 185). “Care”, the anxiety and anguish caused by the
other, is in company with human beings in the whole life: “…since ‘Care’ first
shaped this creature, she shall possess it as long as it lives” (Heidegger, 1996: p.
184). To be more definite, Sartre exclaims in his play No Exit: “Hell is—other
people!” (Sartre, 1989: p. 45). When one is under the discernment and judgment
of the other, he becomes a slave to “the Other”: “Being-seen constitutes me as a
defenseless being for a freedom which is not my freedom” (Sartre, 1993: p. 267).
In Life Studies, Lowell presents to the reader how individuals are restricted
and controlled by “the other”. At his home everyone is suffered from “the other”, either in the form of spiritual torture or social pressure. To Lowell’s mother,
Charlotte Winslow Lowell, the uneasiness and anguish came from a cultural
taste so disparate with her own that she kept trying to get rid of it. Born and
brought up in a Boston Brahmin family, Mrs. Lowell had a luxurious taste for
furniture and artifacts: “She kept a middle-of-the-road position, and much admired Italian pottery with its fresh peasant colors and puritanical, clean-cut
lines” (34). Unfortunately, she marries a navy commander who had to live a dull,
unstable naval life. She hated the inebriated sailors who littered her doorstep
“with the dregs of Scollay Square” (24) and complained about Mr. Lowell’s instant returns to the Navy Yard at his superior’s command on Christmas Eve. To
fight against and distinguish from the naval life, she bought a large house with
“its own flagpole and screen porches on three levels”, only to be harshly criticized by Mr. Lowell’s superior, Admiral De Stahl. “Whatever pomp or distinction its possession might have had for us was destroyed by an eccentric humiliation” and it was accused of being “flaunting private fortunes in the face of naval
tradition” (23). The irreconcilable conflict between Mrs. Lowell and the naval
life is caused by her strong insistence on keeping a good taste, which had been
an integrated characteristic of self. Mrs. Lowell’s precarious and neurotic personality proves to be the outcome under the cultural and spiritual restrictions imposed by the “other”.
Most explicitly and painfully, Lowell shows the state of being limited and controlled through the failure of his father, Commander Robert Traill Spence Lowell
III. At first, Mr. Lowell was a navy officer who had to frequently move household to fulfill the tasks assigned by his superior. His wife, Mrs. Lowell, tired of
the instability and unsatisfied with the salary in the navy, kept persuading him to
resign from the army to start a business instead. Lowell seems to use an ironic
tone when his mother said: “A man must make up his own mind”, which just
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gives a contrast meaning—one is unable to make his own decision in face of the
pressure from the “other”. Lowell uses horrible words to describe the pressure
exerted by his mother:
Mother had violently set her heart on the resignation. She was hysterical
even in her calm, but like a patient and forbearing strategist, she tried to
pretend her neutrality. One night she said with murderous coolness, “Bobby and I are leaving for Papá’s.” This was an ultimatum to force Father to
sign a deed placing the Revere Street house in Mother’s name (19).
The words “violently”, “murderous” and “ultimatum” vividly disclose the overwhelming and even fatal power upon the frail self of his father, which finally
submitted to the other’s requirement. Lowell records their quarrels from the
perspective of a child: “I would awake with rapture to the rhythm of my parents
arguing, arguing one another to exhaustion” (19). The child, who should have
been cared and loved by his parents, is also under his mother’s control and reacts
in a negative way as his father does. When Mrs. Lowell desires to know everything about her son and asks “prying questions”, the child’s mind “always blanked
and seemed to fill with clammy hollowness” in order to save himself from “emotional exhaustion”.
Besides the limit set by the other people is the rules of the society. If Mr. Lowell’s is forced by the other individual at home, his failure in business is the result of social pressure. After his resignation from the navy, Mr. Lowell “never
had a civilian career; he instead had merely twenty-two years of the civilian life”.
Like a fish out of water, he “survived to drift from job to job, to be displaced” (18).
As a member of Boston Brahmin family Mr. Lowell was well-educated, but he had
such little business talent that he spent more money than earned. The financial
crisis also reveals the external social conditions as torture for the individuals.

4. Writing as a Way of “Being-for-Itself”
Having realized loneliness and torture to be common for human beings, as discussed above, how does the poet rise above this situation and realize an authentic existence? Van Meter Ames has argued that a poet lives in an existentialist
way:
He is born at a certain time and place, subject to the surrounding conditions and influences, to his own temptations and frailties. But to be an artist…He can never be satisfied with himself, because he can only be on the
way to what he would be, in a ceaseless becoming; which always threatens
to lapse into a repetition, a parody of creative activity (Ames, 1951: p. 252).
The “ceaseless becoming” defines human existence as a changing process and
the mission of a poet is to renew his being through writing poetry. Sartre suggests that the freedom of making one’s own decisions is an indispensable part of
existence: “It is therefore the positing of my ultimate ends which characterizes
my being and which is identical with the sudden thrust of the freedom which is
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mine” (Sartre, 1993: 443). The existentialists believe that only the artists are
completely free when they are creating or composing because they manage to
rescue themselves from the regulations and limits from the “other”: “The existentialist ideal is to live as if nothing were settled, in perpetual doubt. The hero is
the artist who shakes off habits, teachings and achievements, in continual revolt
against whatever would confine or control him” (Ames, 1951: p. 252).
Lowell, like the existentialists, considers writing as a form of existence and believes that the process of creating art is at same time the recognition and renewing of his own life: “The artist’s existence becomes his art. He is reborn in it, and
he hardly exists without it” (Lowell, 1988: p. 108). The title “Life Studies” itself
implies poetry as a way of examining the poet’s own life. Katharine Wallingford
points out that “the study of a life is a process; as the poem makes clear, it is the
life of Robert Lowell—the experiencing self—that is being studied” (Wallingford,
1988: p. 16). This reveals Lowell’s existentialist pursuit of a “being-for-itself” acquired by one’s own efforts and improvements. Sartre claims that “man first exists: he materializes in the world, encounters himself, and only afterward defines
himself” (Sartre, 2007: p. 22). Holding that “existence precedes essence” (Sartre,
2007: p. 20), Sartre divides self into two types, the material and unconscious
“being-in-itself” and the “being-for-itself” defined and shaped according to one’s
own will. The latter one, as the authentic self sought by the existentialists, is historic. What Lowell means by “reborn” in art is exactly the improvement of this
historic self, referring to the reshaping of self through recollection of the previous experience.
In part four of the book, the poet often reflects upon self and comes to new
conclusions by connecting past and present, undergoing an intensely personal
experience. In “During Fever”, Lowell brings his father’s habits back to his
present life through his daughter’s words: “my daughter in fever/flounders in her
chicken-colored sleeping bag. ‘sorry,’ she mumbles like her dim-bulb father”
(79). It is the poet’s own daughter’s mumbling that reminds of the father in “91
Revere Street” who is characterized as “a mumbler” (16). Here Lowell confesses
that he is also a mumbler like his father and comes to realize the difficulty and
responsibility of an adult. The discovery after Lowell himself has become a parent implies his sympathy and reconciliation with his father. In the last lines Lowell also shows sympathy of his mother: “Terrible that old life of decency/without unseemly intimacy/or quarrels, when the unemancipated woman/still had
her Freudian papa and maids” (80).
Lowell’s display of attitudes to his wife and their marriage, as another important portion of Life Studies, also indicates the movement between past and present
that finally comes to a new insight into the poet’s relationship with his family. In
“Man and Wife”, the first lines depict a desperate life which the man and wife
are trying to deny: “All night I’ve held your hand, as if you had/a fourth time
faced the kingdom of the mad—its hackneyed speech, its homicidal eye—and
dragged me home alive” (87). To defend themselves against the “mad”, “homiDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101006
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cidal” and “murderous” external world, the couple lies down on bed in a rather
peaceful mood. The following lines, however, suddenly move to the poet’s memory of their youth: “you were in your twenties, and I, once hand on glass and
heart in mouth, outdrank the Rahvs in the heat/of Greenwich Village, fainting at
your feet—too boiled and shy” (87). The couple in their twenties had been passionate to each other and the romantic scenes make strong contrast with their
relationship at present. The last stanza returns to the present by pointing out the
exact time “now twelve years later”, when the wife has turned back against her
husband, making the poet suffer “merciless” attack (87), but the end is rather
optimistic by saying the wife’s angry speech “breaks like the Atlantic Ocean on
my head” (87). The exchange among three times vividly implies the poet’s highly
intense experience. Indeed, the poet in the last lines has become more open-eyed
and enlightened, as what Lowell calls “reborn” in the poem. In a peaceful, lamented and lifeless mood the poet recalls their enthusiastic youth, and later is
dragged back to the present by his wife’s “tirade”, finally coming to realize that
his wife’s censorious language, although harsh and “old-fashioned”, is exactly what
brings him back to life like the nurturing water.
The epiphany about marriage that the partner in some way animates the desperate life exemplifies Lowell’s existentialist way of realizing “Being-for-itself”
through composing poetry. In Life Studies, the poet always revives his condition
by portraying something curious and active enough to animate his sleepy soul.
In “Skunk Hour”, the poet at first situates himself within a dull and dead atmosphere, imagining the cars to be bodies in the graveyard: “One dark night, my
Tudor Ford climbed the hill’s skull; I watched for love-cars. Lights turned down,
they lay together, hull to hull, where the graveyard shelves on the town.… My
mind’s not right” (90). Lowell himself describes the scene as “an Existential
night”, in which the poet has in his mind “a passage from Sartre or Camus about
reaching some point of final darkness where the one free act is suicide” (Hamilton,
1982: p. 267). Immersed in a lifeless imagination, the poet suddenly notices a
mother skunk with her kittens, who are swilling the garbage pail. The skunks
show a rather active and energetic spirit: “She jabs her wedge-head in a cup/of
sour cream, drops her ostrich tail, and will not scare” (90). Compared with the
poet in fear of reality and willing to commit suicide, the messy and ugly animals
strive to make a living. Ian Hamilton argues that “The poet who feels lower than
a skunk finds both comedy and renewal in the beasts’ quixotically defiant march up
Main Street” (Hamilton, 1982: p. 268). In fact, the beasts, absurd as they are, delight
the poet and prevent him from going to the final darkness. The last lines indicate
that the poet manages to undergo a spiritual transformation.

5. Conclusion
Lowell’s poetry is closely related to his existence, and particularly in Life Studies,
the poet provides possibilities of renewing self in the poems. As Philip Cooper
argues, Lowell’s poems “manage to reanimate reality” (Cooper, 1970: p. 60). The
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poet often starts from an existential reflection upon man’s predicament in life,
referring to the sense of hollow loneliness or the restrictions imposed by the
other. But with the development of narration and the recollection of the previous experiences, the poet manages to acquire a new insight or understanding
of life. Therefore, the process of writing is a kind of revival, a rather existential,
authentic renewal of “being-for-itself” by connecting past and present. Axelrod
clearly points out that Lowell’s poems “embody a complex process of clarifying
and thus culminating his experience; and then, since poems are themselves real,
they take their rightful place within experience, leaving author and reader alike
altered” (Axelrod, 1978: p. 12). Indeed, Lowell views writing and life as inseparable because as soon as the art is created, the life of the author also changes with
it. Claiming that “the artist finds new life in his art and almost sheds his other
life” (Lowell, 1988: p. 108), Lowell hopes to reveal the existential value of poetry
and continuously complete his being-for-itself through artistic creation.
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Abstract
The fairy tales are a cultural legacy continuing to have a powerful enchantment. The story became traditional not by being created but by being retold
over the centuries and accepted in changing environments. At the beginning
of the twenty-first century, fairy tales are still thriving and have diverse forms
of narrative representations. Mainstream cinema today even shows great interest in producing fairy-tale films that seek to hold the attention of a global
market with innovative and spectacular adaptations. This paper takes historical retrospect to survey dominant shifts in the reception of fairy tales, in particular the shift in a unique art form and narrative formula. From the féerie,
Georges Méliès, Walt Disney, Angela Carter, and the twenty-first-century
postmodern hybridity, the findings suggest that the representation of fairy
tales shows a certain attitude towards the story, which reflects an aspect of
cultural values, beliefs, and viewer preferences in the reception of fairy tales.
Findings from this study also indicate that fairy-tale transmission is a feedback loop rolling around with tradition and innovation, taking on a meaning
of their own.

Keywords
Reception, Fairy Tales, Representations, Narrative, Transformation

1. Introduction
Fairy tales have been with us for a long history and influenced our culture profoundly. Originated in traditional oral storytelling, developed as the literary genre with the help of the printing press in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and reshaped employing new technological forms of the mass media, fairy
tales have evolved and continue to transform themselves vigorously to the present
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day (Zipes, 2006a). The most telling stories even have become a handy metaphor
or shared knowledge of the fantasy code for communication in the popular culture (Cahill, 2010; Haase, 2004; Warner, 1990). For example, the big wild wolf in
Little Red Riding Hood can be alluded to be a malicious person or a villain who
wants to seduce a girl. In the story of Hansel and Gretel, the evil stepmother can
represent the theme of abandonment and child abuse, and the candy house may
symbolize oral greed that children must learn to overcome. The reader or viewers can rely on their knowledge of pre-text, the original, to quickly identify others such as wicked witches, trolls, wolves, fairy godmothers, dwarves, princesses,
and princes charming from the rich body of the subject.
Based on popular text sources like Brothers Grimm, Charles Perrault, or Walt
Disney, the adaptable nature of literary fairy tales has continually inspired creative
writers, artists, and filmmakers to make the responses, reactions, and revisions
(Elliott, 2010; Haase, 1993a; Inge, 2004; Wertag, 2015). Innovation depends on
tradition. Working with a plot, a character, images and motifs already familiar to
the intended reader or audience, gives freedom to retaliate, protest and reinvent
(Warner, 2014). Feminism approaches (Cahill, 2010; Haase, 2004; Lieberman,
1972; Warner, 1990), postmodern irony (Bacchilega, 2013; Joosen, 2011; Smith,
2007), cinema’s visual spectacle (Elliott, 2010; Hayton, 2012; Moen, 2013), and diverse narration offer the potential to attract widespread appeal. Successful retellings of well-known fairy tales usually bring new insights and transformation, imbuing stories with added significance and meanings in their reception.
According to Cristina Bacchilega (2013), creative writers, artists, and filmmakers are the active recipients because their fairy-tale adaptations usually take an
activist stance in response to authoritative pre-texts and hegemonic uses. Yet,
meanings are not fixed. In actual social existence, creators appear or intend to
create stories encoded with a set of dispositions and preferences. Still, they are
not in complete control of the meanings that are subsequently made since readers’ decoding positions are “no necessary correspondence,” says Hall (1993). In
other words, readers are also active recipients who can organize information
through deduction and induction. And people who are from different social and
cultural contexts have different ways to interpret and determine the meaning
from the same text.
Therefore, a fairy-tale adaptation turns to be widely accepted, which is a dynamic process that may involve scholarly reading, technical uses, and viewers’
tastes. This paper aims to understand how fairy tales grant tellers and readers the
freedom to respond to the text and generate meaning and function in reception.
It takes the process of historical retrospect to survey dominant shifts in the reception of fairy tales, in particular the shift in a unique art form and narrative
formula. This paper discusses the féerie, Georges Méliès, Walt Disney, Angela
Carter, and the twenty-first-century postmodern hybridity individually, focusing
on the performance techniques, connotation, cultural resonance, and the contemporary cultural field of fairy tales their ongoing dynamics of distinction.
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2. The Meaning of Fairy Tales
Fairy tales emerged from an oral tradition, and they existed in thousands of versions. The ancestors retold and listened to these stories at the fireside, in taverns,
and in a spinning room that offered opportunities to talk, negotiate, deliberate,
chatter, and prattle on endlessly (Tatar, 2004). Fairy tales were told initially by
an adult to adult audiences, presenting with a multi-voiced discourse, blending
the wit and the coarse humor, combining the local culture of peasants with poetic literacy of aristocrats. Many tales have been traveling through the world for
centuries, refashioning into the form of traditions in every location. It is a continuous recycling process in which anyone can pick up a tale and make it over. It
is also evidence that tales exist in various degrees of similarity and differences
among countries.
In the transmission of oral culture, fairy tales are one of the most ancient and
honorable functions of art for entertaining people (Carter, 2005). The pleasure
of wonder offers hope of release from poverty, maltreatment, and subjection.
Moreover, “storytelling can act as a social binding agent,” says Marina Warner, a
celebrated cultural historian, critic, and novelist. “The enchantments in the tales
also universalize the narrative setting, encipher concerns, beliefs, and desires in
brilliant, seductive images that are themselves a form of camouflage, making it
possible to utter harsh truths, to say what you dare” (Warner, 1996). The shared
experiences of human society inspire people to echo emotions, conflicts, and
thoughts, giving the genre its fascination and power to satisfy.
It was until the nineteenth century that fairy tales took a turn to the field of
children’s literature. When Brothers Grimm collected the tales as a cultural archive, the Children’s Stories and Household Tales, they thought they were recovering a German Mythology and a German attitude to life. Although the Grimms
had tried to collect these tales in as pure a form as possible and sought to construct a national identity, they had taken care to eliminate “every phrase not appropriate for children” and erased the off-color humor of tales for popular demands and expectations (Tatar, 2004). Despite some critics arguing that the Grimms
tampered with their sources in irresponsible ways, they believed that fairy tales
would remain the same when it comes to essentials even if they continually transform themselves in their outer manifestations.
The moral dimension is one of the profound meanings in the classic fairy tales
that stems from human conduct of the past and still speak to today’s audiences
about valuable life lessons and universal truth (Haase, 1993b; Jones & Schwabe,
2016; Zipes, 2006b, 2011). Before the Brothers Grimm, in French writer Charles
Perrault’s Mother Goose Tales, Mother Goose plays as a figure of seer, godmother, teacher, or grandmother to transmit the message of a praiseworthy and
instructive moral by the tale (Warner, 1996). Whether the Brothers Grimm or
Charles Perrault, literary fairy tales incorporate a moral code that reflects upon
the basic instincts of human beings as moral animals and suggests ways to
channel these instincts for personal and communal happiness (Zipes, 2006a).
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Moreover, in fairy-tale studies, the psychological perspective focuses on children’s struggles between positive and negative forces in the self. The renowned
child psychologist Bruno Bettelheim (1989), in his influential study of fairy tales,
The Uses of Enchantment, claims that “nothing can be as enriching and satisfying to child and adult alike as the folk fairy tale.” He illuminates an understanding of fairy tales which can function as a powerful therapeutic value. By opening
the world of fantasy and imagination, children find the life of meaning through
fairy tales which can be seen as a way for navigating reality (Cashdan, 1999),
helping them develop the wit and courage needed to survive in a world ruled by
adults.

3. The Reception of Fairy Tales in the Féerie
The theatrical genre of the féerie was born shortly after the French Revolution
(Kovács, 1976), which was known for its dazzling scenes and marvelous stage effects. In nineteenth-century popular culture, the féerie provided “a multifaceted
entertainment of dance, comedy, and action while exploiting new technologies
and extravagant stagecraft” (Moen, 2013) for a mass audience.
As the word “féerie” indicates, this genre was based upon fairy tales and other
fantastic objects. These plays staged material drawn from familiar stories such as
French fairy tales written by Charles Perrault and Catherine d’Aulnoy. However,
the féerie emphasized neither the temporal continuity of narrative nor the depictions of moralistic intent, but rather an emphasis on spectacle. According to
Théophile Gautier, a well-known commentator on French theater, féeries presented rapidly changing onstage wonders which invite spectators into a shared
environment filled with fantastic transformations. The reception of fairy tales in
the féerie is a dazzling vision and an incoherent collection of brilliant spectacles,
which had become a central visual trope of popular entertainment. Marvelous
stage effects and transformations largely displaced the narratives of féeries.
Moen (2013) highlights the importance of how fairy tales in féeries resonated
with modernity. The féerie departed from the narrative basis of fairy tales by
employing new lighting and stage machinery technologies to transform, shaping
modern fantasy with a dazzling visual form of instability, “ephemeral and mutable, technological and enchanting” (Moen, 2013).
Therefore, the féerie is a creative world’s response to represent a visual regime
of the nineteenth-century media culture, embody a pre-cinematic sensibility in
Charles Baudelaire’s modernist aesthetics that “modern art can dispense with
classical art as its authoritative past because the temporal or transitory beauty
implicit in the concept of modernity engenders its own antiquity” (Jauss, 2005).
Through a fairy-like aesthetic, the féerie pursue visual pleasures and celebrate a
fleeting moment of beauty, rather than engaging with art’s relation to the narrative structure, moral lessons, and social values. Using complex theatrical machinery to achieve its “magic” effect, the féerie inspired the early cinema, notably in
Georges Méliès films (Grøtta, 2015).
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4. The Reception of Fairy-Tale Film-Georges Méliès
At the turn of the twentieth century, influential French filmmaker Georges Méliès,
a pioneer of fairytale film, devoted himself to experimenting with creating narratives in cinema. As Jack Zipes (2010) noted, among the early filmmakers and directors in the western world, it was Méliès who paved the way for fairytale films
and experimentation with cinematic storytelling. Ever marveled at the spectacular effects achieved in féeries, he sought to use féeries as a source of techniques,
plots, and themes in his motion pictures. Therefore, féeries could be a vital force
shaping Melies’s film aesthetic.
Between 1896 and 1913, Méliès made over 520 films in his Montreuil studio in
a Paris suburb. Among them, Zipes recognizes that “there are about thirty or
more that can be called fairytale films in a strict sense,” a classification based on
the Perrault’s tales, melodrama féeries, vaudeville féeries, literary fairytales, and
original screenplays that Méliès wrote. Although Méliès was not the only filmmaker at the time to adapt fairy tales for the cinema, his innovation and passion
for rendering dreams and imaginings with a greater reality made his fairytale
films have continued to make an impact on contemporary filmmakers.
In 1899, Méliès directed the first film adaptation of Cinderella, Cendrillon, a
compact version of about six minutes. Inherited from féeries, Méliès presents a
series of tableaux and events loosely based on the viewer’s familiarity with the
story. Cendrillon’s first scene is Cinderella sobbing in a kitchen because her
stepmother departs for the ball, leaving her alone. Then soon after, the fairy
godmother appears. Here, Méliès employs a series of stop-camera substitutions and
mixes stock of theatrical techniques to show transformation in an instant, turning
mice become footmen, the pumpkin becomes a coach, and Cinderella’s appearance
becomes dazzling. Innovative photographic techniques created new magical
changes allowing Méliès to link single illusions together in rapid succession.
Furthermore, according to the influential literary critic and essayist Remy de
Gourmont, the stop-action technique enables Méliès to create new meanings
through visual transformations in his films. In the same example, Cendrillon,
Méliès elaborates on the notion of “time” in ways that transformation could be
understood, figured, and negotiated. The clock is incarnated in the human form
of an older man. He appears in the ball to warn Cinderella of the coming of
midnight, followed by the fairy godmother, who changes her back into a girl in
rags. Through a series of cuts to make characters appear and disappear or show
the substitution of something onscreen rapidly, transformation functions to
generate implications in the story. The older man transformed from the clock is
reminiscent of the anthropomorphic “time” role in Greek mythology. Like an
ancient Greek philosophy of “time reveals the truth,” Cinderella transforms back
into her true nature. The truth has nowhere to hide in the light. Poor Cinderella
suffers the scold from people in the palace. Although Cinderella returns home
with regrets, the older man still haunts her in the dream in a ridiculous way for
not being home on time. Until the prince arrives and recognizes her, the happy
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ending comes.
Cendrillon is one case to understand that Méliès can capture a metaphorical
effect through playful images, making the unreal real and the invisible visible in
his work. The reception of fairy tales in Méliès’s films is the impulse and the
pleasure to revisit stories and transform. In his charming cinematic version of
Bluebeard, Georges Melies adds magical revival to the finale, with all the murdered brides revived and happily paired off at the end (Short, 2014). The fairy
tale was a vehicle for Melies to express his artistic talents, make fun of traditional
stories, and leave the people staring in wonderment. The advent of film technology changed the fairy tale genre; Georges Méliès adopted photographic tricks
in the service of magic. His fairy-tale films elaborate on a fantastic world of new
perspectives, playing merrily with echoes.

5. The Reception of Fairy-Tale Film-Walt Disney
In the twentieth century, the birth of modern culture, fairy-tale production revolves around the transition from print to electronic text, like film. After the experimental fairy-tale films of Georges Méliès, Walt Disney became a dominant
role in the production and reception of fairy tales with his aesthetic interest in
the newly developed possibilities of the art form (Brode & Brode, 2016; Haase,
2006; Inge, 2004). Disney’s first feature-length fairy-tale film Snow White and

the Seven Dwarfs (1937), has been admired as a masterpiece of cinematic art. A
dazzling full-color screen with musical and technical marvels changed the pop
culture landscape. Until now, Disney’s artists have made a lasting impact on the
art of animated film.
Followed by Cinderella (1950), Sleeping Beauty (1959), The Little Mermaid
(1989), and Beauty and the Beast (1991), Walt Disney retold the tales through
animation and film with such consummate skill that they became the authoritative modern versions (Inge, 2004). At the same time, he reshaped the fairy tales
to reflect his utopian vision of the good women and good life. For example, Disney’s heroines are passive and pretty and usually patient, obedient, diligent, who
treat animals like children, creating a sense of domestic harmony (Stone, 1975).
It reflects the traditional public attitude toward the place of women in Western
culture, as portraying princesses as passive vessels of innocence and virtue.
Moreover, Disney is emphatic in its depiction of good triumphing over evil.
Eventually, the evil lousy person is punished, and the innocent good person is
rewarded (Wasko, 2001). Love and devotion, fun, and happiness are consistent
ideologies projected in Disney’s reception of fairy-tale animations and films.
However, scholars have struggled for critical reception while analyzing Disney
films despite their enormous popularity and commercial success. Some scholars
such as Marcia R. Lieberman (1972) and Kay Stone (1975) argue that Disney
spells false magic on children for amplifying the stereotype of innocent, passive
beauty. In their argument, good-temper and meekness pretty girls are invariably
singled out for reward fortune and happiness from some Prince Charming
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(Beauvoir, 1953). This fairy tale’s patriarchal ideology must influence children’s
expectations. They put the concern for Disney’s social responsibility since its
animated film versions of fairy tales have achieved widespread popularity, affecting the mass audience. Lieberman and Stone echo the fairy tale’s socializing
power, a rising discourse of the feminist fairy-tale research, incubating the advent of modern fairy-tale studies (Haase, 2004).
Some critics noted an emphasis on Disney’s monopoly on the fairy tale. Jack
Zipes (1995) had contended that Walt Disney sought to replace all fairy-tale versions with his animated version, casting the commodity spell with the so-called
American fairy tale and colonizing other national audiences. Giroux and Pollock
(2010) also closely examined Disney’s messages through movies, merchandising,
and attractions. He claimed that Disney, “as one of the most influential corporations in the world,” plays a dominant role in various public spheres. Disney’s
animated films are a vehicle for generating dreams, entertainment, and corporate profits. They also promote Disney’s cultural pedagogy, helping children and
adults define themselves through an artistic language, shaping their identities
and desires, and editing public memory. It is the expanding role that Disney
plays in shaping education by its authority in popular culture.
Douglas Brode overturned the idea of “Disney bashing” by arguing that Disney’s work absorbed the zeitgeist and shared its view. “Even those who dismiss
Disney on various critical grounds cannot deny that he and his company performed that virtual magic acts better than anyone else” (Brode & Brode, 2016).
As Christopher Finch (1973) had declared, “Disney is a primary force in the expression and formation of American mass consciousness.” The Disney version
of Snow White established the Classic Disney formula and relayed new ideas
about the American dream of success, illuminating the spirit of the times and
infusing hope and positivity into society during the 1930s and 1940s, when
America was suffering an economic depression. Through the reception of Snow
White’s good, diligence, patience, and virtue, and her ability to love and dream,
Disney, transformed her into the leading role from plight to eventual “happily
ever after.”
On the other hand, other voices have queried Disney’s adaptation, losing the
meaning and value system attached to the “original” tale. But American academic M. Thomas Inge views the matter from a different standpoint. He argued
that Disney’s version does no violence to the traditional patterns of the meaning
of the original fairy tale but instead renews and affirms the story’s relevance for
another century (Inge, 2004).
Donald Haase raised the question of ownership about the reception and cultural ownership of fairy tales. Haase suggested that if adults and children can
avoid regarding fairy tales as models of behavior and normalcy, like the Disney
model, these tales can become for them “revolutionary documents that encourage the development of personal autonomy” (Haase, 1993b). He examined that
teachers and parents should present children with various fairy tales, helping
reinterpret the stories in new ways. Since a wide variety of narratives can enDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101007
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courage diverse responses, questions, and significant comparisons, children can
be helped discover their ownership of fairy tales through experiencing the classical canon in new contexts and understanding to assert their proprietary rights
to meaning. Therefore, from this perspective, it is not Perrault, Grimm, or Disney who possesses the fairy tale, but people must take possession of it on their
own terms.

6. The Reception of Fairy Tales in the Angela Carter
Generation
From the 1970s into the late twentieth century, a group of influential writers
such as Robert Coover, A. S. Byatt, Margaret Atwood, Salman Rushdie, and Angela Carter is christened “the Angela Carter generation” by Stephen Benson. The
reason is that they have innovatively engaged with the fairy tale genre in a sustained way, producing the alternative fashion of the fairy tale (Benson, 2008).
Their fairytale adaptations establish an essentially postmodern awareness of the
fairy tale, which invites more critical exploration and creative possibilities in
narratives, consequently releasing a story’s many other voices.
Among these prominent revisionist writers and storytellers, the English novelist Angela Carter is best known for her explicit fairytale reworking with the
strong narrative style of magical realism. She wrote dazzling, erotic variations on
Perrault’s Mother Goose Tales and other familiar stories. There are no naive
princesses or soppy fairies but are pretty maids and old crones; crafty women
and bad girls; rascal aunts and odd sisters (Carter, 2005).
Carter believed that fairy tales transmit unofficial, cross-culturally varied, entertaining knowledge (Bacchilega, 1999). She put old wives’ tales together, intending to give pleasure on her own part. Carter’s stories have one thing in
common, which all center around a female protagonist. She may be clever, or
fearless, or good, or foolish, or cruel, or sinister, or awesomely unfortunate. According to Carter (2005), she wanted to demonstrate the richness and diversity
of how femininity responds to the same common dilemma by its strategies,
plots, and hard work.
Angela Carter’s (1990) partisan feeling for women in all her work, including
her renowned collection of fairytale revisions, The Bloody Chamber and Other
Stories. She “lifted Beauty and Red Riding Hood and Bluebeard’s last wife out of
the pastel nursery into the labyrinth of female desire,” says Maria Warner, “Taboo
was her terrain, and nothing was sacred” (1996). The reception of Carter’s fairytales, mixed with exuberant fantasy and postmodernist philosophy, offers readers an extended exploration of notions, notably desired, gender and power.

7. The Reception of Fairy Tales in Postmodern Culture—
Hybridity
7.1. Fairy Tales in Postmodern Popular Culture
Nowadays, popular fairy tales have become global cultural icons and are enjoyDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101007
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ing a massive rise in popularity and influence in symbiosis with the internet.
Countless fairytale contemporary retellings and reinterpretations are produced
every year to keep pace with new social media and communication networks in
the twenty-first century. They constantly pervade through television series and
commercials, fashion magazines and artistic drawings, comic books and cartoons, and performance art and pop commodities. Fairy tales have become part
of the rich treasury of “texts” available to the adaptor.
One of the significant characteristics of postmodern culture is its paradoxical
nature (Foster, 1983). Anything can be juxtaposed to anything else, like opposing emotions in love and hate, cognitions in belief and doubt. This phenomenon
is readily observable in art, literature, advertising, and other media. Therefore,
fairy tales can yield a new meaning by juxtaposing with other differential elements through an artist’s consciousness of the world. Preston (2004) has observed that the stuff of fairy tales, in postmodernity, exists as fragments acquired
through some possible forms of cultural production. For instance, the British
designer Alexander McQueen found inspiration in Grimms’ fairy tales, infusing
the Gothic sensibility of fairytales into the boundaries of fashion, making him
one of the most creative visionary designers of his generation. Fashion photographers, such as Annie Leibovitz and Eugenio Recuenco, create their own visual
narrative in this fairytale trend, putting their contemporary gloss on familiar
tales with fresh fashions and brilliant casting. Their collaboration with the
well-known fashion magazine Vogue offers stunning images and an unparalleled
notion of fairytale haute couture (Figure 1).
Although the focus of photoshoots is with an advertising aim for the prestigious

Figure 1. The fairy tale in popular culture exists as fragments in haute couture. Beauty
and the Beast, photographed by Annie Leibovitz, Vogue, April 2005. Source from:
https://www.vogue.com/article/from-the-vogue-archives-fairy-tale-fashion.
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brands, they highlight a glimpse of selected fairy tales in an elaborated, dramatic,
and elegant style, provoking people’s understanding of how fashion photography
portrays a fairy tale in the way of visual art. Fairy tales are capitalized on the potential of hypertext and appropriated as “blocks of text” in fashion and contemporary culture. This encourages the viewer to follow different pathways and travel in the nonlinear presentation of images and electronic text, experiencing a
“hypertextual” aesthetic with intertextuality, multivocality, and de-centeredness
(Landow, 1992).

7.2. The Postmodern Fairytale Films
DreamWorks’ Shrek series, since 2001, prominently illustrates a postmodern
approach to fairy tales in contemporary cinema. Shrek functions as some watershed in cinematic fairytale awareness, with subsequent films adopting and
exaggerating the commercially successful ironic formula it presents (Tiffin,
2009). By parodying the supply of characters, situations, and tropes of the fairy
tale, particularly as they have been associated with Disney (Moen, 2013), Shrek
presents a multilayered fairy tale remix wherein old and new collide, merge and
blend.

Shrek’s strategy of cultural references and fragmentary narrative disrupts what
is commonly understood as a classic fairytale frame, transforming the meaning
of the well-known tales to be doubling and double, which “both are affirmative
and questioning, without necessarily being recuperative or politically subversive”
(Bacchilega, 1999). The Three Little Pigs, The Big Bad Wolf, Pinocchio, Puss in
Boots, Fairy Godmother, Prince Charming, numerous familiar characters exist
as fragments and are embedded in Shrek’s fairyland. They function naturally,
either meaning and implication or attempting to distance themselves from their
fairytale prototypes. Jeana Jorgensen (2007) called these fragments “fairytale
pastiches,” using fairytale motifs, characters, or plots to build blocks of new media texts, inspired by fairytales but not quite fairytales themselves (Figure 2).
The successful reception of Shrek represents a considerable step away from
Disney’s magic formula, which opens the recent proliferation of fairytale films. It
challenges standard notions of the fairy tale and normative standards of beauty
and true love and offers playful intertextuality and greater self-awareness of the
fairy tale symbol.
Drawing inspiration from Shrek, Walt Disney Studios’ Enchanted (2007)
turns the reflecting mirror at itself, allowing its classic fairy tale films to
self-parody. Enchanted positions itself as a warm, lighthearted spin through
poking affectionate fun of fairytale conventions while remaining true to their
spirit. The relationship between fantasy and reality is a prominent motif to
demonstrate that a classic animated Disney fairyland collides with modern-day
New York City, bursting into double-layer amusement. The approval from critics and audiences reveals that Disney has successfully mined deconstructive fairy
tale gems not plundered by the “Shrek” franchise. Whether an elaborated or
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Figure 2. In Shrek the Third (2007), the pastiche of fairytale princesses offers playful intertextuality and greater self-awareness of the fairy tale symbol. Source from
https://images5.fanpop.com/image/photos/28000000/Princess-Fiona-princess-fiona-2809
0761-1024-768.jpg.

freewheeling blend of the “Snow White,” “Cinderella,” and “Sleeping Beauty”
fairy tales, the worldwide reception of Enchanted also indicates that the twentyfirst-century viewer has been enjoying taking a “fairytale hybridity” ride.
Hollywood’s spate of fairytale films confirms the recent resurgence of interest
in fairy tales. A brilliant example from Disney’s Frozen (2013), an animated film
based on Hans Christian Andersen’s story “The Snow Queen.” Frozen has an instant classic hallmark and won a massive commercial success. It is not the first
time a traditional fairy story has been seized, disarticulated, and recast, but its
defining elements radically altered. Watching a girl worldwide stamps her foot
and spread her arms, singing “Here I stand, and here I stay” with such cheerful
energy shows that the young generation receives a massively powerful message,
self-affirmation, and autonomy. True love exists not only between lovers but also
between sisters, in family, and everywhere. The sequence of twists and variations
Frozen has undergone reveals how fairytales respond to social values and needs
over time (Warner, 2014). Followed by Maleficent (2014), Cinderella (2015),
Beauty and the Beast (2017), their box office success encourages the entertainment industry to engage creatively with the old tales.
These old motifs weave together in the form of combination and juxtaposition, turning contemporary fairy tales to play out a multiplicity of “position takings” that do not polarize ideological differences as they did during the 1970s
but, instead, produce complex “alignments and alliances” (Greenhill & Matrix,
2010). Given this, fairy tales have adaptable nature, and they offer a variety of
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voices in the production and reception. When the social context keeps making a
difference, they are altered and updated, interpreted in varied ways that speak to
specific social concerns and possibilities. Therefore, within twenty-first-century
new media, a diverse body of fairytale texts exists, reaching an enormous global
market depending on the recipient’s ability to perceive intertextual relationships.

8. Conclusion
In today’s convergence culture, there is compelling evidence that the public has
acquired or has the potential to access a more complex and extensive sense of
the fairytale than what was typically available some decades ago (Bacchilega,
2013). A diversity of symbolic codes is woven into fairy tales since writers, creative artists, and filmmakers refresh them from new angles, resulting in the significance of reception. Once whatever it is that makes people care, be drawn in,
and get to talk, it is the key to opening the door to the meaning and keeping the
story rolling around.
Fairy tales have variability, a route to flexibility and robustness, dealing with
shifting circumstances. Adaptation to new aesthetic and cultural contexts is at
the heart of survival for the fairy tale. Yet, the meaning of the fairy tale is also a
reader’s process of discovery. In the words of Marina Warner, “the meanings they
generate are themselves magical shape-shifters, dancing to the needs of their audience.” The times change, and the story changes accordingly. By attending to the
reception of fairy tales, this study reveals a great understanding of how fairy tales
generate meaning and function in contemporary society. It’s not only creators,
scholars but also actual recipients who can equally illuminate the story’s meaning. Their responses reflect how fairy tales become meaningful in their reception.
Significantly, the reproduction of contemporary fairy tales is no longer limited
to specific authoritative formulas or parody strategies but intertextual transformation. Intertextual links are activated with versions of the story and its critical
interpretations and contemporary intertexts. When the internet and globalization provide greater possibilities for reader response in new media, fairy tales
become more multiplicity of position-takings for their social uses, effects, and
whom they speak. Therefore, it can be an avenue of research to understand further how critical receptions or fans’ reactions via online discussion and sharing
platforms comment, compare, collaborate, and impact the production and reception of the contemporary fairy tale.
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Abstract
The reasons of the tragic suffering of women in the novel “White Deer Plain”
are discussed. Three types of women facing feudal oppression are analyzed.
The author of the novel “White Deer Plain” rethinks the traditional culture
and shows its ruthlessness in some cases though it plays an important role in
keeping social stability in feudal society. The novel shows author’s much
sympathy on opposed women lived in feudal patriarchal system through several typical women characters. The author praises the awakening of self-consciousness of women and the rebelling spirit to the traditional culture. Though
the author appreciates the traditional culture, he also realizes that part of the
traditional Confucian culture is becoming the hindrance of history’s wheel.

Keywords
Traditional Culture, “White Deer Plain”, Tragic Destiny of Women, Awakening
of Self-Consciousness, Feudal Patriarchal System

1. Introduction
At the beginning of the novel “White Deer Plain”, written by Chen Zhongshi,
the Balzac’s dictum is quoted (Chen, 2009): “Novels are regarded as the secret
histories of nations.” The “White Deer Plain” is a novel which describes the
struggle history of the traditional women under the mature system of patriarchal
society during the Chinese feudal period. The novel opens up to readers the
scene of colorful Chinese traditional country life at the age of turbulence and
describes a lot of vivid characters by the description of the ups and downs of
several generations of three families in the White Deer village located at the
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White Deer plain, the Central Shannxi. It also describes the women’s pain and
suffering in old times when they were the men’s vassals and were confined in the
old ideological system, embodying the author’s sympathy to the women in the
feudal times and the praise to the women who dared to resist the patriarchal society and owned thoughts of new times.
This paper takes Baizhao, Baiwu, Tian Xiao-e and Bai Ling as examples to
analyze what is the thoughts of the author on the women’s living circumstances
under the traditional cultural environment, and the struggling history of women
oppressed by feudal ethic codes.

2. The Female Characters Obeying the Traditional
Patriarchal System
In “White Deer Plain”, Baizhao and Baiwu are typical female characters who
were compromised to the feudal ethics totally. Baizhao is Bai Jiaxuan’s mother,
the absolute authority in the women of the family. She was harsh and severe to
the womenfolk. For example, when she knew that his eldest grandson, Bai Xiaowen, was excessive indulgence, she taught her granddaughter-in-law ostensibly,
in fact she scolded her severely mixed with vulgarisms, which caused her granddaughter-in-law cried with humiliation.”Ho, all the mistakes are due to my
grandson? You, dumb duck, are all right?” The favoritism to Xiaowen showed
that she taught her granddaughter-in-law at the angle of feudal patriarchal system. That is why she always thought her grandson was valuable while her granddaughter-in-law was just like an animal. The reason is that she was used to take
women at a lower state of men, which reflects the lower state of women in feudal
society.
Baizhao protected the feudal patriarchal system for her whole life. After her
husband died, she took over him to work hard for the procreating of the large
family. Since her Son, Bai Jiaxuan, married with six women in succession and
died oddly, gossip was spread out from mouth to mouth in the White Deer
plain. When she felt her son’s fear of the marriage, Baizhao said (Chen, 2009):
“Women are merely the paper for pasting windows which can be just replaced
once it was damaged or rotted...It is worth to spend all the family properties to
marry another one, which is better than that the property is occupied by other
families if you have no sons.” In the viewpoints of Baizhao, the daughter-in-law
was just a tool to have sons to carry on her family name, so she thought the inheritance of the family was the most important. In this regard, she was more decisive and firmer than her husband. Baizhao was only one of the thousands of
women who were persecuted by the feudal patriarchal system. Her thoughts
were ingrained because it was formed by the education since her childhood. She
was introduced in “White Deer Plain” (Chen, 2009): “She abides by the old
maxim that one should obey her/his parents and obey her/his husband once
marriage and obey her/his son in old age. She let her son deal with the family affairs without intervention very wisely.” In her long life, she was educated by similar words day after day till she identified and supported the feudal patriarchal
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system totally. When she seated on the place which the old “controller” once
seated, she taught the next generation with the feudal thoughts which she concluded in all her life, which was the continuity of the old system, old thoughts
and the persecution to women due to feudal patriarchal system.
The daughter-in-law of Baizhao, Baiwu, was also a woman living in the shadow of feudal patriarchal system. She was intelligent, kind and virtues and abided the feudal thoughts of “the three obediences and four virtues” opposed on
women. She was a typical model in the feudal society. She and Bai Jiaxuan gave
birth to three sons and one daughter, which broke the curse about Bai family in
the White Deer plain that Bai Jiaxuan was fated to mourn his wife death. In the
point of requirement of feudal society to the women, Baiwu was excellent because “the three obediences and four virtues” became her lifelong creed. She abided her father to marry with Bai Jiaxuan whose previous six wives were all died
fast, and then abided her husband in their wedding night but disobeyed the requirement of the judge. At last, she died peacefully for safeguarding her husband’s dignity after abiding her husband’s cheat. More importantly, she gave
birth to three sons for the family. On the surface perspective, Baiwu brought
good luck to Bai family and knew the rules in that times and behaved strictly
according to the feudal ethical codes. However, on the deeper perspective, the
tragedy of Baiwu just was originated from the loss of herself-consciousness.
Baiwu’s destiny was doomed since she married into Bai family. She abandoned
herself value but lived only for Bai family. She minimized her own feeling and
life demands and gave all her time and energy to her husband and children. In
“White Deer Plain”, the responses of Baiwu to the help of Bai Jiaxuan for the
first time was described as: “She drunk a bowl of water without stop and was
moved to shed tears. It was the first time of this man to boil and served water for
her.” Even if she had large contribution to Bai family, Baiwu still sheds grateful
tears for her husband’s little effort. All these show the sadness of women in
feudal times. They could not control own destiny. Their only meaning of existence was just to maintain their husbands’ benefits and willing to the greatest
extend and lived as men’s appendants. Baiwu, just liking all the unknown women on the White Deer plain, exchanged a stone arch and several rows of words in
the county annuals by her whole life.

3. The Female Characters Having Struggling Spirit
The author, Cheng Zhongshi, gave much preference to the character of Tian
Xiao-e. The author once recalled how and why to create the role of Tian Xiao-e:
“After I have seen more than 20 volumes of ‘Lan Tian County Annuals’”, I was
surprised to find that four to five volumes in those volumes were used for recording the stories of the chaste women and heroic women in this county.”
“Those women were given a very simple description with several words after
long cruel suffering to abide the sacred restrictions specially set up for them..., I
felt the ravages they suffered.” He also thought the stories about many “sour
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cabbage “spread in the folk, and the memory of a woman escaping marriage was
slashed by a thorn brush in his childhood. These factors bring the image of Tian
Xiao-e to float into his mind (Chen, 1993).
As the most controversial character in “White Deer Plain”, Tian Xiao-e was
sold to Guo, a former second degree candidate in the provincial examination, to
exchange very few silvers. Since then her tragic life started. She had to do many
odd jobs in the day while satisfy the abnormal desire of Guo at night. Her misery
was just like what unkle Li said (Chen, 2009): “Guo married that concubine is
not to give birth to a child but to soak Chinese dates.” In the viewpoints of Guo
and his wife, Tian Xiao-e was just an object, so she could not get any respect and
consolation of feeling. Self-willed Tian Xiao-e bravely resisted Guo after suffering so much humiliation. She chose to betray her husband and had affair with
Heiwa. Their behavior was found by Guo soon. Heiwa was then expelled out of
the family of Guo and Tian Xiao-e was cast off. They both regained freedom and
returned White Deer plain. However, their behaviors were known by the people
under the cross-questioning of Lu San. Heiwa was one member of the family Bai,
but he was refused to go into the ancestral temple by Bai Jiaxuan. In White Deer
plain, a marriage cannot be allowed to go into the ancestral temple means it is
not blessed. It appeared that Tian Xiao-e came out from one feudal cage into
another one. The root reason is that she couldnot break away from the feudal
patriarchal system. However, she got the short-lived happy life she wished. In
this respect, her first struggle was not failed totally. Since the White Deer village
couldnot accept them, Heiwa bought a dilapidated cave dwelling with five silvers
just outside the village where they spend a short-lived happy time. After that,
Heiwa was stirred up by others to join in a immature revolution for rice. He had
to escape everywhere after they were exposed. As a traditional woman, Tian
Xiao-e was fooled around to cast herself on Lu Zhilin. Surely, Lu Zhilin was not
obsessed with her beauty but wanted to put Bai Jiaxuan out of countenance. Tian
Xiao-e was taken into the ancestral temple after her footsie with Lu Zhilin was
found. The eldest son of Bai Jiaxuan chaired and everyone in the village joined in
the meeting for punishing Tian Xiao-e. “White Deer Plain” takes the local customs and practices in the middle of the 18 century as background when is in the
last stage of feudal society in China. The social mood in counties was open
gradually, but it was still very conservative in villages due to the blockage of information. That is why the tragedies performed in wide villages at that time.
Tian Xiao-e was stimulated by the open humiliation. She was full filled with angry to Bai Jiaxuan. In the evening, when she was canvassed by Lu Zhilin (Chen,
2009): “You ‘d better let his eldest son to pull his pants down, which just like you
to urinate on the face of the clan elder, Bai Jiaxuan.” And then, Tian Xiao-e
started the second struggle. Bai Xiaowen was a nerd full of archaisms such as
thou and thee and wherefore and is it not so, he had not any resistance when
facing so attractive Tian Xiao-e. Tian Xiao-e had an affair with Bai Xiaowen at
the neighbouring village during they watched a play one night without any efDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101008
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fort. However, Tian Xiao-e felt not any happiness but inner torment even if she
had revenged on Bai Jiaxuan successfully. It showed that she was kindness. Unfortunately, her kindness did not bring her anyone’s sympathy. She was killed by
Lu Shan bloodily at last. The author once recalled that he felt that everything
changed into black before his eyes when he finished the description of the death
of Tiao Xiao-e. He wrote in the paper when he recovered from the sadness: “bitterness of birth, bitterness of living and bitterness of death.” It is the real summary of Tian Xiao-e. After the death of Tian Xiao-e, a great epidemic attacked
White Deer village. The people in the village thought that it was the revenge of
Tian Xiao-e on this place. In fact, it reflected the guilty to Tian Xiao-e. Tian
Xiao-e provoked Bai Jiaxuan by taking up Lu Shan’s body to “revive from
death”: “Who have I bothered in White Deer village? I have not steal a piece of
cotton of anyone. I have not steal a handful of wheat straw. I have not scolded
any old people. I have not hit any children. Why cannot permit me to have a
small place to shelter myself? (Chen, 2009)” This is the third struggle of Tian
Xiao-e, but as a ghost. No matter what she said, Bai Jiaxuan persisted in that
Tian Xiao-e could not be accepted by the family of Bai due to the influences of
traditional feudal thoughts. Tian Xiao-e was not only an epitome of the tragic
women in “White Deer Plain”, but also the epitome of the whole feudal society.
Like throwing straws against the wind, none of the three struggles of Tian
Xiao-e was completed. The reason is of the lake of independent ideology and the
helplessness of women in feudal society. As an illiterate woman, all her struggles
were passive after strong suffering. There were too many shackles and prejudices
to women in feudal society. Women were used to leech on men in that time. Few
women dared to try a change. For example, someday, Bai Ling met Tian Xiao-e
and asked her to go to live in the city together. But Tian Xiao-e asked with a little
wish and a little confusion: “But, ...I know nothing, How can I live there?”
The image of Tian Xiao-e is undoubtedly well-rounded portrayer. She was
kind. For example, when she saw that Bai Xiaowen was punished with disgraced
impalement, she did not feel happy but breathed in heart: “I have really hurt a
men.” Meantime, she was capricious: “He ate the Chinese dates soaked in my
urine.” She was also clear-cut on whom to love and whom to hate. When she
knew the scheme of Lu Zhilin against her, she urinated without hesitation on his
face. She was unyielding, she tried to live no matter how many difficulties she
faced. She was pitiful, in the feudal environment, she unavoidably became the
victim no matter how she struggled (Fa, 2021).
The female characters having rebelling spirit
Bai Ling, the daughter of Bai Jiaxuan, is the typical character owning rebelling
spirit in this novel. Though she was grown in a traditional patriarchal family, she
was not restricted by the old feudal ethics, but chose to rebel intensely the feudal
patriarchal tradition. She refused foot-binding to rebel the feudal ethical codes
counting her father’s spoiling. She firmly refused the engagement assigned by
her parents. She also forced her father to let her go to school by threat of death.
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So she was the first girl going to school in city in White Deer plain. After accepting new culture and new thoughts, she escaped from her feudal family without
hesitation and took the revolutionary road thoroughly (Wang, 2021).
Bai Ling had firm position and strong character. For example, she firmly
chose the Communist Party of China and broke up with Lu Zhaohain who chose
the Chinese Nationalist Party. As an awakened woman, Bai Ling bravely challenged the traditional patriarchal society and pursued free love. She bravely
joined in the revolution and fought with the decayed feudal forces.
Bai Ling, as the outstanding representative of women with strong self-consciousness in the White Deer Plain, got special partialness of the author. The
author gave her special halo, for example, the occurrence of a white deer before
her birth, the singing of larks during her birth, the occurrence of a white deer in
the dream of Bai Jiaxuan. Obviously, the author tried to shape her into a symbol
of spirit in the White Deer Plain (Xu, 2020). However, she could not avoid the
death due to political fighting. It shows that the process for women to break up
the restraining of feudal system is long and hard. In her short but wonderful life,
she liked a beam of sunshine to penetrate thick dark clouds and bring wish to
the dark world. Nevertheless, her tragic ending triggered people to think about
the female fate deeply (Bi, 2020).

4. Discussions
Just like all those women lived in the traditional feudal society, the tragic destiny
of women in White Deer plain was doomed due to the feudal social environment. At that time, the clan consciousness affected people’s behavior deeply. The
males owned absolute rights while females had to be attached to males. Just like
what Beauvoir said in “The Second Sex” that the male chauvinisms regard the
women as only the carrier of sex without independence of personality (de Beauvoir, 1998). The lower social inferior of women caused them cannot get any
rights, especially the education right. Therefore, females were imprisoned by the
traditional feudal ideology in a very long time and still thought it was certain.
Baizhao was one typical character of this kind of females.
In some cases the feudal system was encountered struggling after some females was suffered too much monkey’s allowances. Nevertheless, the struggling
was often instinct but not self-conscious because the thoughts of these females
received were still feudal ethic codes. They were illiteracy and so could not contact any new thoughts. Their self-consciousness was difficult to wake up. Therefore, their struggles were often halfway and ended in failure, such as Tian Xiao-e.
Only those received education and got new thoughts had active behavior to
fight with the old feudal thoughts and old social order. Their self-consciousness
was waked up totally, so their rebelling was firm. They were rid of the fetters of
old feudal ethic codes. They did not depend on males anymore. Certainly, it did
not mean that their fights would succeed definitely. The result was determined
by their effects and the environment’s limitations. The character, Bai Ling, was a
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model of this kind of females.
Generally, the self-consciousness of females is always awakened gradually
even under the oppression of the long-term feudal patriarchal system. The fight
of females with the old feudal yoke cannot stop. All these impel the society develop. Conversely, the development of society environment leads females get
more rights such as education, equality of man and women, and so the selfconsciousness of more females is awakened. In this way, the status of females
can change thoroughly.
In “White Deer Plain, we can see that the author praises the good contents of
traditional Confucian culture. Obviously, he appreciates Bai Jiaxuan who held
the point of “cultivation and read to bequeath to the family” and persisted in
“Ren (benevolence) and Yi (righteous)” in his whole life. He also describes Mr.
Zhu in a rich and colorful manner. Mr. Zhu was another firm defender of Confucian in White Deer plain. He was thought as the sage in White Deer plain. He
would rather civilize people than be a official. He was also patriotic. For example, the author describes vividly about that he helped the county magistrate forbid opium and persuaded governor Zhang to withdraw 200 thousand solders to
protect the people. After his death, people talked about him:”He left so many
anecdotes. All of those are for the good of others.” Mr. Zhu did not like the behavior that disobey Confucian, especially loathed those who have not Ren and
Yi, such as the speculator Lu Zhilin. Lu is also one of the main characters in
“White Deer Plain” that the author characterizes emphatically (Li, 2006). As the
opposite of Bai Jiaoxun, Lu was the destructor of Confucian. He could try any
unscrupulous means in order to get what he wanted. He helped petty official
Tian Fuxian to trample the people. He suborned Tian Xiao-e to harm Bai Xiaowen and Bai Jiaxuan. At last, the author sets his ending as a madman, which
shows the remarked dislike to him.
Nevertheless, the author rethinks the Confucian culture in “White Deer Plain”.
The author notices that part of the traditional culture is becoming the hindrance
of history though he appreciates and is reluctant to the Confucian culture. The
description of the oppressed women exposed the ruthlessness of the traditional
culture in some cases. The experiences of the whole life of Bai Jiaxuan clearly
demonstrated the traditional culture from powerful to weak. When he was young,
Bai Jiaxuan managed the White Deer village well with the Confucian codes, but
he obviously felt that the constraining effects of Confucian codes became weaker
and weaker, till he felt helpless at last. The author wants to show the irreversible
tendency that some codes of the Confucian culture is becoming the hindrance of
the wheel of history by the rebelling of Bai Ling and Lu Zhaoling. Both Bai Ling
and Mr. Zhu were the carriers of the white deer. Bai Ling is the symbol of the
people in White Deer Plain who pursued good life. Mr. Zhu, who devoted all his
life to the Confucian culture, symbolized the declining of the values of Confucian (Wang, 2019).
In the times of “White Deer Plain”, China was undergoing a great change that
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had not happened in thousands of years. Confucian could not reform immediately and had to fade gradually when facing such intense transition. However,
once the society becomes stable again, Confucian will finish revolution gradually
by its strong vitality and recall the “Ren” in the hearts of the people and benefits
the society (Wang, 2021).
Chinese traditional culture is the result of the collision and fusion of the
thoughts and culture of all the nationalities of China in thousands of years. It affects the thoughts and behavior of Chinese deeply since formation. On one hand
there are positive contents which have facilitations to the morality education of
people, the social stability and even national administration. For example, “as
heaven’s movement is ever vigorous, so must a gentleman ceaselessly strive along”
encourages people to work hard till success. “Governing a country according to
the moral principles” to demand the government to run a country with morality
etc. On the other hand, our society develops continuously, so those having not
changed with time to suit the needs of new society in the traditional culture become dregs, such as “the three obediences and four virtues (Confucian ethics)”,
“Man is superior to woman”, “foot-binding”. For traditional culture, we should
take the essence and discard the dregs.

5. Conclusion
The “White Deer Plain” depicts numerous women characters, for example, Baizhao who totally abided the feudal patriarchal system and lost her self-consciousness, Tian Xiao-e who struggled but died of feudal thoughts, Bai Ling who
rebelled the feudal ethical codes bravely. It is shown that the author has much
sympathy with those who were persecuted by the feudal patriarchal system such
as Baizhao, Tiao Xiao-e and praises those who struggled with feudal ethical codes
such as Tian Xiao-e and Bai Ling.
On one hand, the author rethinks the negative value of the traditional culture
by this novel, on the other hand, he has some suspicions on the complete negative and rebelling on the traditional culture. For example, he sets the ending that
Bai Ling died of political fight.
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Abstract
“Event”, as a mainstream in contemporary philosophy, remains its hot status
in various research areas. Since it has experienced a “linguistic turn” in philosophy, this paper mainly discusses the philosophical development of event
ontology, event semantic, event relation and event process from some representative philosophers. The research results indicate that events gradually
gained their historical status in relation to substance, and they can be described in a more dynamic and hierarchical way. Furthermore, this paper can
also provide philosophical support to the study of corresponding concepts of
time and space in literature, nouns and verbs in linguistics.
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1. Introduction
“Event” is a common topic in philosophy, literature, psychology, linguistics, and
other fields. The philosophy of event is not particularly new during the long history of human beings from the Ancient Greek, Aristotle, to contemporary thinkers
such as Whitehead, Russell, Broad and Quine, the list has had a considerable
following. Events, in philosophy, are construed as the changes in the form of
obtaining or losing the properties of objects. In other words, events can be conceived as objects in time or objects retaining the properties. Traditionally, philosophers prefer to emphasize the clear-cut boundary between static beings and
dynamic events. In contrast, the conventional tendency has been challenged by
so-called event process approach or process philosophy. Figuring out different
developing stages of event study in philosophy cannot only benefit its ontological research diachronically, but also pave the way for its application in inter-disDOI: 10.4236/als.2022.101009 Jan. 10, 2022
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ciplinary studies, such as event grammar (Li & Shen, 2021), event literature (Liu,
2021), and event segmentation or individualization in psychology (Zacks &
Swallow, 2007), etc. With the purpose to provide some philosophical insights of
events to its literature and language study in specificity, this paper selects some
influential philosophers and their general ideas of event ontology, event semantics, event relation and event process as well in the following four sections, and
the last section mainly summarizes the conclusions of this paper.

2. Aristotle: Event Ontology and Three Types of Events
“Event” related literature can be traced back to Aristotle in philosophy (Krifka,
1998; Rosen, 1999; Tenny & Pustejovsky, 2000). Aristotle does not explicitly discuss events in his dichotomous categories of the world. One category is the universal basis of being, namely, “substance”, which “is primary in every sense and
can exist independently” (Aristotle, 1984: p. 89). Another basic category of being
is dependent to “substance”, including “quality, quantity, state, relation, action,
and motion” (Aristotle, 1941: pp. 35-42; McHenry, 2015: p. 11), from which we
can infer that events exist in the dependent category. Aristotle proposes three
event types—actuality, action and movement (Rosen, 1999: p. 3). Their definitions are sketched as follows.
“Actuality means the existence of the thing, … Since of the actions which
have a limit none is an end but all are relative to the end, … For every
movement is incomplete—making thin, learning, walking, building; these
are movements, and incomplete movements.” (Aristotle, 1984: pp. 128-129)
An “actuality” describes an event of state (Rosen, 1999: p. 3). Example [1] is
an actuality, and it expresses the state of the Hermes statue that stands in the
block of wood. An “action” is an event “with an inherent end” (ibid: 3), which is
accomplished immediately. Just as example [2] suggests, when we see something, the process of “we are seeing” and the result of “we have seen” are accomplished at the same time. A “movement” is an event “lacking an inherent terminus” (ibid: 3). In example [3], the process of “we are learning” is durable, and it
does not signify the result of “we have learned”. In other words, “action” is telic
and “movement” is atelic.
[1] A statue of Hermes is in the block of wood.
[2] At the same time we are seeing and have seen.
[3] (We are) leaning. (Aristotle, 1984: pp. 128-129)
When Aristotle’s procedure of categories is deduced from the perspective of
linguistic forms, these two categories can be equated with the simple terms of
nouns and verbs (McHenry, 2015: p. 12). We can infer that Aristotle’s three
types of the event all pertain to the verbs in linguistics. The linking verb “is” in
example [1] indicates the event of state, “see” in example [2] expresses an event
of action, and “learn” represents the event of movement.
Even though Aristotle does not directly and explicitly illustrate the concept of
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events, it can be still figured out that he regards actions and movements in the
same manner as actualities, that is, the being of substance. In addition, the existence of events is preconditioned on the basis of substance. Correspondingly in
linguistics, categories in Aristotle’s procedure are deduced from an analysis of
linguistics forms that are divided into nouns (“things said without combination”) and verbs (“things said in combination”). The nouns as substance are
characterized above all as the same as the individual things. In contrast, verbs as
events can be conceived as dynamic beings or any changes that they undergo. In
short, the latter is subordinate to the former one.
Influenced by Aristotle, Vendler’s lexical semantics and Davison’s logical
semantics open up new venues in studies of events in philosophical linguistics
(Tenny & Pustejovesky, 2000: pp. 3-5; Wu, 2012: p. 511; Li & Shen, 2021: p. 20).

3. Vendler: Lexical Semantics of Events
Vendler (1957, 1967) extends Aristotle’s three types of the event into four types—
state, activity, achievement, and accomplishment. He classifies events by three
binary semantic features, including stative vs. dynamic, durative vs. punctual,
and bounded vs. unbounded (or telic vs. atelic) (Mourelatos, 1981: pp. 201-202;
Croft, 2012: p. 33). See Table 1 for details.
In Table 1, we can find events of state and movement in Aristotle’s classification are in correspondence with events of state and activity in Vendler’s classification. For instance, sentence [4] describes the state of A’s love for somebody at
any instant time between t1 and t2, and semantic features of the state event are
static, durative and unbounded. In example [5], A was running during the time
stretch t, thus, it belongs to Vendler’s event of activity and Aristotle’s event of
movement, which is dynamic, durative and unbounded.
[4] A loved somebody from t1 to t2. (event of state)
[5] A was running at time t. (event of activity) (Vendler, 1967: p. 106)
Moreover, Vendler extends Aristotle’s event of action into events of achievement and accomplishment. Achievement and accomplishment are both telic or
bounded, but the former is punctual and the latter is durable.
[6] A won a race between t1 and t2. (event of achievement)
[7] A was drawing a circle at t. (event of accomplishment) (Vendler, 1967: p. 106)
Table 1. Vendler’s four event types with three binary semantic features.
Features

stative &
dynamic

durative &
punctual

bounded &
unbounded

State

stative

durative

unbounded

Activity

dynamic

durative

unbounded

Achievement

dynamic

punctual

bounded

Accomplishment

dynamic

durative

bounded

Event Types
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In example [6], the race has been set between t1 and t2, and A won the race at
t2. Thus, the event of achievement is dynamic, punctual and bounded. Example
[7] is an event of accomplishment, and its semantic features are dynamic, durative and bounded, in which A finishes the process of drawing during the time
stretch t.
Vendler distinguishes objects, events, and facts from a philosophical point of
view. An object is in space, and the relationship with time is different from an
event, behavior, or process, which is an indirect relationship. Events and their
associated expressions are essentially time entities, and events exist indirectly in
space. And the truth is neither in time nor in space. The images projected on
noun phrases are object nouns, incomplete moving names, and completely
moving nouns.
Vendler’s four types of verbs play an important role in the academic history of
event research. On one side, it is an extension and extension of the classification
of verbs (and phrases) such as Aristotle, Ryle, Kenny, etc. On the other hand, it
lays the foundation for the in-depth discussion and expansion of many successors. However, Croft (2012: p. 37) criticizes that Vendler’s aspectual features of
events are classified incompletely, and he proposes some additional event types
with various aspectual features, such as “directed activities” and “undirected activities”, etc. In addition, Vendler’s classification of four event types is also confronted with a serious shortcoming. Only verbs are focused on in terms of events,
but the verbs per se cannot “bring us closer to understand how and where in the
grammar events are encoded” (Rosen, 1999: p. 7). With regard to events distributed in the whole sentence, Davison’s logical semantics studies the compositional properties between events in sentences (Tenny & Pustejovesky, 2000: p. 3).

4. Davidson: Logical Semantics of Event Relation
Within the situation of the mainstream of analytic philosophy, on the one hand
followed by the Aristotelian doctrine, some “anti-event” metaphysicians propose
to eliminate events completely. Davidson (1980), on the other hand, has claims
the status of events taken along with substances (objects) in his mind-body identity thesis and actions related analysis formulated directly in terms of events. In
this sense, the significance of events earn its entry to Davidson’s (1980: p. 165)
event ontology, for he advocates that actions cannot be accounted of explanation
or causality without accepting events as individual entities.
Davidson (1967: p. 91) introduces events “as entities about which an indefinite
number of things can be said”. The event is “a dated, non-recurrent particular”
(Davidson, 2001: p. 91), in other words, “no events are identical, no event is ever
identical with another” (Davidson, 2001: pp. 137-138). Davidsons’s logical semantics
in terms of events succeeds in dealing with adverbial modifications of an action sentence.
[8] Jones buttered the toast slowly, deliberately, in a bathroom, with a knife,
at midnight. (Davidson, 1967: p. 82)
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Example [8] describes a specific action, which contains five adverbial modifications—“slowly”, “deliberately”, “in a bathroom”, “with a knife”, and “at midnight”. It can be interpreted as “there is action x such that Jones did x slowly,
Jones did x deliberately, Jones did x in a bathroom, Jones did x with a knife and
Jones did x at midnight”, then an appropriate singular term, event(e), can be used
to substitute for “x”.
[9] a. ∃e (BUTTER (Jones, the toast, e) & SLOWLY(e) & WITH(e, a knife)
& IN (e, the bathroom) & AT (e, midnight)
b. There was an event, which was a buttering of the toast by Jones, and the
event was slowly, and the event was with a knife, and the event was in the
bathroom and the event was at midnight. (Kearns, 2011: p. 245)
Example [28] can be transformed into the logical form of example [9]a. In
example [9] a, “∃e” means that it is a set of events that are represented by various linguistic forms. Example [9] b is the interpretation of [9]a in terms of
events in “∃e”. Not only the adverbial modifications but also the verb complex
can be illustrated in terms of Davidson’s logical semantics of events.
[10] a. I flew my spaceship to the Morning Star. (Davidson, 1967: p. 91)
b. (∃e1) (Flew (I, my spaceship, e) & To (the Morning Star, e)). (Davidson,
1967: p. 93)
Example [10] a can be interpreted as two separated events. For instance, in
[29] b, the first event (“e”) relates to “Flew”, and it consists in the fact that “I
flew my spaceship”; the second event (“e”) pertains to “To”, and it resides in the
fact that “(my spaceship move) to the Morning Star”. From the examples listed
above in this section, Davison thus challenges Aristotle’s conception of event
ontology where substance gains the priority to events. In Davison’s analysis of
sentences, events are named by gerunds in various grammatical structures and
their logical forms as well, which constitute the event structures by their identified and individualized processes.
As Tenny and Pustejovsky (2000: p. 3) indicates, “lexical semanticists must
look outward from the verb to the sentence, and logical semanticists must look
inward from the sentence to the verb”. In other words, the aspectual features of
Vendler’s lexical semantics may ignore the syntactic components that are not the
verbs of sentences; alternatively, the argument linking of Davison’s logical semantics cannot elucidate the details of the aspectual features or subevents in
verbs or other syntactic components of sentences. For this reason, we find that
Whitehead’s ontology of the event process can be the most appropriate philosophical background to reveal the essence of event relations.

5. Whitehead: Event Ontology and Event Process
Davison’s event relation analysis in logics, regarded as “weak view”, raises the
Davidson (1967) remains the original form of ∃x, since “x” can be substituted by “event”, the logical form “∃e” is used in this study.
1
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status of event as equal as objects which is against “anti-event” approach in philosophy. Instead of eliminating events to keep event ontology tidy and even the
“weak view”, some advocates of “strong view”, such as Whitehead, Russel, and
Quine, contend in reversion that substance is an unnecessary substratum while
events should acquire their the predominant standing for they are concrete or
basic particulars in the world (McHenry, 2015: p. 16).
In Whitehead’s early researches, he defines an event as “the specific character of
place through a period of time” (Whitehead, 1920: p. 52), in which the spatiotemporal property is “an abstraction from the concrete order of events” (Whitehead,
1922: p. 21). Different from Aristotle’s dichotomous categories of the world and the
predominant status of the substance category, Whitehead regards the world as sets
of events, in which “events support objects rather than the other way around” and
objects are “relatively monotonous patterns in events” (McHenry, 2015: p. 51).
Events have no independent existence, and they blend into each another as a richer
event (Whitehead, 1919: p. 74; McHenry, 2015: p. 52).
“In perception, no event exhibits definite spatio-temporal limits. … The
parts of an event are the set of events (excluding itself) which the given
event extends over. It is a mistake to conceive an event as the mere logical
sum of its parts. … They are the whole complex of events contained in that
event; for example. If a be the given event, and a extends over b, and b over
c, then a extends over c and both b, and c are parts of a. Thus, an event has
its own substantial unity of being which is not an abstract derivative from
logical construction”. (Whitehead, 1919: pp. 74-77)
In the description above, the parts of an event can be conceived as a set of
events or subevents, and the event is not just the totality of its subevents. In addition, an event together with other events can also constitute a richer event, and
they are ordered by the primary relation of “extending over” (McHenry, 2015: p.
52), and the “extending over” is a relation in which “two limited events can have
to each other” (Whitehead, 1920: p. 58).
In Whitehead’s later researches, he uses the term “event” in a more general
sense. “An event is a nexus of actual occasions inter-related in some determine
fashion in some extensive quantum”, and one actual occasion is “a limiting type
of event2” (Whitehead, 1929/1978: p. 80). We can find that Whitehead also takes
a nexus between events as an event, and he steers his focus on the “process”
about how the events are extended over each over. Therefore, based on Whitehead’s process philosophy, “anything that appears to exhibit permanence and
an abiding structure in nature must be explained in terms of event process”
(McHenry, 2015: p. 51).
Whitehead does not conduct any linguistic analysis to his event process, but
he considers the meaning of a word as an event (Whitehead, 1929/1978: p. 182).
The limiting type of event is the final real thing of which the world is made up (Whitehead,
1929/1978: p. 18). It contains only one member, and everything else, such as space and time, is built
up by abstraction from the concrete basis provided by the actual occasions (McHenry, 2015: p. 55).
2
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If we apply Whitehead’s event process theory to analyze the verb complex in
linguistics or literature, we can infer that the processes between events can be
interpreted in terms of the principles that constrain the relationship between the
subevents in the main verb and the subevents in the satellite, which constitute
the verb complex in linguistics.

6. Conclusion
Based on the philosophical background, it is clear that events gradually gain
their status and become the mainstream in the long history of philosophy, which
is also regarded as the basis in the analysis of event semantics, relation and
process as well. The main findings can be summarized as follows:
1) In traditional philosophy of events’ research (Aristotle time), the substance
is the basis of the existence of events, and it remains its predominant status other
than events.
2) Followed by Aristotle’s doctrine, Vendler and Davison support the “weak
view” that event semantics or event relation should be taken into consideration
in the analysis of language (verbs or actions in specialty), and events are as equal
as or should be taken along with the substance.
3) Different from the “weak view”, the “strong view” represented by Whitehead with his event process endows events with priority to substance. In addition, events can be analyzed in a more systemic and hierarchical way.
The study of events and substance in philosophy can also bring penetrating
insights to the corresponding time and space in literature, nouns and verbs in
linguistics. For instance, Yu (2021) applies the event hierarchies to the analysis
action correlating events. Moreover, there are no clear-cut boundaries between
those terms across various disciplines.
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